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lNtR,Ol)UCTlON 
This chapter will contain a etatement of the problem, and include 
a gene:tal introduction to the p:rc>ca•dures to be used in c:areying I!)Ut the 
study. A lllOre detailed description of the J;eaeareh teclmiquee qse<l will 
be given in a later chapter. 
Statement of !h! problem. The title of thia study is; 11An A.naly-
s~s of Teacbl!rs' Attitudes Toward the Use of Audio· Visual Materials,'' 
The study is an attempt to determine the relative importance of various 
backg:r;-ound factors in determinina teachers' atti.tudee toward the use of 
audio~visual materials in the classro~. 
Importance .2,! the study. A number of litriters have ~hasized the 
importance of attitudes 1n determining beha\Tior patterns. 11Tha real-
ization is rapidly growing,u n.oted le:am&rs, t'that attitudes, the way in-
dividuals and groups feel about the va.:dous a.epeets of their world~ are 
p:r;-obably more determinative of behavior than ~re cognitive understand-
ing of this world. n1 ~ 
\ ' 
tl (. 
111. R~ lleDIIIll!rs, Introduction !2. Opinion and Attitude Measurement 
(New York• Harper and Brothers; 1954) 1 p. 15. 
Much time and money 11re being spe~t · i,n the effort to implement 
and expand the \i,se o£ audio-vis.ual materials iJl the schools. lt is the 
teacher who must use these msterials. The attitude that the ~eacher 
hold.s regarding the use of aud.io-visual materials will &reatly affect 
- ' . - ' ' 
t:he auecess of any audio-viaua.l froaram, ~ Workers -in-. the--field. of aucltP• 
-..'Li&Ual=e.&ueat--icn have paid little attention to tbe effect of this factor 
on the euccese of audio~visual vrograms ~ When the teaehex- is lll*ntioned 
in :r;-eference to the audio-vbual program. it is usually in terms .of his 
respoDJJibility or duty toward illlPlem;enting the audio-visual program. * 
Cl:n:'rea-t -teK-ts. in the field o-f aud·io-vi:sua-:1 ee1:ua.at:-ion make no reference 
t-1) the role that .at-titude playa in detenni-ning the taa-c;ber '·s us:e. ,.a£ 
locate' 1.s con:ta~:ned,.,.in".LX:~~~nt,. iss.ue: b f~ the m.agaz.ine,~-A.udto~ Visll!l 
Gomlmmi-eatioa-·Revi"e'W'. c"It ·was"st&t•~~batc; "Tbs attitudes and tr.aining 
of our tectchers will bQ the key factor in the success of any program for 
. 2 
increasing the effectivene.ss of graphic co11'1!lunication in education. 11 
Justi.fication. 'there are three general areas in the field ()f 
audio•vbual communication where the findings of thia study may be of · 
ve,lue. 
Findings may indicate a change in approach toward teacher train-
ing in the field of audio ... visual educatioi'l. .If the findings of the 
study should in<licate that there ill no connection between attitudes 
toward audio-vi!ual ~teriala and the experience gained from having 
~eal ! •. Miller, et al. , ''Graphic Conmunication and the Crisis i.n 
Education,·" Audio-VisualCo;;unication Re-view, .SI3. Fall. 1957, p. 35. 
- . . ' 
'2 
taken a e.ourse in audio-visual ed;u~ation, W$ could f$el quite correctly:. 
that our col.l.eg• ~()urses :ln this. a~~ should be ~ex-amiDed.. 
Findings ~Y indicat•· barriers to the practical operation of 
audio .. visua1 programs in schools. It may be determined.- for .example, 
that the presence of an. audie-visual director bas a .aignificant effect 
on the attitudes that teachers bold toward the use o£ these matet;ials. 
·Through an analysis of the ~terial gat~ered in the process of 
setting up the attitude rating •c.~let factors which h,ave an effect: on 
the development of attitudes towaxd the use of audio .. viaual materials 
may be isolated. 
Il. aiSEAJ.Cll PllOCEDUUS 
l.eview of the literature. A review of the liter~ture in each of 
.,-.~ 
three area• relat.ing to the atudy will be ~arried out. The review will 
cover the areas of attitudes a:n,d their fonaation~ approaches to the 
measurement of attitude; a~d teachers' attitudes and audio .. visual educa-
tion. This material i.s reported in Chapter II of the study. 
Background factors. Me~ers of the DepartJDent of Audio-Visual 
Instruction of the National Education A.ssaciatiE>n -will be aaked to con-
tribute a list of factors which they fael are influential in determining 
teachers' attitudes toward audio~visual materials. These contributions 
will be collected and evaluated. Those factors that lend themselves . to 
objective ·measurement will be used t$ camstruct an infot'JDStion sheet to 
be uaed in obtaining data on the background• of the teachers used tc 
make up the experi1114ntal sample. 
3 
The attitude rs.ting aca.le •. An attitude x-at1.na scale will be con• 
atructed by the Thur~tone tet;hnique, known as the method of eqUl:t.l-
appead:o.g interval$. A cietaihd outline .ol. the t:eebnique, utuJd in the 
coxultruct:ion of this instX'~nt is given in Chapter Ill of this etuay. 
Validation.£!~ instrument. l'h$ reliabiU,ty of the attitude 
rating scale will be determ.ined b.y the 11split-halfH method, 
The consistency of the j'udges' ratings of the statements whi.ch 
are to be usee in construe.ting the rating scale is to be checked by 
using both positive and negative fo:t'lDS of each statellent, The consi!f-
, 
tency with which judges rate negative atJ.d positive forms of the same 
stateme-nt will give. a measure of juat how careful. the judges were in 
evaluatin& the pool of statements. 
Care in the construction of the scale and the use of expert 
judges who are conscientious about their taek are the only measures of 
validity available. The validation of this type of instrument ia ex-
tre~ly difficult since there i• no certain method of Deasuring an indi-
vidual's real attitude. Th4lre is. no independent measure of attitude 
available by means of which a validity coefficient ~Y be c~uted. A 
more thorough discusd.on of the validity probl~ is included in Chapter 
It, 
A<lministration of the instrument. In. or,der to detennine the re:-
--. ' 
lationships between teachers• attitudes and tbe various background. fac• 
tors which leaders in the field o£ audio-visual education feel affect 
teache.rs • attitudes; the instl'.'U~Qent and backgro\lltd information sheet 
will be given to a population sample. 
4 
'l'he population S!;J!Ple. Thb eam.pl• will bts Jtructured 80 that 
teachers on the following levels will be incll,tded~ 
(1) l(indergarten 
(2) Ebtnent:a:ry 
(3) Junior high $chool. 
(4) High school 
(S) College 
.. 
The•• teachers will be taken from the. New !ngland area. Teacher.s will 
be selected from c~un.itie• and IJchool environments llhich will ensure 
representation of the various background factors. 
techniques, bet.we:en seore• ~n the s.ttitude ):;'atins scale and the various 
background fs.ctors, in order tel determine if there are any si$nificant 
relationships between the two variables. 
Conclusions. The results of the statistical analysis will be pre 
sented and the various interrelationships will. be analyz!ld. The conclu-
sions based on the study will be presante4; and suggestions for further 
This chapter has presented an introduction and general discussion 
of the problem. More deta:U.ed mat•rial on metbocla and pl:'ocedure will be 
given in. later chapters .• 
The following chapter is a discussion of the r~•••rch findings 
in the fields related to tl\e problem being ttudie.<!. 
5 
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CHAPTER !I 
REVI!W 0! RESEARCH 
Tht! review of research to be carried out fox this study will in· 
elude a discussion of attitudes and their formation, a $urvey of re· 
search approaches to tbe measurement of attitude, and a. reporting of the 
available liter.ature concerning teachers' a_t,titudes and audio•visu,al 
e<iucation. 
I. ATTI'XUI)ES Am> THEIR li'OB.MATION 
What is !E; attitude? Th~re are a number o.£ definitions for the 
word attitude.. In their text,. Educational Measurement !!!!4 Evaluation, 
1 Remmers and Gage began their definition of at:tif:u.de by roughly charac-
terizing it as a feeling for or against sqmething:. The term Ufeeling11 
aerves to associate attitudes with emotions.. The secQnd aspect of the 
rough definition, the phrase 11for or against,n servea to point out that 
attitudes are directional. finslly, 11something1 n accQ'rd.ing to the 
authors, indicates that attitudes are more than ~ere mental images. 
They take on ~aning and beco~e functional when they are associated 
j with same object or situation. The authors summarize their definition 
I by noting that "an attitude moy be d"fin•d •• an OIDQtionalized tendancy, 
i I organized through experience, to react positively or negatively toward 
i:' 
.I 
j·l. 1ll. H. 1H~JIIIIl8rs .and. N. L .• Gage, Educationa.l Measurement.!!!!! Eval-uation (New Yorke Harper and Brothers, 1955), p. 361. 
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a psychological object,u 
3 Symonds noted seven co~nly used meanings for _the word atti~ 
tude. These were: 
1, The organic drives :mere familiarly known a~ purpose• or 
motives. 
2. Muscular set or adju8:t:ment. 
3, Generalized conduct. 
4. Neural set. 
5. The emotional conc0111,itant of action. 
6 .. The fading concomi_tant of action. 
7. Verbal responses indicating liking or disliking, acceptance 
or rejection, 
Lundburg 4 has .statt!d ths.t all of these definition$ are acceptable; how· 
eve'I'• we are better able to observe) measure, and generalize about .some 
of them. than others. For this reason, the sev~th definition as listed 
by Symonds is of particular itnportance for the present study. Since the 
Thurstone scale construction technique- is based. in part, on a use of 
verbal respoD.ses~ this b perhaps the best working definition of uatti-
tude.n 
1 Gagliuso5 states that 11'l'hurston!e uses iattitude 1 to denote the 
..; 
sum-total of man's incliD.ations and feelings~ prejudice .or bias, pre-
2Remmers and Gage, !!1!.· cit., p. 362. 
3:r. M. Symonds, 1tw'hat Is an Attitude1 11 PsyclwlQ&ical Bulletin, 
24:200-201~ 1927, 
4George A. Lundbura, Social Reaeareb (New York; Longmanal Green 
And Co11q>any, 1929), p. 199. 
5aiehard J. GagliU8o, "The Construction of An E]tperiment:al Scale 
to Determine the Attitude of Junior High School Pupils Toward Music--
Employing the E~ually-Often-Notieed-Di.fference :Principle as Used by 
L. L. Thurstone11 (unpublished Master'• thl!lsb~ :Boston Uni'Versity. 
School of Education., :Boston. 1952)" p. 15. 
l 
.,. 
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conc.eivtui notions, ideas, fears,. threats~ a'lld c:onvictic.ms about any 
specific topic. ,t' 
Common elements. It b noted in tllOSt definitions of attitude 
that there is a. tendency to actj a kind. of lat&nt power or set. An 
attitude is something abstract. the existence Qf which »lUSt be inferred. 
either fx-om avert behav.ior or from verbal. sytllbalic. behav.ior, An indi-
vidual's .a.ttitude is colllDlO'l\lY determined from what he .says -ar from what 
he does. It is assomed that verbal response is indicative of actual 
behavior. This is not to say that a person • s attitude will determine 
his behavior. There are many other factors which· may intervene. An 
individual's interests, the enviroii11llental situation, his ~lll.Otional-
s tatet tRa.y d:i.vorc-. attitv.de from behavior. ReJIIlllers and Gage tt(l)te that: 
A further characteristic of attitudes is that they have- an 
effect an behavior which may be so great tha.t the attitude 
enables the prediction of behavicn: •. or which may be influenced 
in such a way by other forces, social and attitudinal, that the 
beha\Tior w-ill not follow the expressed attitude, as wheu a 
pupil who expressed oppos.itio---n to cheat.ing prece•ds t.o che.at 
Qn an examination.6 
Attitude and opinion. Most writers have DQ'ted the dis.tinction 
between attitude and opinion. Opinions are usually d,efin.ed as verbal 
expressions of attitude. In practice, however, both are taken tQ mean 
set or p1redispo$ition to action. It is thus po.ssible to have an unex--
pressed opinion and, if expressed~ it tQay be taken as one's attitude. 
1!2!! attitudes .!£!. formed. The acquisition of attitude$ is a 
6aemmers and Gage, .Elt• cit., p, 362. 
r 
=J 
r 
highly complex procedure. 7 Boring, Langfeld; and Weld have categorized 
the acquisition of a.ttitudes into three very general elauificaticms. 
They note that the first and.· perhaps tnost .Qigni_ficant method of acquir-
ing an attitude is to accept an attitude in its ent.irety, ev~n before 
we have bad any experience with the attitude object. It is possi,ble, 
for example, to develop an attitude toward Negroes even though the in ... 
dividual bas never seen a Negro, A second .atbod of acquiring attitudes 
is to generalize on the basis of our own experiences. One of the prob-
lems associated with this method of acquisition is that we are often 
faced with the situation where we find differing norms o.£ behavior in 
the various groups with which we identify. A businessman may accept 
the golden rule in principle, but find> that be will become bankrupt if 
he applies the rule consistently .. Finally, an attitude may be acquired 
th'~;ougb some very t.raumatic experience. A very obvious example men-
tioned by the authors is the case where attitudes are changed when in-
dividul!lls ha~ suddenly lost or acquired a large sum o.f 1DOney. 
The effect £!.! attitudes ~ behavior. A number of writers have 
stressed the importance of attitudes in the development of behavior pat .. 
terns. Bo~;ing, Langfeld~ and W~ld8 have noted that "Once attitudes J 
have been learned they determine to a large extent what an individual 
perceives. and how he behaves. n ln their tex.t, Measurement .!ill! Evalua-
7Edwin G. Boringt Herbert S. Langfeld, and. Harry P. Weld, Founda~ 
tions of Psychology (New York: J. Wiley and Sonst 1948)., pp, 562-66. 
8 Ibid q p.. 566, 
9 
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tion in the. High School, Greene, J'orgens•n) and Gerberieh stated that il 
I 11 • •• attitudes changes Occur as one type of instructional outcome and ~ 
I ,I 
pupil attitu4es undoubtedly influence their adjutment in the school. 11 
10 
Kingsley and Garry have said, "The way one thinks, feels, and acts is 
dete~ined lu-gely by the dominant s,ttitude at the moment." It has been 
stated that attitudes are even more important than knowledge and under-
~tancling in determining behavior. •1The realiz~tion is rapidly growing 
that attitudes, the way individuals and groups feel about: the va.l:ious ~ 
aspect.e of th~ir world, are probably 1110re determinative of behavior than~ 
11 ~ 
mere cognitive understanding of this world." All of these writers ~ 
hAve etreased the impot't•nt -.£feet of attitudes on behavior. In the ~ 
context of the p:x:esent study; the attitudes held by teache.rs will 
greatly affect their use of audio-visual lD8.terials in the classroom. a it-~ 
i 
uatioa. If teachers hold favorable attitudes toward the use of audio-
visual materiab, they will, in all probability, use them more often 
and more effectively. 
II. US.IU.R.CH APPR04CHES TO TBE MEASUREMENT Oi' AlTITUDE 
Early attempts at attitude measurement. In his veey comprehen-
9narry A. Greene. Albert N. jorgensen, and J. kaymond Gerberich~ 
Measurement .!ru! Evaluation in ~Secondary School (New Yorkt l.ongmansi 
Green and Company, 1943), p. 32. 
10uoward L. King11le.y and Ralph Garry1 1!!!. Nature ~Conditions 
.g! Learning; (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Ball, Inc., 19.57), 
P• 47.2. 
11n. I:l. aemmers_. Introduction !9. Opinion and Attitude Measure- j 
ment (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1954), p. 15. 
-
siva s-urvey of opinion-attitude ¥thods 1 McNemar
12 
mentioned that "Thi! 
early efforts at attitude or opinion llH!asuring usually in"'110lved a ques-
tionnaire or battery of questions which were selected on an a priori 
basis. u 'These items were assisned nwnerical values~ and these values 
were added up to indicate; in some measure, the attitudes of those 
anewerins the questionnaire.. There was no procadure involved which 
would guarantee. that all of the items were connected in any way with 
the attitude in question. The reliability of the queJtionn~lire w-as com"'" 
puted on occasion; but validity was rarely mentioned. Allport and Bart-
13 
man improved sGmewhat on this procedure by adding qualifying state-
mente to the maill proposition, such as always, sOl'lletimel!l, rarely, or 
never. These were still not true attitude scales, since there was no 
provision made for equal unit$ between steps on the scale. 
l!!!, Thurstone Attitude Scales. The work done on attitude rating 
by Allport and Harttnan came to the attention of .L. L. Thurston(!, who 
applied the psychophysical t:echni41ue of equa.l .. appearing intervals to 
censtt:uct an attitude. rating scale. -A «ktailed discWisi-on o'f the te~h~ 
...niq1.1e lDBY be found. in a paper published l:Sy Thurstone 14 in 1928 and a 
12Quinn McNemar, •opini<m-Atti.tude Methodology, n Psychological 
Bulletin, 43:300j July. 1946. 
l3:r. l1. Allport and D. A. Hartman, 11The Measur81Qent and Moti va-
tion. of Atypical Opinion in a Criterion Group, 11 American Political 
Seienee Review, 14:735-60, 1925, 
1~. L. Thurstone, nAttitudes Can Be Measured," American Journal 
of Sociolosy:, 33:529 .. 54, 1928. 
-1--
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men.eg"Pb hy 'J:b.ux.a-tGn:e a:nu Chave completed in 192\L The technique 
involves the collection of a large number of simple stahntents or prop-
ositions which express some kind of opinion about the attitude object 
under study. (Thurston& and his students uaed 100 or more etataments.) 
These statements should express an opinion rather than a Jnatter of fact; 
they should all refer rather directly to the one attitude object in 
question and they should be as unambiguous: as possible. The statentents 
should cover the entire continuum of attitude toward the object in ques-
tion, from, extrem.e unfa:vorableness to extr~ favorableness. 
The collection of opinion st.atements is given to a large group 
of judges. Investigatot"s have used from 50 to 300 or 1n0re judges. At 
least 100 judges is usually desirable. The judges do not need to be 
experts in attitude measurement, but it is important that they be con-
scientioue in carrying out their task. The attitudes of the Judges 
toward the attitude object under consideration are not important. 
Eaeh of the judges is instructed to sort the statements into 
eleven p·iles. They are reminded that their own opinion towar-d the atti-
tude object should not affect thtdr judging of the statements. The pile 
at one end is designated as representing an extremely unfavorable atti-
tude toward the attitude object. In the pile at the other end go those 
statements strongly favorable toward the attitude object. The middle 
pile is for those statements eXpressing a neutral attitude. The inter-
mediate positions are not defined for the judges. The judges are in-
15L. L. thurstone and E, J. chave 1 The Measuremen.t .2.£. Attitude 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1929). 
12 
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atructad to sort the statements into eleven piles so that the opinions 
seem to be spaced al,ong the continu'Utll from one end to the other at in ... 
tervals which are, 1n their opinion, e~ual. 
Distributions are then tabulated for each of the statements to 
show how often they were placed in each of the ~•leven piles by the 
group of judges. The median and interquartile ranges are computed by 
interpolation or other smoothing l!lethod to one decimal place. "A con-
. . 16 
ven:tent method, 11 notes Retraners ~. "is to express each distribution in 
the form of a distribution of cumulative proportions; and plot these 
cumulative proportions on graph paper for the eleven scale points laid 
out on the horizontal axis, n B.eDners describes the method as follows x 
A stnooth ogive (ctmlulative frf!quency) curve may then be 
drawn through the points thus plotted and the lll8dian and 25th 
and 75th percentile points read off the. horbc:mtal scale at 
the points where this smoothed curve crosses the SO, 25, and 
75 per cent lines, respectively. For dbt:ributibns of extreme 
statem$'D.ts; which crowd up near the ends of the horizontal 
scale, only part of the complete ogive may be adequately rep-
resented by the actual da.ta., and it is necess.-.ry to extra .. 
polate beyond thea ends of the ~cale to obtain the best esti-
lll8.te for a median (i.e., extend the partial ogive until it 
crosl!eS the 50 per cellt line). In such casea, also, prol)ab!y 
the most satisfacto~;y estimate of Q is to get the difference. 
between the extrapolated. •edian and the 25th or 75th percentile 
point 1 as the case may be, and double it~ rather than attempt-
ing to extrapolate further out to the other quartile point 
needed.l7 · 
The udian and int::er(luartile range o~ nqu serve as criteria for 
selecting statements to be used in constructing the attitude scale. 
The median judgment for a statement is. taken. as· ita scale position on 
16aemmers; ~· cit., p, 89. 
l7toc. cit. 
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t;he attitude continuum.. The iutarqua1:tile rang& is used to rule out 
11tatements that are. ambig~ou• or faulty for tl'C!ml8 ot:her reason. A small 
uQ 11 indicate• that the judgea were in close agree.Mnt as to the proper 
scale po8ition £or the stata'Dl8nt. If the nq« val.ue h large, it indi-
cates that the judges were in relative disagreem$ttt about the proper 
pile in which to place the statement. This may be due to ambiguity, 
i;r:relevan<te, or aom.e.thing ialse. indicating that !:he statement is not a 
good one to include in the final rating scah. 
~he final scale is eonstru.cted from those statement$ which cover 
evenly the attitude continuum and have low ''Q11 value8. Twenty or more 
items are used in the final scale. The statelllents which are finally 
selected are placed in. random or-der as far as the seale values are con-
cerned. Thuratone. and: his students usually eon·s.tructcad two parallt!l 
forms from th$ originaol pool of statements. Each fa_rm contained about 
twenty or tweney-two items. 
In use, the subject whose attitudiil ill being 1D8asured is requested 
to read the statements and check those wbieh he feels express his own 
opinion, sentiment, or a.ttitud•. The subject's sc(Jre is taken as the 
~dian of the scale values of those statements checked, lt would seem 
to folloW that a subject WQUld check statement&J in a very sl:tort range on 
the scale where his true attitude fell. this will not generally occur 
in practice. Stat~ments w!ll not have identical $cale ~a~ues for 
every individual being tested. By using a fairly large number of state.-
by any individual as that individual's score, it has been found that 
14 
I 
__ j 
this technique gives a l;'easonably aatbfactory index of attitude. 
McNemar notes that HThe reliability coefficients computed by the 
form versus form method for scales so constructed, for a variety of at-
titudes, are usually between . 70 and • 90, with ·typical values in the 
. 18 19 
lo~ .80 1 s, 11 Bateman used a JDOdification of the Thurstona technique 
in his scale, for measuring attitude toward any educational pro~ram. 
lie noted that nA corn:lation of , 87 ±. . 01 was obtained from a comparison 
of the two scales, A versus ~~ for the total group. A reliability of 
these proportions is sufficiently high for this type of group measure· 
menLn20 
While reliabilities are usually determined by those constructing· 
attutude rating scales by the uu of the Thurstone technique~ validities 
are much 1110re difficult to locate. The probable reason for this over .. 
sight is that validities are JBUch mare difficult to determine, It has 
been nearly impossible for researchers to validate rating scales of at-
titude, since there is no certain method of determining just what a 
person's real attitude is at any one time. Case studies and autobiog-
:tl!lphies have been used in ee>njunction with an. individual's score in 
attempts to determine validity. McNemar has stated~ ''That the scales 
may possess validity has been demonstrated by using groups of known (?) 
attitudes, but just how high or low the validities are has not been 
18McNemar, ~· cit., p. 301. 
l 9lichard M. Bateman. u'l'he Construction and Evaluation of a 
Scale to Measure Attitude Toward Any Educational Program," Journ!zl E.!, 
Educational Research) 36:502-506, March, 1943. · 
20lbidq p. 506. 
===11=====·-~=----~-~·· 
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Scales constructed by the Thur.stone technique are validated in 
the course of construction by the use of judges' ratings to allocate 
scale positions to those items retained in the scale. The second method 
by which validity is insured in construction is through what ia known as 
the criterion of irr&levancy. Those items are retained which have sim-
Har scale values and numbers of indorsements by the judges, Validity 
has been determined by one investigator by giving appropriate scales to 
criterion groups. Ferguson22 :reports that 1'A validity coefficient of 
r = ,81 was found for the Smith Scale on 'Prohibition when scores on it 
were compared to ratings based upon the case-history metbod.tt 
Criticism .9£ the Thurstone technique. A number of researcher• 
have been critical of the Thurst:one method of constructing l:'ating 
scales by the technique of equal-appearing intervals. McNemar stated, 
''There have bee~n numerous and v-.ried criticisms of the Thurstone method, 
many of which would have been foresealled by a careful reading of Thur• 
23 
stone's publications. 11 He goes on to say, nAn attempts to disprove 
his working assumption tbat the determined scale values will be inde-
pendent of the attitude of the sorters toward the given issue have been 
futile.n24 A number of writers have claimed that the units along the 
21McN8111$r, .2£• .£!!:. ~ P• 301. 
22L. W. Ferguson, uThe Requirements of an Adequate Attitude 
Scale," Psychological Bulletin, 36t665~73, 1939. 
21kl!l4!1Dar; loc , ill. 
2~, ill· 
continuum are not equal. 25 MCNemar noted that Thurstone did not claim 
equality for the units along the continuum; but spoke of equal-appearing 
interVals. The presence of sampling errors would preclude equal units 
since the statistical measures used are based on sampling techniques. 
26 Riker conducted a s.tudy using a number of Thurstone scales and self-
rating scales in order to detendne if those subjects who received a 
neutral score on the Thurstone scale actually rated themselves as having 
a neutral attitude toward the object in question. Riker made a consis-
j tent error in the computations of standard errors. 
j' 
He later published 
i a correction of the original data and found that the critical ratios 
ranged from .7 to 19.4. Fifteen of the eighteen crit.ical ratios were 
sufficiently high to indicate that a group that scored at the neutral 
point on the thurstone scale did not necessarily rate themselves as 
having a neutral attitude. McNemar27 noted that while the neutral point 
of a scale constructed by the Thurstone technique might correspond to 
neutrality on a scale of absolutes, the correspondence had not been 
definitely proven. He did note, however, that the evidence in favor of 
this assumption was greater for the Thurstone-type scales than for any 
of the scales which defined neutrality simply as the mid-point in the 
scoring range . 
.Another point that has caused some concern regarding the Thur-
2
'McNemar 1 .22.· cit., p. 301. 
26a. L. Riker, 11A Comparison o.f Meth()ds Used in Attitude Re-
seaJ;ch,u Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology- 39:24-42, 1944. 
27McNemar; .2£· ill_., p. 303. 
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stone scales is that of stability or shifting o.f the scale value$ over 
a period of time. 28 l!'at:nsworth found that the Sdal~valuefJ on a Thur .. 
stone ... type seale when rescaled after a perioci. of ten years had eh.tnged 
significantly. While the rank-order positions correlated at a level of 
.97 t a difference of Jneans of .69 yielded a critical ratio1 litith 256 
.eaaes, of 34, Since a. critical ratio of 2. 58 would indicate rejecti<>n 
on the one per cent level;. this is highly significant. This would seem 
to indicate that there is danger in assuming that scores have the same 
meaning fromyeat: to year. 
lh!, Remmers Master Scales. Remmers and his s tud.ents have con-
structed a number of so-called master scales for the measurement of at-
titudes toward any Advertisement• Disciplinary Procedure, Practice• 
Racial o.r National Group, Social Institution, Teacher, Vocation, and so ·1 
ll 
on. Statements in a R.e1llm8rs·type scale ax-e not related specifically to 
any single attitude object. An approp:date attitude. object is filled 
in at the head of the scale; and the individual being tested relates 
the very general statemen.ts to the specific attitude object, The 
statements included .on a J.e111Dl8rs scale are selected in the same manner 
as are the statements on the Thurstone scale. The following items are 
excerpted .from A. Scale ill Measuring Attitude Toward Any Institution, 
29 by Ida B. Kelley : 
28p. R .. Farnsworth,· ttshifts in the Values of Opinion Ite1118 ~" 
.Journal£!. Psychology, 16:125-'28, 1943. 
29tda B. Xelley. "Twa Construction and Validation of a Scale to 
Measure Attitude Toward Any Institution," Studies.!!! Attitudes, Studies 
~Higher Education XXVI, Bulletin of Purdue Univers.ity, 3.5:18-36, 1934: 
.. 
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1. Is perfect in every way. 
2 0 ls the most admirable of institutions. 
3. Bncourages social im.prov&1D$nt .. 
4. Aids the individual in wise use of lebure time. 
The. individual taking the test places a (+) sign in front of the state-
ment or statements with which he agrees in regard to the institution 
being considered. l'he atatements on the Remmers scales are .arranged 
in order of decreasing favorableness, lihile thos.e on the Thurstone scale 
are arranged in a random order. 
- ~ ~0 £ d i f il-~ h . . Siger.oos per orme a ser es o experLWents w ich indicated 
that arranging the stat.e:ments in ascending or descending order of scale 
value gave results that were just as valid as was the Thurstone method 
Gf rando:m ordering. This ~thod SJ:eatly reduces the time and labor in-
vol ved: in scoring the instrument. 'l'bi:s is the method that was used by 
Re:mmers and his students in constructing their generalized scales. 
An individual's score on the R,e11llll$rs scale is obtained by taking 
the mid ... point of the sc_ale values of the statements endorsed, This 
modification was also validated by Sigerfoos. 31 
Remmers and his students have constructed a large number (!)£ these 
generalized scales with teliability coefficients below .SO to abeve .80. 
The median value of the forty-odd studies by Remuters and his studenta 
is a reliability coefficient of about .70. . 32 McNemar states that 1~hese 
30charles C. Sigerfoos, ''The Validation and Application of a 
Scale. of Attitude Toward Any Vocation~" Purdue university Studies .in 
Higher Education: Further Studies in Attitudes Series; II, 31:177-91, 
1936. 
31rbid. 
--
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reliabilities are l.ower than those us.ually found for the Thurs.tone 
scales even though fr<lm fifty percent to on~-hundre4 percent DWre items 
are included in the generalized scales." 
McNemar cites the following evidence regarding the validity of 
the &emmers Generalized Attitude Scales: 
In order to establish the validity of the gtmeralized atti-
tude sealing techni~ue, one of ~emm$rs; students33 constructed 
a scale specifically for attitude toward teaching and then 
correlated the scores therefrom with scores based on the gen-
eralized attitude toward any occupation cheeked for teaching. 
The correlation corrected for attenuation was only .58,. but 
this is said to isbow a s.atil!lfactory validity' for the gen-
eralized scaling sphe~ even though the validity of the spe-
cific scale is unknown.34 
The moderate value of the validity coefficien.t obtained would seem to 
indicate that the two methods of llll!a&uring attitude are not of equal 
value. 
The method of Summated Ratings. The method of summated :ratings 
35 . 
is associated with the work of Likert, who applied the procedures of 
it~ analysis to the measurement of attitude. The first step in this 
technique was, as in the Thurstone JDethod, the collection of a large 
number of statements which were related to the attitude object in ques .. 
tion. These statements were edited by the investigator to eliminate 
items which were ambiguous or irrelevant. 
33 H. H. Reumers • .!! .!1· • "Studies in Attitudes," Purdue Univer-
, sity Studies in Higher Education, 25:98•109, 1934. 
3~Nemar, ££_. ill· , p. 306. 
35B.ensb Likert, t•A. Technique for the Measurement of Attitudes, 11 
Archive Psychology, 22fl40:1-55, 1932. 
The edited items were then fotmed into an attitude rating scale 
by giving each item a multiple reaponae scale using the following cate-
go:ries: nstrongly agree, agree, undecided; disagree, .strongly disagree. 
The statements are chosen so that for about one·h.alf, an agree response 
indicates a favorable attitude; and for the other half, a disagree re-
spouse indicates a favorable attitude tdward the object in quastion. 
The scale is given to a large group of subjects (one hundred or 
more), and they are asked to indicate their own attitude by checking 
each item to indicate their feeling or attituda on that item. The scale 
is scored by assigning arbitro!tey weights of 1, 2, 3 1 4., 5, to the mul-
tiple response scale. For example, a (5) is assigned to the favorable 
end, and a (1) is assigned to the unfavorable end of the response scale. 
The subject's score is the sum of the weights for each of the answers 
that were given. 
The next atep is to determine, l:)y Jneans of item-analysis, the 
discriminatory power of each of the statements. Tht. procedure is given 
36 by Remmers in his book~ Introduct1cm to Opinion and Attitude *asure-
The items are then analyzed for their discriminatory power 
with respect to measurement of the attitude in question1 by 
any one of several :ltem-a.nalysis procedures available. :Perhaps 
the simplest index (though a rough one) is to take the top and 
bottom 10 percent (or 27 percent, or any othttr percent) of sub,. 
jects on the distribution of total ~cores~ and calculate the 
mean of the rer,iponses to each item for e~ach of these groups 
separately. Those iteiD$ are the most discriminating which show 
the greatest discrepancy in mean response between high and low 
extreme groups. lf more sensitive quantified indices of item 
36 . B.emmers 1 ~· cit.~ p. 95. 
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discriminating pawer are wanted. the phi coefficient may be 
used, or--to avoid dicboto~izing the items--multiserial cor-
relation. or other item-test correlation procedures may be 
employed .. 
The att1tude scale is constructed by taking the twenty or twenty-
five items from the list that show the greatest discrimination. These 
items, along ~ith the same reaponse categories, are used in mald.ng the 
final instrument. '!he scoring procedure is the same as that used in 
the initial group of statements. 
Unlike the Thu:rstone scalet. the Like:rt IJcales have no meaning 
as far as final scores 4re concerned, since the scale units used have 
'no .absolute meaning. The Thurstone scale units are defined as being 
11equal appearing. 11 Thb is not the case with the Likert: scale. Scores 
on a Likert scale must be compared with a set of norms for a .defined 
population in order to have meaning. 
Reliability of the Likert scales have ranged from , 79 to • 91, 
using a test .. retest procedure. Odd-even coefficients ranged frOl'll .79 to 
.92. These reliabili.ties compare quita well with those obtained by 
means o.f the Thurstone technique. One investigator has found that the 
ite1118 obtained when using the Likert tllchn:tque do not evenly coW;r the 
attitude continuum.. Ferguson, 37 starting with the Rundquist-Sletto38 
scales, constructed by means of the Likert techniques, found that ~hen 
scaled by the equal-appearing interval method, the items tended to bunch 
37L. w. Ferguson, 11A Study of the Likert Technique of Attitude 
Scale Construction, u Journal of Social Psychology, 13:51-57 1 1941. 
- . 
3~. A. Rundquist and R. F. Sletto, Personality .,S the_ Dep_ressio~ 
(Minneapolia: Vniver.sity of Minnesota Press, 1936). 
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l 
at either the favorable or unfavorllble end of the continuum, The author! 
1 
concluded. that the Likert technique 11 • , .does not obviate the need 
f It b . h 39 or. . • scaling y the Thurstone met od. 
The Scalogram Technique. 40 Guttman, in l944t proposed a method 
of selecting items for rating scales which is based on taa.trix algebra. 
One of the chief values of this technique is that it provides a means 
of eliDiinating itetBS that are not on the principle attitude continuum 
being considered. The technique d.oes not~ however 1 solve the problem 
of validity, nor does it do away with response errors~ Tha use of this 
method does enable the researcher to be rea.J~onably certain of co:nstruct ... 
ing a scale with aood relb.bility,. providing enough items are used. 'the 
procedure is a quite complicated one to describe, though fairly simple 
. 41 in application, 
The Scale. l>iscrimination Technique. 42 Edwards and Kilpatrick 
have comliined the Thurston& and Likert techniques for thlt! aelection of 
scale items in an attempt to meet Guttman 1.s criteria of scalability. 
These were: 
Homog•n~ity of contentt the items of our '''measuring instru• 
ment' must, on the face of them. pertain to the same area of 
39 Fergu$on, ~- ill· 
40t. Guttman, "A. :Basis for Scaling Qua.li.tat:i.ve Data,~u AAlerican 
Sociological Review, 9;139-50, 1944. 
41see !.etllrllBrs" .21!· .ill·. pp. 99·129. 
42A. L. 'Sdwards and, Franklin P. Kilpatrick, uecale Analysis ancl. 
Maasurement of Social Attitudes,tt Psychometrika, 13t99 .. 114, 1948. 
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attitude, achievement; or so• other des.ignateci psychological 
dimension. A preferred procedure is to make use of the com-
billed judgment of several people considered 'expert' in the 
area in question. 
Reproducibility~ In order for a universe of ccmtent to be 
considered scalable wi.th respect to a giveu population. of in-
dividuals, it has been judged necessary that a sample of items 
from the universe exhibit 90 percent repl"oducibility or better 
when, administered to a sample of ind.ividuals from. the population. 
Range of marginal frequencies: Does the highest pel"cen.tage 
of persons responding in a gi'!Ten way to each item have a fairly 
wide range? This in&pection is made te insure that a high co-
efficient of reproducibility is not obtained simply because all 
the items are responded to in the .same way by very high percent-
ages of the subjects. 
Random scatter of errors: A final consideration. in testing 
the hypothesis of scalability is to examine the pattern and 
position of those responses which remain unavoidably 'misplaced' 
as erl"ol"s of rep!loducibility. Thel"e should be no couspicuous 
'bunching' of the error responses in any particular response 
category within a. narrow range o£ the oV'erall rank order of 
individuals. 43 
llemmers states, itln the few applications of the techniqu~ which have so 
44 far been published; it has lived up to expectations quite well." 
The first steps are the same as in the Thurstone .and Likert tech-
niques, A large collection of attitude statements are assembled and 
edited to exclude statements which are so extreme as to be accepted or 
rejected by all, which are ambiguous or irrelevant, which cont.ain vocab-
ulary which is too difficult for the sample to be used 1 or which might 
be,endorsed by individuals with opposing attitudes. The resulting col"' 
lection of edited statements should number between one hundred and one 
hundred and fifty items, 
43 ltemmers, .2£.• ill·; PP• 112-14. 
44Ibid. J p . 130. 
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This collection is now submitted to a large gn,up of judges as 
in the Thurstone technique. These statements are rated on a nine-point 
att!tude continuum. The scale position and. '"Q11 are computed for each 
it ell!.. 
These items are now plott;ed in a, two-way distribution with scale 
values along the batJe line and uqn values along the vertical axie. The 
median uqn value for all of the items :ta conqruted and a. line d.rawn 
acros& the scatter diagram at this point. The iteJDS above this line al;'e 
rejected and those falling below the line are retained. This is essen-
tially the application of the Thurstone correction technique for elilD .. 
i~tion of irrelevant or ambiguous items. 
The rent8.ining statements are now placed on a Likert-type scale 
which includes lllUltiple response agree .. disagrae continuUIII.. The scale 
used by Edwards and X:Upatrick used a six..,point continuum of strongly 
agree! agree, mildly agree, tnildly disagree 1 disagree, and strongly dis-
agree. The resulting rating scale is then administered to a group of 
two hundred o:r three. hundred aubjects. The subjects are a.ske~ to indi· 
cate their own attitude by checking the apprepria.te responses for each 
item on the scale. 
The next step in t:h~ procedure is to subject the results obtained 
from this trial to~ item analysis, The response eategories are as-
signed weights aud a total seore is determined for each subject, The 
phi coeffid.ent is used to obtain an index of the discriminating power 
25 
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of each item. 45 
A two~way distribution of ite~ is again plotted, this timQ with 
scale values from the original Thurstone .. type scaling along the base 
line and phi coefficients along the vertical axis. The final items are 
no~ selected for the rating scale or scales, if two forms are desired. 
The idea is to select the most discriminating items fr0111 each of the 
seale categories that are placed on the horbontal axis. 
The procedure outlined above is a method o.f s.electing iteq for 
the construction of .an a.ttit:ude rating scale. It would aeem. that this 
couabination of the Thurst:one and Likert techniques would result in a 
very reliable and probably quite valid instrument. McNemar no~ed thatl 
"' 
The writer is inelil'l.ed to believe that s01ll6 eombinaticm of 
these two competing techniques for scale construction would be 
better than either one alone. It would seem logical to expect. 
that more reliable scales would result if the Likert method 
were modified to assure the selection of some ite~ in the 
middle range of the favorable•unfa.,orable co:ntinuUIQ., or if the 
equal~4ppearing interYals technique, along with internal con-
tlistencyJ were used for item. selection and the median check 
scoring were dropped in .favor of the simpler scoring technique 
of Likert. Both method$ have merits • and both have defects 
which Ddght be oVercome by a combination o.f the two. 46 
Shortcuts !m! tim.e-..aavip.g devices. Various investigators. have 
d&vised procedures which simplify the produc.tion of attitude rating 
scaleus. 47 Seashore and Havner showed experimentally that if the opinion 
45c, E. Jurgensen, nTable for Determining Phi Coeff:leients,u 
PsychomstrikaJ 12:17-29, 1947. 
4~Mema.rt .2E.· cit. 1 p. 308. 
47a. H. seashore and K. Havner. uA Time-Saving Device for the 
Construction of Attitude Scales,•1 Journal of Social Psychology. 4:366-
67. 1933. 
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statementa were duplicated along with a nin~-point rating scale and the 
judges were instructed to en~ircle a number from one to nine beside each 
statement., the scaling results agreed substantially with those obtained 
by the time-eonsuming card-sorting method used by Thurstone. 
48 Sigerfoo~ arranged the items: in the rating scale in either 
ascending or descending order of scale value and found that either of 
these procedures was as valid as the random order arrangement used by 
Thurstone. This procedure would greatly reduce the time involved in 
scoring the final rating scale. 
{-
!II. TEACHERS 1 ATTIT'Ul>ES AND AUDIO-VISUAL EDUCATION 
A very small amount of material has been published regarding the 
attitude of taachers towa.rd the use of audio-visual materials. When it 
collles to the adlllin1stration of an audio-visual program, the teacher too 
often 1s taken for granted, The following uterial is a sun.mary of the 
available research in this area. 
Importance of teachers' attitudes. "The first step in the intro-
duction of a. program of audio-visual education, n noted McKown and 
Roberts_, ttis the education 0£ the teachers so that they will become in-
telligent and cooperative supp()rters of itj without this support the 
program will certainly fa.il. . . • t•49 . The over~all effectiveness of any 
audio-visual program will ultimately depend on the teachers who use 
48 . Sigerfoos, ,.21?_• ill· 
49Rarry C. McKo'llnl and Alvin B. Roberts,. Audio-Visual Aids !.£ 
Instruction (New York; McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1940). p. 38, 
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I 
these materials in their classrooms. 
_The Berry study. 50 'Berry rE~ported a survey of one hundred ele-
mentary and one hundred secondary school teachers in Missouri. The 
I 
teachers were asked to react either positively or negatively toward a I 
series of $evente.en questions regarding the utilization and organbationl 
of audio ... visual materials. in Missouri. The study wa.s concerned pri-
mar.ily with teachers' attitudes regarding certain aspects of the audio· 
visual program in Missouri. The study made use of opinion-polling 
techniques and the teachers were 't'equired to answer only nyes" or •Jn.o" 
50tt. A. :Berry, '~t Teachers Think About Miasouri 's Audio-Visual 
Materials Facilities, 11 School and Community, 43:12-13, January)·l957, 
TABLE I 
TEACHER UACT!ON ON SEVEBAL POINTS 
OF AUDIO-VISUAL FACiliTIES AND USAGE5l 
Question.-
Secondary Elementary 
Teachers Teachers i 
_.;;:P.-e.-r"'"c-. e-n;;.:;t:o..s ____ P.;:.er==.:c:.::.;e=.:n:..;:t;...a-jl 
---------------------Y.::.e:::.:· s::....._..:.N:.:::o:___.___.Y~e::.:s::..__~N~o:..._!~ 
!· 
1. De:> you consider our present A-V 
program adequate?. , •. , ••.••.• , • , • , .•.•• 
2. Do you think your school makes as much 
use of projected materials as it 
.should? to ... ~ •• :e: ••••• * •.•• ~ ••• , •• 11: " ....... . 
3. Do you prefer using projection equip;. 
ment in your claseroOlD'l ••.•••••••..••.. 
4. Do you prefer student operators for 
films 1 .•... ~ ..• ~ ...... ,_ . , -. •.•.••.. ..._ ....... · 
5, Would you favor a more definite state 
program provided £or by •tate legis-
lation? . ......... 't • , •••• ~ •••• !> •• 1! ..... , •••.•• 
6. Do you think that the a tat• d•partment 
should require college training in A·V 
education for teacher c-rtification?, .• 
7. Do you find advertising in free films 
objectionable? •..•• , ••.. , .. , •.. , , .•• , •.• 
15 
15 
60 
60 
70 
60 
10 
70 
82 
30 
37 
22 
35 
85 
18 
14 
71 
.32 
82 
96 
21 
75 
82 
21 
68 
ll 
3 
75 
! 
!I 
' I 
i 
I 
I 
' 
' ! 
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Many of the questions asked were concerned with statements of 
' I 
fact I 
to previewj rather than statements of attitude. liDo you have opportunity 
films beforf! selection and use?n and uno you integrate your fillll and I I 
r filmstrips with unit.s of class work? 11 are examples of statements in the 11 
52 I 
survey which were not concerned with teachers' attitudes. The type o£:1 
approach used in this study is of value in dete~ining attitudes toward ,1 
! 
specific aspects of an audio-visual program, but the technique does not 
r 
s~.rey, .2.E.· ill· I 
52Ibid. jl 
- I 
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an index of &eneral attitude. 
~ summary. There 1s little research material dealing wi.th the 
I 
I' 
i: 
.. 
,, 
effect of teachers' attitudes on audio-visual education. So• material il !i 
has been published dea,l:l.ng with possible causes for negative attitudes 
on the part of teachers. The problem of causes or the devalopment of 
attitude in this area is usually ditJeussed on an a priori ba~lia. The 
cJJ\ . 
material found in ~eeat ·issue of Audio- 'Visual Coumunieation aevie,53 
I 
! 
i 
i 
I I~­
·I is of this type. A group ef individuals in the fields of education and ~~ 
mass eo1DDiUllication met to discuss the problems facing graphic c011muniaa-j 
tion. These individuals noted several areas where.in teachers' a.tti-
tudes ei.ther affect their use of the materials, or their use of the 
~ 
I 
I 
11 
II 
Thtty noted that nsome teachers have t 
!:1 
materials affects their attitudes, 
negative attitudes toward graphic materials; produced by bad experi ... li 
ences. tt
54 The film that they ordered did not come on time, or the 1: 
. ·il 
equipment did not function properly. A second suggestion was concerned 1 
' with the idea that HSome teachers. may be insecure and fear being re.. : 
1\ 
placed by the film. n55 It was. felt by those attending the meeting that ,! 
L 
t'Because of the ubiquitous use of motion pictures. and television for en-i! 
tertainment:r some teachers and f:ltudents tend to have the attitude that 
these media are for pleasant divf!rsion rather than for serious learn-
53 Neal E .. Miller, et al. , "Gl;'aphic Communication and the Crisis 
in Education," .Audio-Visu'al Communication Review, 5:3:35, .Fall, 1957. 
·l i,
i 
! 
fj ,, 
I 
' 
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These were a f~'W of th-. suggestions which referred to att:i-
tudes rather directly. 
This chapter has presented a review o.f the literature per'taining 
to the various areas of concern in the study. The following chapter 
will deal with the construction of the rating scales and the form re-
questing the variout'! backg1>ot1nd data to be used for corre1aM.on with 
the indices of teacher att:itud~. 
CHAPTER III 
THE RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS 
The previous chapter dealt with the availablt! r~.search concerned 
with teachers' attitudes toward the use of audio-visual materials. 
Thi.s -&bap:te .. i will describe the proc.edures used by the .t~.rli,e.r in setting 
' 
up the background information sheet and the a.ttitude rating scale which 
is to be used in the· study. 
I. THE. BACKGROUND lNFOtuiATION SHEET 
Purpose. The background information sheet ~s· to be used~o 
.gather data concerning the teachel;'s' experience background and teaching 
environment. It is postulated that one or more factors in the teachers' 
background or teaching environment have a. significant eff~ct on the 
teachers 1 attitude toward audio-visual materials and their use. 
Scope and method of approach. Forty-nine free response inquiry 
1 ' forms -were--ma·i-led to leaders in the field of audio-visual education .. 
Their nam.es were selected from the. membership list of the ,Dep.artment of 
·Audio-Visual Instruction of the National Education Association. It Wal!l 
assumed by the writer that geographic region would have no effect on 
the replies~ so the individuals selected to :receive the inquiry sheet 
.were from the eastern portion of the United States. An attempt was made 
1se.e Appendix D. 
to send que.stionnaires to persons working in the public .school systems 
as audio-visual directors, as ~ell as to those in teacher-training and 
administrative pos.itions ~ 
The cover letter. A cover letter was composed requesting infor .. 
mation concerning possible background factors which might affect 
teachers' attitudes toward the use of audio•visual materials. 2 
The inquiry she.et. The inquiry sheet sent to those selected 
fro~q the D~partment of Audio-Visual Instruction membership was unstruc-
tured. Those responding were requested to sign their na~s and indicate 
what positib'n they held, The rest;: of the sheet was blank, leaving space 
3 for the reply. 
Questionnaire returns. twenty-seven of the forty-nine inquiry 
sheets originally sent out we.re returned. This ia a return of 55. 1 per 
cent on the materials sent out. The following table summarizes the re-
turn data on the inquiry forms. Those working as audio-visual directors 
in school systems returned 58.3 per cent of the inquiry forms sent to 
th.eir particular group, Audio-visual workers :i,n teacher-training re-
turned SO per cent of those inquiry fonns which were sent out. Admin-
istrative audio-visua:L workers returned 61.5 per cent of their que.s-
tionnaires. This group was made up of research directors, editors, and 
those associated ~ith production and distribution of audio-visual mate-
rials. 
2 See appendix C. 
3see Appendix D. 
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TABLE I.I 
{ 
\__ 
REPLIE.S TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE BY AUDIO-VISUAL !'ERSONNEL 
Classification Sent out Returned Per Cent 
Public school 12 7 58.3 
Teachar-training 24 12 50 
Administratbre 13 8 6L5 
'l'otals 49 27 55.1 
A higher percentage of returns might have b~en obtained if a 
checking type. of inquiry form had been used. However, it was felt that 
the unstructured response type of questionnaire would afford a better 
chance of obtaining a wider variety of possible factors. 
\ 
Factors affecting teachers 1 attitudes. -!-able -1-IJ: g.iv.es .a s·ummary 
Qf the possible factors affecting teachers 1 attitudes toward the use of 
audio-visual materials., .As. s.uggested by workers in the field of audio,.. 
visual education. Each of these suggested factors will be considered 
in turn.. Typical statements regarding the suggested factor ·will ·be in-
eluded in the discussion o.f each of the factor's. Table III is ··~a1rranged 
so tha·t -the various background factors a-re: listed in rank order accord-
ing to the frequency of their mention by the respondents. 
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TABLE III 
RANK ORDER TABULATION FACTORS 
AFFECTING TEACHER ATTITUDE TOWARD AUDIO-VISUAL EDUCATION 
Factor 
1. Formal training in the use of audio-visual aids--
Number of 
ae.aponses 
college or in-service, , ..• , , .. , .•............. , •. , .•. , . , 9 
2 . .Availability of suitable material~;.. . • . . . . • • . • . . • . • . . . 9 
3. Type of teaching environment in which the teachex-
works .. ...... .i •• ,.. ••••• .., ••• ., ••• ~ • , • ,. ,_ • ,. .. ,. '!! •. '!' ••••• _ ••• ., • ~ • • 8 
4. Ease of ordering and obtaining materials, . . • . • • • . . . • . • 8 
5. Supervisory assistance .•....•.... , . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . 8 
6. Availability of proper equipment.,.................... 7 
7. Satisfaction with previous experiences with the 
~terials ..... ,. ...... jl •••••••• .~~ ................. ,., ; ,. ••• " • • .. • 7 
8. Teachers' attitude toward teaching in general. . . • • • • . . 6 
9. Teachers' knowledge of pertinent materials for his or 
her purposes .•••.....•.. , ...•.•••. , ......... '" . . • • . . • . . 5 
10. Avoliilability of funds specifical,ly allocated for 
audio-visual education................................ 5 
11. Low standards of evaluation and preview ...• , ..••.. ,,.. 5 
12. Sex of the teacher .•.•..•. , ..•••. , , ........... , . . . . • . . • 5 
13. Did the teacher experience or was he or she exposed to 
good audio~visual teaching in his or her own educa~ 
tional training?'. . • . . . . . • . • . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . 5 
14. Physical condition of equipment and materials .•.. , . . • . 5 
15. The use of these materials for time fillers or 
entertainment .• , . , .•... , ...•...• , • . . . .. . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 5 
16. Amount of time required for their utilization •.•• ,,... 4 
17. Age of the teacher. . . . . • • . • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . 4 
18. Attitude of the teachers' colleagues toward these 
mate·ri.als .... , .. , ........ !* .. 10- ••••• ~ •••••••• If .• ,. • • • • • .. • • .. • • 3 
19. Training in the production of audio-visual materials.. 3 
20. Number of years of teaching experience................ 2 
21. Teaching load .....••......... , ... , . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . • • . 2 
22. Mechanical ability of the teacher..................... 2 
23. Subject matter area in which the teacher works........ 2 
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Formal training, Nine of the respondents felt that formal train-
ing, either in a teachers college or through in-service training, had 
an effect on teachers' attitudes toward the use of audio-visual mate-
rials. Mr. Francis B. )icGarry s.uggests that an in-service training 
program 
•. ,should be one which tactfully reveals the teacher's 
possibilities for their pa.rticular areas without the implica-
tion that they must use them. Such a type of in-service 
training program might include clinics on the operation of 
the machi,nes as well as procedures for locating material in 
film cateloguee and in other sources. Training in the use of 
indexes, as the Wilson. Film Guide and the Wilson Film-strip 
Guide, would be very helpful.4 
The emphasis on tact and suggestion is an interesting approach to the 
training process. This type of approach is probably of definite val.ue, 
especially with in• service teacher training of experienced teachers. A 
more positive approach is probably necessary in teacher-tx<ain:ing schools 
where one is dealing with less experienced and mature persons. 
Availability 2f suitable materials. In this category~ many of 
those replying felt that suitable materials were not available in many 
subject areas and on. some grade levels. 5 Ellsworth Dent felt that, to 
be of most service; materials should be in the classroom or building, 
with film distribution on the local school system level. Charles ltoban 
noted that "Available materials may either (a) not fit directly into 
classroom work. or, (b) not contribute significantly beyond more simple 
4
see Appendix E. 
5tbid. 
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teacher-produced materials.n6 Nine of those replying felt that non,.. 
availability of suitable materials might 4ffect teacher attitudes toward 
the use of these aids. 
~ .2£ teaching environment. Of the audio•visual workers reply-
ing, eight felt that factors associated with the physical environment 
in which the teacher worked might have an effect on teacher attitudes . 
.Acoustics, ventilation, darkeni;ng facilities) immovP.ble furniturel which 
are not conducive to simple adjustment for the. use of audio-visual matec-
rials, may act: as deterrents and, in turn, affect the development of 
attitudes toward the use of these materiah .. 
~ of ordering and obtaining materials. How easy is it for 
teachers to order and, get physical posses~don of <i;udio-visual ms.ter.ials'l 
Eight respondents felt that the way in which this question was answered 
might well give an insight into the development of teacher attitudes 
toward the use of audio-visual aids. It was felt that the cutting of 
Hred tape 11 would do much to lessen negative attitudes brought about by 
problems in ordering and obtaining these materials. 
Supervisory assistance. Eight of those answering the inquiry 
fO:rm felt that the type of SUpervisory interest giv~n the Classroom 
teacher might have an effect OJl the teacher's attitudes toward the use 
of these materials. Edward Desroches> an audio~visual director in 
Massachusetts, said that 
6see Appendix E. 
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••. a school system~i.th a superintendent and principals 
who are aware of the tremendous potentialities df audio-visual 
aids in teaching and who are always taking active. part in the 
audio-vi.sual program by constantly encouraging their teachers 
to 1lSe these materials will, l am. sure, have the majority of 
teachers working in the audio-visual program.? 
Adam Imbriglio noted that u ••• Teachers are quick to measure the lack 
8 
of audio-vbual enthusiasm flow downward. n If supervisors· are not in 
sympathy with the use of thes~ aids in the schools, the teachers are 
quick to note this lack of interest. Few teachers will embark on a 
program, no ma.tter h()w valuable,. i£ they feel that the principal is not 
in sympathy with the program. 
Availabilit.'y of proper equipment. It is evident that teachers 
will not use the audio-vis.ual materials that require elaborate equipment 
if this equipment is not made available to them. Fil~trip, motion 
picture, opaque and slide projectors) tape recorders, and record players 
are required for any comprehensive audio-visual program. When audio-
visual education is mentioned; the first thing that comes to the minds 
of most teachers is film. Films are an important means of providing 
otherwise unobtainable experiences for pupils; however, they are cer-
tainly not the only type of audio-visual aid. Felt boards • the chalk-
board, graphic$ of all kinds, may do much to fill the gap if the motion 
picture projector is not avaibble. 
Satisfac.tdry previous experience. Charlu Hoban noted that 
7 See Appendix E. 
8Ibid. 
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liAudio-visual materials are not a panacea and teachers have found this 
9 
out.n Teachers are no different from anyone else. They tend to at-
tempt to repeat satisfactory experiences and to reject or avoid those 
experiences which turn. out to be nonproductive. FiLms that do not ar-
rive on schedule, faulty films and equipment, materials not on the 
proper experience level, or not as described in the cata1og 1 all these 
have an effect on the developtnent of teacher attitude toward the use of 
audio-visual materials in the classroom. 'teachers will not repeat the 
experience even though they 1ll8Y be in sympathy w.ith the use of audio-
visual materials in teaching. 
Teacher's attitude toward teaching. SiX of those responding to 
the questionnaire felt that the teacher's general attitude toward her-
profession might have .an effect on her attitude toward the use of audio .. 
visual aids in teaching. Teachers who are complacent about their teach .. 
ing methods, who are resistant to change of any type, w-ho feel that any 
experimentation will preclude a good educational ·result, these are the 
teachers whose general attitude toward any type of change will rule out 
their use of audi.o,.visual materials. Dr. L. D. Miller noted that 
" ... we tend to use tools with which we are familiar and around which 
. .. . 110 . habit patterns have been built.' · 'I:hese habit patterns are extremely 
difficult to break ~hen you are dealing with a teacher who b satisfi~d 
with the job that she is doin$. 
9see Appendix E. 
lOI.bid. 
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'teacher 1s knowledge of pertinent materials. Many of the teachers 
who have no feelings, one way or the other, about audio-visual aids are 
unfamiliar with ms.teriab which they could use in their particular sub-
ject Dlatt.er areas or grade levels. .Arthu.r Ldime felt that Lj. • • 
teachers find it difficult to locate the films they want--producer cat-
alogs. rental library catalogs 1 and Educational FUut Guide--how confus-
ll ing can you get?ff So many materials are produced by thl! different 
agencies, on different subjects, on different age le.vels, in: different 
media on different tape speeds, film s bes, that it h no wonder that 
the teacher who has never had a course in 'Visual education or any in-
service training is_ confused. Her cQ11fusion is certainly going to af,.. 
feet the use to which she puts these ttvJ.teJ:ials and the effectiveness of 
her presentation. If her efforts do ):esult in failure, who can really 
blame her if her attitude toward the use of these aids is negative? 
Availability of funds. Five of those replying to the. inctuiry 
form felt that if the audio-vis:ua.l program is not supported with funds 
specifically allocated fc:;r this program;. teachers who would like to use 
more a;udio-visual materials are either afraid to ask for tbem1 or are 
refused their use. Wendell K~nnedy noted that t~nY school achninis ... 
trators and purchasing agents still look upon audio-visual materials as 
unneceiu~ary r frills. ' Some yet look upon classroom movies only a.s en-
tertai:nment- ... to be shown in the assembly to all students (usually with.., 
USee Appendix .E .. 
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out proper introduction) or not a.t a.ll.n12 Proper support for an audio-
visual program should come from the school's operating budget, not from 
Parent,-:teacher Organizations, Rotary CLubs, ar other civic organiZa~ 
tions. 
~standards. of evaluation.~ preview. Probably .more dis-
appointments in the use of audio-visual materials st~ fraJll this source 
than from any othe.r. Five respondents noted that this factor was .of im-
portance. Teachers order film because the title &ounds goo<i, an<i re-
ceive a film which does not even remotely fit their needs~ If the 
teacher does not preview the fi11!1; be is in uo position to present it 
to the class and expect to obtain good results or JMXimum learning. 
~of the teacher_. l!'bre. of the people replying tc> the question.-. 
naire noted that th.e sex of t.he teacher might have some effect on his 
or her attitude toward the us.e of .audio,..visu~l materials. This item. 
13 
was mentioned in th.e letter accompanying the inquiry sheet, and may 
have influenced some. of those replying to tnel\tion this factor. One re• 
spondent noted that t'Women, are putzled. and afraid of machinery; and 
14 
&ome.ti•s it is too heavy for tbem to carry. 11 lf SE!IX .i~ a pass ibb 
factor in detenninin,g attitude toward a.ud.io""\Tisual. mate:t."ials. this is 
pleol>ably the rationale behind the connection. This factor is p-robably 
connected with those aids requbing heavy or complicated equipment,. but 
12see Appendu E. 
13ill.5!· 
14aev. Michael F. Mullen. 
prc;>bably should. not affect attitude generally. 
Educational experience. W. R. lJurr noted in his reply to tb~ 
inquiry form that 
If as students they Lteacher!_7 were in elasses whet:e various. 
audio-visual material,& were used effeC.th·ely so that they could 
recognbe the value which they had fo,; their lea:rning, they 
will be more inclined as teachers to use such 1114terials . We 
tend to teach as we have been taught.l5 
Teachers in .schools of education should use audio-visual materials in 
their class presentations if they want their students to use these mate-
rials when they start their teaching careers. This smne idea was ex-
pressed by several of the othel;' respondents, five of whom nc>ted this as 
a .factor affecting teacher attitude towa.rd the use of audio.,.vistu~l ma-
teriab. 
Physical .condition of equipment ..!!ll! materials. loiany of the neg ... 
ative experiences which teachers have with audio-'Vbual materials come 
from using e~uipment or materials which. are in poor repair or are poorly 
maintain~d. Torn sprocket holes, faulty splices. dirty fil~, burned-
out projection lantpr;, these are tbe occurrences which discourage even 
the best teachers from the use of audio ... -vbual, aids. 
I!Proper ~of materials, The meager educational outcomes re-
sulting from using films as •'baby-$itters" while pro.fessors are off-
campus, as entertainment for Friday afternoons, and as tttime-killersn 
m.ay adversely affect teachers' attitudes toward the uae o£ these mate,-
rials. Five. respondents. noted these as factors. 
15see Appendix E. 
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. Amount of~ reguired ~utilization. Many teachers feel that 
the use of audio-visual materi~ns takes up too much time in an already 
overcrowded curriculum. Four of those responding 111entioned this as a 
possible factor affecting attitude. 
il 
Age, of !h!.. teacher.. Rev, Michael :E. Mullen pointed out that 
.the older the teacher the more traditional. her viewpoint and also 
her unwillingness to try out 'new fangle.d 1 ideas. .Agnn, the need for 
16 
teachers taking courses in audio-visual theory and practice." The 
older teacher may also be more prone to be satisfied with the methods 
and tec.hniques which have stood the test of time. Charles Martin. noted 
that '~lder instructors 1 successful in th~ .ethods they have developed; 
have difficulty in finding a place in their programs t.o ad.d innova-
17 tions.u 
Attitude of the. teacher 1 s colleagues. The teaching methods of 
colleagues may have an effect on how a teaehert especially a new teacher 
to the system, feels about the use of audio•visual materials. !.f fellow 
teachers have success in using these materials and are enthusiastic 
about them, the new teacher is likely to ha\Te a more favorable attitude 
toward their use; even in the face of previous discouragement. Three of 
tho.se responding to the inquiry form mentioned this as a factor in the 
development of teachQr attitude toward audio-visual materials. 
16see Appendix E!. 
17tbid~ 
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Training in production. Lack of comp$-tence in. the special skills 
required to produce teacher-made materials may have an effect ern the 
teachers' attitude toward their use.. ,Although most: .of the skills re-
quil;·ed are simple to acquire~ some formal or in-service training is usu» 
ally necessary. Three respondents 111entioned this as a factor. 
Number of years of teaching experience. The rationale behind the 
noting of this as a factor is probably much the .satne ~ts that associated 
with the age of the teacher. 
Teaching load. Two of those replying felt that the .teaching load 
might have an effect on the. development of teacher attitude toward 
audio-visual materials. Jrerhaps those teachers "'ith heavy teaching or 
extracurricular activities loads would be less likely to use the mate-
rials; since they might not have the time to locate and preview mate-
rials for their classes. 
Mechanical ability £.! .!!!.! teacher. The mechanical ability of the 
teacher was felt to be a factor affecting th.e development of attitude 
by two of those replying to the inquiry form. Those teachers who ha.d 
little mechanical ability might not attempt to. use equipment that was 
complicated to operate. 
Sub iect matter ~ in which .!!!!. teacher works. D:r. J; H. tan.-
caster18 noted that audio-visual materials were tlf :more value in some 
fields than in others. lt is possible that so'llle subject matter areas 
18see Appendix E. 
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') 
are covered by a ~ider variety of audio-visual materials which may be 
purchased or rented by the teacher. 
Miscellaneous factors. A number of factors were noted only once 
by various responden.ts. 'these factors were not included in the tabula-
tion and will not be considered in the final analysis. 
Construction 2£.!h!. baekground infol:'mittion. sheet. The suggested 
factors which ~ere listed by .two or more individuals were used as back-
ground factors ~ith the exception of those for which the classroom 
teacher would not be able to supply answers. tf'Xhose items s·elected were 
placed on paper, reduced 1 and copied by means of the photo offset proc-
ess to fit on an 8\-by-11-inch sheet of paper, The resulting sheet 
_asked for data which are to be used to check against an index of atti-
tude as provided by the. attitude rating scale. (See: Appendix M for a 
copy of the background information sheet in final fonn.) 
II. '!HE ATTITUDM ltATING SCALE 
purpose. The purpose of the l:lttitude rating scale is to give a 
numerical index of teachers 1 attitudes' toward. the use of audio-visual 
materb.lls in the classroom. The index will· be. correlated with the vari-
ous background factors as recorded on the Background Infonna.tion Sheet. 
The Tho.rstone-~ Scale. The type. of scl:lle to -~ used in ob-
taining an index of teacher attitude is the Thurstone-type scale with 
certain modifications for ease in scoring. '"The fo-Howing pages contain 
a.-description-of the procedures used by_ the writer it): constructing the 
45 
seale to be used in the present study. Each of the steps involved :in. 
the construction of the scale will be detailed. 
The pool of statements. The-4n4.-t-ial step in the construction of 
a Thurstone-type scale is the collection of a large number of statemen_ts 
which have a bearing on the attitude object under consideration. In 
order to obtain these statemen.ts, teachers on the various grade levels 
were asked to list reasons for using or not using audio-visual materials 
in their own teaching. 
The cover letter. A letter was composedl.9 which outlined fhe 
type of info~tion which W'as being sought. The teachers were asked to 
reply in terms of their ow. grade level and subject matter area. 
lh! inquiry sheet. The inquiry sheet used was unstructured, in 
that blank spaces were provided for teachers to write in their answers. 
They were asked to check the proper grade lev-.1 from a list provided on 
the sheet and to write in the subject lMtter area in which they taught. 
(See A:ppend1:x B for a sample of t-he inquiry she-e·t that was used in ob-
taining this ·information.~) 
The replies. One hundred and fourteen teachers on all grade 
levels replied to the questionnaire. These teachers were working in 
twenty different subject matter areas, Many of the teachers who re~ 
turned inquiry sheets neglected to check the sheet to indicate the grade 
l9see Appendix A. 
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' ' 
level on which they taught. The following table Slmllltlrizes the da.ta on 
inquiry fo):lll returns. 
TABLE IV 
TEACHERS I REPLIES t 
REASONS FOB. USING OR NOT USING 
AUDIO .. VISUAL MATERIALS 
Grade Level Number 
.Kindergarten .•. , •...... , . . . . • • • • . • 2 
Elementary. • • • . .. . • . • . • .. . . • . . • • .. • . 10 
Junior high .•............••.....• " 15 
Senior high. . . . . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 
College ..••......• , . . • . .. . . . . • . . . . . 8 
Not indicated ••• , , . • . . • . • . . . . . • • . 55 
Total 114 
Information was gathered from thes.e returned inquiry sheets,. 
edited in the fo1'Dl of statements, and positive and negative forms of the 
same statement written. 
~ judging, Sixty-.seven paired statements were ln'itten so that 
there was a negati'V.e and positive form for each ·attitude statement. An 
attempt was made to write these statements in such a way that the ·deg:ree 
of negative or positive feeling was. balanced in each of the statements 
maki~g up the pair. 
' ·-· ······ 20 
Six state~nts were written as neutral items. 
.. . ~ .-· . 
the one hundred and fody statements which were finally selected were 
sent to two hundred and seventy-five judg•s selected f't'om the membership 
list of the Department of .Audio-Visual Instruction and from professional 
20see Appendix l. 
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wor:ker.s in the field of audio•visual edueation, (See Appendix Jl for a 
list of tho15e individuals who rated the list of statements which we.re 
used to con,struet the final scale.) The con~Jisteney of the judges' 
ratings of the paired positiVe and negative stllt;:ements . .is ~-~e deter-
mined as an index. o£ the reliability of the judges ·1 ratings, 
The list of statements. ':rhe one hundred and forty state•nts 
21 
were distributed in random order on the moltilithed copy which was 
sent to the judges-. In o.rder to randomize the statements 1 each state-
ment was assigneq a number from one to on~ hundred and forty. The num-
hers were also typed on a separate sheet of paper and cut ·up into indi-
vidually .numbered bits of paper. These pieces of numbered paper were 
placed in a container and thoroughly mixed. As the stencils were being 
typed, the numbers. were drawn. from the container one at a time. and the 
statements typed in the ordex- drawn. A record was ma<ie of the st;atement 
22 
position so tlult paired stateJDI\lnts could be reidentified. 
The instructions 12!, rating the statements. lt is very important 
that the judges have a clear understanding of just what they are sup-
posed. to do when rating the individual statements. In the eqt!ill-a'ppear-
ing intervals tecbniq:ue of attitud-e scale construction, it is important 
that th• rating of the judges be independent of their own feelings to-
ward the attitude object. A preliminary list of directions was set up 
~nd tried out on the writer's seminar ~oup. Several of those attempt-
21
see Appendix J. 
22see Appendix 1. 
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ing to rate the list of statelDents found that their task was not clearly 
defined by the printed c:iirections. It was noted that some of the judges 
were rating the. statements on a personal agr.ee-disagree continuum rather 
than placing the statements on a negative ... positive continuum. The di-
rections .sent with .the list of statements to be rated were then expanded 
and revised to give the judges a clearer idea of their task. A .co.p.y of 
the f4n,a.! rat-ing inst~ctiou ±s in~i:udet\ in the Appen:dix. 23 
The cover letter. A cov.er letter 24 was composed to acquaint the 
judges with the purpose of the study and to give them an idea of the im-
portance of the task that they were being asked to carry out. An. at-
tempt wa.s made to. ilDPress upon them the importance of the study to those 
working in the field of audio--visual educat.ion .. A res'UtJle. of the re-
search findings was promise<i to all of the judges who cooperated by 
rating the list of statements. 
Returns. Ninety-eight of the two hundred and seventy-five ques• 
tionnaires sent out were returned, rep:t~$en.ting 11 return. of 35.6 per 
cent. This is a highly satisfactory return when the time involved in 
-rating one hundred and forty s tate~nts on ewo different bases is con-
side:ted. One of the raters ~oted on his return that he had spent over 
three hours on the ta$k. 
Each set of statenlents sent out: was keyed by t.mderlining differ-
ent statement numbera $0 that it would be pos.sible to identify the 
23see Append~ H. 
24see Appendix G. 
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. judges on the returned state~nt lists. Statements numbered from one to 
one hundred and forty were underlined to identify the f:irst one hundred 
and forty judges. The relllaining one hundred and thirty-five judges l!)er• 
identifie.d by placing two dots under statements numbered one to one hun-
d.red and thirty-five. As the .statement lists were returned, they were 
checked off on the master lis.t of pames and addresses originally 
25 
chosen. 
Tabulation of the returns. As the lists of rated. statements were 
returned. by the judges, they were tabulated on a specially designed form 
which was set up for each of the one hundred and forty statements. This 
form made the tabulation of the judges 1 ratings on the various state-
mente a simple matter. A mark was entered on the form for each state-
ment rating and each P F G rating. A copy of this form is included in 
26 
the Appendix. 
After the returns were tabulated and totaled,. the totals were 
entered on a. separate table which was set up to facilitate the computa-
tion of the median and the 25th and 7,Sth percentiles. A sample of this 
27 
table is included in the Appendix. These 'three values were computed by 
interpolation in the following manner. 
The median. The median was computed from the cumulative fre-
quency table by finding the value corresponding to \N. The use of the 
25
see Appendix F. 
26see Appendix K. 
27 See Appendix L. 
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table of cumulative f'requencies and a modern calculating machine made 
this computation a simple procedure. 
Computation 5!.! .Q. A table of cumulative frequencies was eon-
structed for each of the st4teme..nts rated by the judges. (See Appendix 
L for a copy of this table,) The value Q or semi-interquartile range 
was computed by finding the vttlues on the table of cumulative frequen-
eie$ corresponding to l/4 N and 3/4 N. Q was computed as one-half the 
d!:fference in these values. In the case of some of the statements on 
the extre111e positive or negative ends of the scale, it was found nt'!ces• 
sary to modify this procedu.re. In tbe.se cases~ the difference between 
the medi.an AAd the 25th or 75th percentiles was u,sed as an approximation 
of' the Q value. The mean Q value of all the statements rated by the 
judges 'Was 1. 99. 
TABLEV 
SUMMARY OF SORTING OF 140 S'l'ATEMENTS BY 98 JUDGES 
State- P F G "Qit Scale Freguenc1 
ment Value Value Value -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 
l. 187 6.96 -L25 27 14 7 4 6 7 8 9 16 
2. 261 1.78 -3.60 53 24' 7 3 2 2 4 1 0 
3. 274 1.40 .2.96 2 0 0 2. 1 4 21 39 21 
4 .. 260 1. 70 2.67 0 0 .2 0 4 8 29 28 25 
5, 245 1,58 2.60 0 0 1 0 8 a· 2a 33 19 
6. 283 1.74 3,08 0 1 2 0 3 7 19 29 37 
7. 227 2.08 -3~20 41 .26 19 5 3 2 1 l 0 
8 .. 163 3.24 - .10 11 7 l3 6 23 15 11 6 1 
9. 222 1..34 -3.67 59 2.9 5 3 0 0 0 2 0 
10. 251, 2.39 3.13 a 2 1 2 6 4 14 16 41 
11. 28a 1.92 -2.79 25 34 23 4 3 0 5 4 0 
12. 257 1.58 -.3.44 47 31 9 3 2 0 4 1 1 
(continued on ne~t page) 
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'!'ABLE V (continued) 
State .. PFG uqu Scale Fre:guencx: 
ment Value Value Value -4 ... 3 -2 '-'1 0 1 2 3 4 
*13. 205 2.61 - .35 8 15 12 7 43 4 4 2 2 
14. 219 3.10 2.30 1 2 4 3 14 10 17 18. 26 
15. 211 3.90 1.21 5 10 9 5 ll 12 zs 14 6 
16. 243 2.90 L88 1 7 11 1 8 9 26 22 9 
17. 250 .10 -3.72 63 22 7 4 0 1 1 0 0 
18. 200 2.43 -2.11 ll 2,7 28 9 15 3 4 1 0 
*19. 232 1.59 -1.54 1 17 26 15 15 8 4 6 0 
20. 237 2.18 -2.36 16 30 21 14 7 3 3 4 0 
21. 226 1.97 1.78 4 4 4 0 12 14 35 16 7 
2.2. 223 2.50 L95 1 3 7 6 8 10 28 24 8 
*23. 226 1.83 1.83 0 2 4 1 9 22 30 21 7 
24. .224 1.38 -2.64 29 23 35 4 1 0 1 2 0 
25. 248 3.07 -2.18 17 26 19 9 7 5 7 6 2 
*26. 263 1.20 -2.87 20 46 25 4 1 1 1 0 0 
*27. 234 1..52 -.3 .31 43 32 13 3 4 0 2 1 0 
28. 278 3.51 2.54 1 3 1 10 10 5 14 16 29 
29. 257 1.47 -2 .. 67 14 28 36 11 1 3 1 2 0 
*30, 244 1.02 -2.74 28 27 23 6 5 3 4 0 1 
31. 251 1.53 2.34 0 0 6 1 4 11 .32 32 12 
32. 258 2.19 -2.26 14 29 25 10 8 4 6 1 1 
33. 222 1.85 -1.33 6 10 26 26 12 4 4 4 1 
34. 253 1.88 -2.58 22 22 27 6 3 4 5 2 1 
35. 2.10 2.13 L6l l 3 6 3 12 18 .27 14 8 
36. 264 1.56 2.69 0 2 4 1 5 8 21 42 15 
37. 229 1.98 -2.73 26 30 23 10 3 0 4 1 l 
38, 247 2. 76 -2.80 25 33 13 13 5 0 3 1 3 
39. 273 1.20 -3.11 33 41 l7 4 2 1 0 0 0 
40. 225 2.14 -3.19 40 26 16 11 2 0 0 0 1 
41. 216 5.70 2.58 12 7 5 2 7. 6 8 8 40 
42. 238 1.82 -3,06 34 33 17 4 4 1 4 0 0 
43. 281 2.60 3.06 2 0 l 0 3 4 17 43 28 
44. 243 3.62 2.78 0 0 2 2. 6 6 20 27 24 
45. 282 2.40 2 .. 92 0 0 1 0 4 9 22 31 30 
46 .. 261 1.56 -2.59 .23 28 36 4 0 2 3 1 0 
47. 255 1.69 2.45 2 2 1 6 2 10 27 31 16 
48. 284 l.OO 3.14 0 0 1 0 3 5 15 39 35 
49. 255 2.20 2.30 0 1 3 4 7 17 21 27 18 
.50. 276 1,74 2, 77 0 0 0 0 4 11 25 29 26 
51. 255 .66 -3.70 61 27 7 2 1 0 0 0 0 
52. 238 2.02 _,1.21 7 8 26 21 24 4 1 2 1 
53. 227 1.75 -1.84 9 14 39 14 10 4 4 2 1 
54. 243 1,70 ... 1 .. 17 3 12 22 36 4 10 5 4 2 
55. 274 1.40 2.83 0 0 2 2 0 9 22 42 21 
(continued on next page) 
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TABLE V {continued) 
State- 'P F G ''Q" Scale Freguencl 
ment Value Value Value -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1. 2 3 4 
56. 206 :L04 -1.66 16 19 28 17 12 2 2 1 0 
57. 260 1.56 2.61 1 0 0 2 5 9 27 34 17 
58. 260 1.82 1.97 0 0 2 1 13 15 34 17 12 
59. 241 1.41 2~70 0 ·0 1 0 2 13 23 43 13 
60. 249 1.87 1.98 0 4 3 2 1 17 29 2.7 .5 
*61. 232. 2 .. 13 -1.15 7 12 19. 24 22 1 3 2 3 
62. 229 2.30 -2 •. 90 32 25 18 3 3 4 6 1 2 
63. 241 1.50 1.9.5 0 1 2 1 8 18 40 12 14 
64. 252 2.98 1.67 0 0 3 8 26 9 18 19 15 
65. 280 1.82 3.26 0 0 1 1 2 9. 13 29 41 
66. 268 1.58 2.88 0 1 0 1 3 9 19 35 25 
*67. 242 2.46 .90 2 4 8 9 15 25 17 8 a 
68. 217 2.68 -.2 .60 26 25 19 12 6 3 4 1 1 
69. 245 1.43 2.05 0 0 4 3 6 24 40 16 5 
70. 223 2.16 2.36 l 1. 0 0 16 10 22 29 15 
71. 241 .24 -3.89 76 13 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 
72. 231 1.44 2,86 0 0 1 2 3 6 22 38 23 
*73. 247 1.54 2.43 0 0 1 3 5 11 29 34 13 
74. 201 1.91 1.83 2 2 4 3 8 17 30 20 6 
75. 224 1.80 -2.91 27 35 19 4 s 3 1 l 0 
76. 223 3.11 2.10 5 13 3. 3 8 6 16 27 14 
77. 199 1.68 2.09 2 2 3 1 6 15 32 31 4 
78. 238 2.16 3.64 5 2 1 2 2 9 8 12 56 
79. 234 3.16 2.28 4 5 5 3 9 6 20 21 22 
80. 235 3.26 .79 5 6 4 10 7 15 21 20 5 
*81. 250 L42 -3.55 51 33 9 1 2 0 0 1 0 
82. 215 4.44 .03 14 12 7 .5 18 9 25 4 1 
*83. 235 .58 --3.92 83 10 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 
84. 242 2.-43 1.72 6 6 9 2 12 8 27 20 8 
8.5. 197 3.32 ~ .48 6 10 16 14 19 6 s s 12 
86. 227 .60 -3.90 79 7 5 0 1 2 1 0 0 
87. .269 1.95 1.92 1 0 0 4 14 15 33 18 11 
88. 241 1.28 -2.73 13 45 26 10 1 0 0 0 0 
*89. 219 1.96 1.54 1 3 6 4 9 23 25 18 5 
90. 230 .74 -3.77 64 22 5 2 1 0 0 0 0 
91. 243 1.54 -3.58 52 28 6 4 1 3 1 0 0 
92. 225 4.00 1.22 7 7 '12 2 7 18 23 16 4 
*93. 257 2.72 .52 7 3 9 13 14 23 lS 7 2 
94. 281 1.34 2.79 0 0 0 1 0 9 26 41 19 
95. 261 1.74 -2,85 28 31 25 7 3 2 0 0 0 
*96. 276 1.08 2.98 1 0 0 1 1 1 21 45 23 
*97. 227 1.72 -1.83 28 2.8 26 4 3 3 0 1 0 
98. 235 1.12 2,99 24 46 20 3 0 2 0 0 0 
(concluded on next page) 
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TABLE V (conclud~d) 
State- P F G nqtt Scale 'F:tegue~c:y: . 
ment Value Value Value -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 
99. 230 1.80 -3.31 43 27 23 3 0 0 0 0 0 
100. 291 1.61 3.04 1 0 0 0 1 6 20 36 31 
101. 23.2 1.77 -2.82 20 38 16 4 5 5 2 1 1 
102. 226 1.57 -2 .. 27 12 27 31 8 11 0 3 0 0 
103. 248 1.78 -2 .. 36 13 3.1 26 11 4 5 4 1 0 
104. .216 4.81 
-
.79 13 16 14 7 9 8 10 ll 8 
105. 270 1..28 3.00 2 0 0 0 2 5 18 42 27 
106. 275 1.60 2.93 1 1 1 0 4 8 18 37 28 
107. 255 1.19 -2.90 20 48 20 5 .3 1 1 0 0 
108~ 245 2.17 2,04 2 l 3 3 10 15 26 24 12 
109, 246 1.89 -2.24 10 31 25 16 8 2 0 3 0 
110. 238 1. 74 -3.39 46 2.8 11 9 3 l 0 0 0 
111. 249 1.68 .. 2.43 16 31 28 10 7 4 2 () 0 
112. 244 1.40 ..:.z.7s 17 40 24 7 3 0 2 1 0 
113. 278 1.31 3.22 0 1 0 l 4 4 12 36 38 
114. 244 2.2.9 2.60 2 3 2 3 6 13 16 :30 21 
115. 213 2.38 -2.12 16 21 26 16 9 1 5 () 0 
116. 218 1.63 -2.37 16 29 31 13 2. 5 1 1 0 
*117. 265 -1.92 -2.94 30 33 19 6 1 1 5 0 2 
118. 258 1.64 -2.32 12 30 28 15 3 0 3 3 0 
119. 220 2.08 -2.65 24 27 19 9 9 1 4 0 1 
120. 283 1.15 2.99 0 0 1 0 3 4 18 45 25 
121. 256 3 .. 48 2.66 3 3 2 6 13 5 13 19 32 
122, 221 1.46 -2.20 9 29 36 16 4 3 1 0 0 
123. 232 1.68 -2.98 30 36 19 6 0 3 2 1 0 
124. 247 2.83 
-
.86 5 6 24 22 13 9 10 7 2 
*1.25. 251 1.24 -2.33 17 28 24 11 4 5 3 5 1 
126. 231 1.79 2 .. 00 2 2 0 0 6 22 30 21 ll 
127. 242 2.20 -1.97 10 22 32 11 9 7 3 3 1 
128. 263 1.:36 2.12 2 1 3 1 4 13 40 24 9 
*129. 254 1.46 3.43 0 0 0 0 2 2 20 27 47 
130, 247 2.56 ,..1.21 4 15 23 23 10 10 8 1 3 
131. 219 2.67 1.53 3 3 9 5 11 16 24 11 7 
*132. 244 1.84 2.12 2 2 2 2. 5 16 28 26 lO 
133. 258 1.45 -2.61 15 37 29 6 4 0 3 0 2 
*134. 236 2.04 -2.11 11 27 28 13 6 ... 4 2 5 J.. 
135. 218 2.33 -2.25 21 20 24 12 11 3 2 1 0 
136. 244 1.62 1.84 2 2 4 2 8 17 38 20 3 
*137. 269 1.61 2 ... 61 2 1 1 0 4 9 28 32 20 
138. 242 1,73 2.13 1 1 2 2 7 15 29 31 5 
*139. 287 1.30 3.15 0 0 0 0 2 4 18 38 35 
140. 270 L4.2 -3.59 54 31 11 0 2 0 0 0 0 
* 
Indicates those statements included on the final rating scale. 
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TABLE VI 
RANK ORDER 'r.ABULATION OF STATEMENT Q-VALUES 
Q No. Q No. Q .No, Q NO, Q No. 
.24 71 *1.42 81 1.68 77 *l. 92. 117 *2 .• 46 67 
* 
.58 83 1.43 69 1.69 47 1.93 87 2.50 22 
.60 86 1.44 72 1.70 4 *1.96 89 2 . .56 130 
.66 51 1.4.5 133 1. 70 54 1.97 21 2.60 43 
.70 17 1.46 122 *1.72 97 1.98 31 *2.61 l3 
.74 90 *1.46 129 1. 73 138 2.02 52 2.67 131 
1.00 48 1.47 2.9 1. 74 6 2.04 56 2.68 68 
*1..02 30 1.50 6.3 1.74 50 *2.04 134 *2. 72 93 
*1.08 96 *1..52 27 1.74 95 2.08 119 2.7'6 38 
1.12 98 1.53 31 1.74 110 2.08 7 2.83 124 
1.15 120 *1.54 73 1. 75 53 2.12 115 2.90 16 
1.19 107 1.54 91 1.77 101 *2,13 61 2.98 64 
*1.2.0 26 1.56 57 1. 78 103 2.13 35 3.07 25 
1.20 39 1.56" 36 1. 78 2 2.14 40 3.10 14 
. *1.24 125 1.56 46 1.79 126 2.16 78 3.16 79 
1.28 88 1.57 102 1,.80 75 2.16 70 3.24 - 8 
1.28 105 1.58 5 1.80 99 2.17 108 3.26 80 
*1.30 139 1.58 66 1.82 65 2.18 20 3.32 85 
1.31 113 1.58 12 1.82 58 2.19 32 3.48 121 
' 1.34 9 *1.59 19 1.82 42 2.20 49 3.51 28 
1.34 94 1.60 106 *1.83 23 2.20 127 3.62 44 
' 1.36 128 1.61 100 *1.84 132. 2.29 114 3. 7'1 76 
1.38 24 *1.61 1.37 1.85 33 2.30 62 3.90 15 
1.40 3 1.62 136 1.87 60 2.33 135 4.00 92 
)..40 55 1.63 116 1.88 34 2.39 10 4.44 82 
' 1.40 112 1.64 116 1.89 109 2.40 45 4.81 104 
1.41 59 1.68 111 1.91 74 2,43 84 5.70 41 
1.42 140 1.62 123 1.92 ll 2.43 18 6.96 1 
I 
I 
I * Indicates Q values of statements used on the final seale. 
I X of the Q valu!!s is 1.99. 
I 
·, 
' 
! 
' 
! 
Computation of the P,F G weights. In order to obtain a single 
numerical value which would serve as an index of the P F G ratings of 
eaeh of the judges on the individual statements, the following procedure 
was carried out: Those .statements rated. as poor by the judges were 
given a weight of one, statements rated as fair were given a weight of 
two 1 and statements rated as good were given a weight of three. In 
practice, the total number o.f P ratings for a statement was multiplied. 
by one, the total number of :F ratings was multiplied by two~ and the 
total of the G ratings was multiplied by three. These three subtotals 
were added~ and the resulting total divided by the numbe.r of judges who 
rated that particular statement. This a-veraging was necessary since the 
total number of judgments for each of the statements on the list varied. 
The decimal obtained by means of this averaging procedure was multiplied 
by one hundred to clesr the totals of decimal points. The weighted 
values obtained by means of this procedure range from 163 to 291. 'l'he 
value obtained for each :statement indicates the rating of the judges on 
the value of tbe statement for inclusion on the final attitude rating 
scale. A high P F G v~lue would indicate that. the j\ldges felt that the. 
statement was a good one to be used on the final scale. A loW' P F G 
weight would indicate that the judges felt that the statement was of 
little value for use on the final instrument. 
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TABLE VII 
:RANK ORDER TABUI..ATION OF STAT:EMg'NT P F G WEIGHTS 
Weight Number Weight .Number Weight Number 
291 100 255 49 241 59 
288 11 255 .51 238 52 
*287 139 255 107 238 110 
284 48 255 47 238 78 
283 6 *254 129 238 42 
283 120 253 34 237 20 
282 45 252 64 *236 134 
281 43 251 10 235 80 
281 94 251 31 *235 83 
280 65 *251 125 235 98 
278 113 *250 81 *234 27 
278 28 250 17 234 79 
2.76 50 249 111 *232. 19 
*276 96 249 60 *232 61 
275 106 248 25 232 101 
274 3 248 103 232 123 
274 55 *247 13 231 72 
273 39 247 124 231 126 
270 105 247 130 230 90 
270 140 247 38 230 99 
*269 137 246 109 229 62 
269 87 245 5 229 37 
268 66 245 108 227 7 
*26.5 117 245 69 227 53 
264 36 244 112 227 86 
263 128 244 114 *227 97 
*263 26 *244 132 *226 23 
261 46 244 136 226 102 
261 2 *244 30 226 21 
261 95 243 91 225 92 
260 57 243 54 225 40 
260 58 243 16 22.4 24 
260 4 243 44 224 75 
258 32 242 138 223 76 
258 113 242 127 223 22 
258 133 *242 67 223 70 
257 12 242 84 222 9 
251 29 241 71 222 33 
*257 93 241 88 221 122 
2.56 121 241 63 220 119 
(concluded on next page) 
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TABLE Vll (concluded) 
Weight Numb~r Weight Number Weight Number 
*Zl9 89 216 104 206 74 
219 131 215 82 200 18 
2.19 14 213 115 199 77 
218 135 211 15 197 85 
218 116 210 35 187 1 
217 68 206 56 163 8 
. * Indicates statements used on the final instrument. 
Selection .2! statements. At. tb.is stage~ it seemed wise to con-
atruct two equivalent forms of the attitude rat.ing. scale. This was at-
tempted and it was fo1.1nd that the resulting scales were not usable as 
equivalent forms. One final scale was const:z;ucted from the pool o·f 
statements selected for the two initial scales and this was used to ob-
tain an index of teachers' attitudes toward audio-visual materials. 
Following iS a description of the procedures that were used in the con-. 
struction of the init;f.al two scabs and the final single scale that was 
used in the study. Four criteria were used in the selection of st.ate• 
ments. These were: (1) scde value, (2) Q value .. (3) P F G value, and 
(4) a subjective evaluation of the statement by the writer. 
· Scale value. Forty-six sta.tements were selected from the origi-
nal group of one hundJ:"ed and forty statements. The.se statements were 
selected by scale value, which was taken to be the median of the ratings 
of the judges for a particular statement. The scale value was obtained 
by using the cumulati'V~ frequency tab1•28 and obtaining from the table 
the value corresponding to l,tN. Two scales. each containing twenty-three 
statements, were selected so that each of the scales would evenly cover 
the attitude continuum from +4 to -4. Table VIII gives the rank order 
tabulation of the statement scale values. 
Scale 
Value 
3.64 
*3.43 
3.26 
3.22 
*3.15 
3.14 
3.13 
3.08 
:L04 
3.01 
3.00 
2.99 
.2.99 
*2.98 
2.96 
2,93 
2.92 
2.88 
2.86 
2.83 
2.79 
2.78 
2.77 
2 .. 70 
2.69 
2.67 
2.66 
*2.61 
No. 
7S 
129 
65 
113 
139 
48 
10 
6 
100 
43 
105 
98 
120 
96 
3 
106 
45 
66 
72 
55 
94 
44 
so 
59 
36 
.'-4 
121 
137 
TABl.E VIII 
RANK CRDE!R TABULATION OF SCALE VALUES 
Scale 
Value 
2.61 
2.60 
2.60 
2.58 
2.54 
2.45 
*2.43 
2.36 
2.34 
2.30 
2.30 
2.28 
2.13 
2.12 
*2.12 
2.10 
2.09 
2.05 
2.04 
2.00 
1.98 
1.97 
1.95 
1.95 
1.92 
1.88 
1.84 
1.83 
No. 
57 
5 
114 
41 
28 
47 
73 
70 
31 
14 
49 
79 
138 
128 
132 
76 
n 
69 
lOB 
126 
60 
58 
22 
63 
87 
16 
136 
74 
Scale 
Value 
*L83 
1.78 
l. 72 
1.67 
1.61 
*1.54 
1.53 
1.22 
1.21 
* .90 
.79 
* .52 
.03 
- .10 
*- .35 
- .48 
- .77 
- .86 
*-1.15 
.. 1.17 
-L21 
-1.21 
-1.25 
-1.33 
*-1.54 
-1.66 
*-1.83 
-1.84 
No. 
23 
21 
84 
64 
35 
89 
131 
92 
15 
67 
80 
9.3 
82 
8 
13 
85 
104 
124 
61 
54 
130 
52 
1 
33 
19 
56 
97 
53 
Scale 
Value 
-1.97 
*-2 .ll 
-2.11 
-2.12 
-2.18 
-2.20 
-2 .. 24 
-2.25 
-2.26 
-2.2.7 
-2.32 
*-2.33 
-2.36 
-2.36 
-2.37 
-2.43 
-2.58 
-2.59 
-2.60 
-2.61 
-2.64 
-2.65 
-2.67 
-2.73 
-2.73 
*-2~74 
-2.75 
-2.79 
No. 
127 
134 
18 
115 
25 
122 
109 
135 
32 
102 
118 
125 
103 
20 
116 
111 
34 
46 
68 
133 
24 
119 
29 
37 
88 
30 
112 
11 
Scale 
Value 
-2.80 
-2.82 
-2.85 
-2.87 
-2.90 
-2.90 
-2.91 
-2.SJ4 
*-2.98 
.. 3.06 
-3.11 
-3.19 
-3 .. 20 
-3.31 
*-3.31 
-3.39 
-3.44 
*-3.55 
-3.58 
-3.59 
-3.60 
-3.67 
-3.70 
-3.72 
-3.77 
*-3.89 
-3.90 
*-3.92 
* Indicates scale '\Talues of the statements ~sed on the final 
scale. 
28see Appendix L. 
No. 
38 
101 
95 
26. 
107 
62 
75 
117· 
123 
42 
39 
40 
7 
99 
27 
llO 
12 
81 
91 
140 
2 
9 
51 
17 
90 
71 
86 
83 
59 
.Q: .value, The q value, or setJli .. interquartile t"ange~ was used as a. 
measure of the variability o£ th~ judges 1 ratings of each of the one 
hundred and forty statements. The Q value, used in this mannerf is an 
index of ambiguity. If one of the statements is ambiguous 1 the ratings 
-of the judges tend to scattf!r over the entire attitude continuum. This 
results in a high Q value for a parttcular statement that tends to be 
ambiguous. When selecting the statements by scale value for even cover-
age of the atti,tude continuum,. the Q value of the statements with ap-
proximately the same scale values was not.ed; and the statement with the 
lowest Q 'Value was chosen to represent that particular scale position. 
Table V was used in t.his procedure. When s.electing these .statements, an 
attf!!DPt was made to select only those statements with low Q values. A 
cut~off val.ue of 1.99 1 the mean of the. Q value distribution, wa:a used to 
select statements. It was found~ however, that those statements which 
cl~stered around the value lizeron had Q values that were above this fig~ 
ure. Because of this, a numb.er of statetnents with Q values above 1.99 
had to be used on the two scales. The mean Q values on the hro scales 
that were initially cons true ted were L 59 and l. :54. These Jlleans are 
well below the mean value of the total pool of statements. Table VI is 
a rank order tabulation of the statement Q values. ~bose statement Q 
values marked with an asterisk are th~ values of those statements that 
were used on the final attitude rating scale. 
p F G value. After placing each of the Ol:igina:l pool of state-
ments on tbe attitude continuum} the ludges were as.ked to rate the 
statements on a P F G scale. If the judges felt that a. particular 
60 
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state.ment was a pool'," one for inclusion on the attitude rati:ng scale, 
the.y rated the statement as poor. .If they fel.t the statement was fair 
or goodJ it was gi'llen the appropriata r4ting on the sheets containing 
the statementa and rating scales which were sent to the judges. (See 
Appendix 3 for a copy of the statements and rating scales.) The. proce-
dureit that were used in computing this '\Talue are outlined on page 56 
of this s.tudy. The 'P F G value is a w.eighted average of the judges ' 
ratings of each statement on a poor,. fair, good scale. An attempt was 
made to select statements with high :P F G weights when possible. This 
ct"iterion was not as valuable in the selection of statements for use Qn 
the attitude rating as were the criteria of scale 'llalue and Q value. 
Using a statement with a high P F G value would often ~an that a state-
)Jle:nt -would be chosen that had a high Q value. The followi,ng procedure 
was carried out in order to determine whether or not JllQ're statements 
with higher l' F G values could bil used in the construction of thet rating 
scales. 
29 
The P JJ' G weights were plac;ed. in rank order and the ten state .. 
ments with the highest P F G w~Jights and t~n statements with the lowest 
P F G weights were analy~ed in an attempt to use more statements with 
high P F G values. Thh analysis indicated th.at switching any of these 
twenty statements would ruult in the use of statements with higher Q 
values, or statements that were not o.f the appropriate scale value. Xhe 
P F G weights were used when thare was a choice between closely spaced 
statements on the attitude ~onti:nuum which had similar Q values. In 
29see Table VII, pp. 57-58. 
these cases, the statemen.ts with the higher I' F G weights were used for 
the scales. 
Subjective evaluation of~ statement. The three criteria of 
scale value, Q value~ and P F G weight were of primacy importance in the. 
s.elec.tion of statements for the attitude scales. It was necessary to 
evaluate the statements for content since s.:weral of the statements on 
the original list of one hundre.d and. forty statements were so worded 
that they would sound quite similar if placed together on an attitude 
rating scale. When the two initial scales were being constructed, 
statements with similar ... sounding content were placed on different 
scale.s. When the final attitude rating scale was selected, one of a 
pair of similar statements was eliminated entirely from the scale. 
Reliability of~~ fo~. In order to determine the inter-
form reliability o:f the t'Wo rating scale$, t:he followin,g. procedure was 
carried out! The two 23-item scales were combined in one 46-item scale 
by alternating items from each scale. This combined scale was admin-
istered to a group of one hundred teachers who were in Saturday classes 
at ~oston University. The two forms of the scale were scored separately 
by obtaining the mean of the scale values checked by each of the 
teachers on both odd and even items, A correlation coefficient was com-
puted for the two scores by means of a modification of the Pearl!on 
Product-Moment Coefficient of Correlation. This formula makes the com-
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30 putation simpler when raw scores are used, Following is the formula 
used for this computation~ 
NfXY (.EX) (£Y) 
Reliability. A coefficient of corrl!!llation betwe-en the two forms 
of the rating scale of .37 was obtained. This was felt to be too low 
to justify the use of the two forms on an interchangeable basis, so an 
item .... analysis was carried !)ut in. order to identify the most discriminat-
ing itenss. These items would be used to construct a single 22- item 
scale, 
1'.9!l ~ analysis. 1'o per.£orm the: item-analysis, the scores of 
the one hundred teachers were. ar:r~nged in raAA""'order, and the top 27 per 
cant and tha bottom 27 per cent: selected for the analysis. Table VIII 
shows the distribution of statement choices by the one hundred teachers. 
on the forty-six statements. The. twenty-two statements selected for the 
final scale were selected by choosing the more discriminating items as 
indicated by the item-analysis. The item-analysis procedure is outlined 
31 
in the book on statistic.s written by Wert; Neidt) and Ahmann. 
30Merle W. Tat'et. Statistics in Education (N~ York: The ~cmillan 
--Company, 195.5), p. 239. 
31James E. Wert, Charles 0. Neidt, and J. Stanley Ahmann, 
Statistical Methods ,!.!!. Educational and Psychological Research (!lew Yorkl 
Appleton ... century--Croft::s, Inc., 1954)~ p. 338, 
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tABLE IX 
BATING ScALE lTEM-ANALYSlS 
Statement Upper 27 l!er cent: Lower 27 :2er cent Flanagan's 
Number No, % No. % r 
1. 10 .37 6 .22 .19 
* .2. 21 100 21 .. 78 .48 
* 
3. 27 loo· 23 .85 .31 
4. 26 .96 2.2 .81 .26 
5. 25 .9.3 20 .74 .36 
* 6. 24 .89 17 .63 .38 
7. 21 .78 ].6 .59 .23 
8. 25 .93 2.0 ;74 .36 
* 
9. 21 .78 16 .59 ,23 
10. 15 ..56 18 .68 ... 09 
*11. 18 .68 8 .30 .38 
12. 19 .70 19 • 70 .00 
13. 11 .41 8 .30 .12 
'*14. 13 .48 4 .15 .• 41 
15. 11 .41 9 .33 .08 
16. 17 .63 12 .44 .20 
17. s .19 2 .07 .26 
18. 18 .68 19 .70 ... .04 
19. 5 .19 6 .22 -.06 
*20. 11 .41 14 .52 -.08 
*2L 12 .44 21 . 78 -.36 
*22. 10 .37 6 .22 ~18 
*23. 0 .oo 9 .33 -.58 
*24. 2 .07 9 .33 -.44 
25. 2 .07 14 .52 -.57 
*26. 0 ~OO 4 .15 -.37 
*27. 2 .07 15 .56 -.60 
*28. 0 .00 0 .00 .oo 
*29. 0 .00 8 .30 -.55 
30. 0 .oo 4 .15 -.38 
31. l ~04 13 .48 -.57 
32. 0 .00 2 .07 -.19 
*33. 0 .oo 4 .15 -.37 
34 .. 0 .oo 2 .07 ·- .19 
35. 0 .00 7 .26 -.51 
*36. 0 .oo 7 .26 -.51 
37. 0 .oo 1 .04 -.oo 
*38. 0 .oo 3 .11 -.30 
39. 0 .00 2 .07 -.19 
*40. 0 .oo 4 •. 15 -,37 
(concluded on next page) 
Stlttement 
Number 
41. 
*42. 
*43. 
44. 
45. 
*46. 
TABLE. IX. (conc:luded) 
Upper 27 par cent. Lower 27 per cent 
No. '%. No. % 
0 .oo 2 .07 
0 .oo 2 .07 
0 .oo 1 .04 
0 .00 0 .00 
0 .00 Q .00 
0 .00 0 .oo 
Flanagan's 
r 
-.19 
-.19 
-.08 
* lndicates those state~nts chosen for the final scale. 
~ final instrument. '!'he twenty-two statements selected by the 
.item-analysis which were used for the final attitude rating scale had a 
mean Q value of 1.64. The twenty-two statements were placed in order 
.from extremely positive to extremely negative to make the complete 
scale. 
Appropriate directions were wri.tten so that the teachers would 
know what they were .supposed to do in order to grade their attitude. 
These directions were essentially tbosec us.ed by Thurstone and his fol-
lowers on their scales.. The tenn audio-visual materials was defined so 
tbat all teachers who were adtninistered the scale would have a more or 
less common idea o£ what -was meant by this term. 
In addition to the directions and actual scale 1 those who will be 
used. in the study are asked to indicate in what grade level the.y teach 
and to rate themselves on th~ extent to ~bich they use audio-visual 
mate.ri.als in thair teaching. A copy of the attitude rating scale in its 
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final for~ may be found in th~ appendix. 32 
Reliability £! the final instrument. The reliability o£ the at.,_ 
t.itude rating seale was establishe.d by the split-half technique. The 
usual method of comparing odd•numbered itetll$ with even-numbered. items 
was not followed. This prpcedure would have given one of the alternate 
scales a much higher avet:"age score than the other. A modification sug-
33 
gested by Thm:'litnne was used to overcome this difficulty. The state-
~nts were ranged. in rank-order by scale value~ Successive pairs we:re 
then marked off. The second statetJiEint in each pair nec.essarily had a 
lower scale than the first st.ateoiant.. In the first pair, the highest 
scale ~alue statement was placed on Fon.n A; the scale value just belOTJt 
was placed on Form B. In the second pa.ir, the highest scale value was 
placed on Form B: and the lower scale value of the pair was placed on 
Form. A. :By following this procedure for auccessive pair.s of rank-
ordered statements, two forms of the. scale were constructed with nearly 
equal average values. Two hundred. completed rating scales were used to 
obtain a reliability coefficient.. A ?earson Product-Moment Correlation 
Coefficient of .64 was obta.ined for the two halves after correction by 
me.ans of the Spearman'"'Bl:own formula.. This was felt to be sufficiently 
reliable for the group analysis required fot; the study. 
Standard error of meas~rement. The atandard error of measure~nt 
32see Appendix N. 
33Thurstone and Chave, Measurement of Attitudes. p. 65. 
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for the rating scale was computed by using the following formula: 
sm ,., si 1 - rll 
Substituting in the formula the standard deviation of test .scores 
of .80 a.nd the reliability coefficient of .64 gives a. standard error of 
measure of .48. This mean.s that the test score for an individual has a 
.stan.dat:d deviation of .48 scale units. There b about one chance in 
twenty that an individual's Htru.en score will vary more than .96 scale 
units from the obtained score, This wou.ld correspond to two standard 
errors of measurement. 
Scale values of the final instrument. Table VIII indicates the 
rank oz:'der tabulation of the sc(tle values for the one hundred and forty 
statements. The median of tl\6 judges' rating w<a$ taken as the scale-
value in forming the attitude rating scale. The values obtained from. 
the original pool of stat.ements ran from. +3.64 to -3.92, The statements 
covered t'be nine-point continuutr~ quite evenly, .lllthough the ends of the 
scale ltere more evenly covered than was the center of the continuum. 
Those scale values used in the final rating scale are indicated on the 
table by an asterisk, 
Since it is dif£.1cult to visualb;e how evenly the scale is 
covered from the numerical values, the following graph is included in 
the study. 
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Reliability of the judges 1 ratings. A Pearson Product-Moment 
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Correlation Coeffic.ient was computed for the paired statement ratings by 
the ninety-eight judges., A correlation. coefficient of .. , 61 was ob"" 
tained. This figure is conditioned by two factors: The first is the 
factor of the reli,ability of the judges' ratings of the opposed pairst 
and the second is the d·ifficulty of writing statements that are exact 
opposites of. one anot'hei: ~ The correlation coefficient obtained would 
seeut. to indicate that the judges were quite consistent in their rating 
of the paired statements, and. that the writer was able to edit the 
statementr~ so that they were fairly equal in weight. 
This .chapter bas deal·t with the construction of the various re-
search instruments which are to be used in the study of teachers' atti-
tudes toward audio..,visual materials . The following chapter will report 
the results ~btained by administering the attitude rating scale and 
background information sheet to a sample of teachers, 
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CliAPTER IV 
ANAtYSlS OF TEACHERS' ATtiTUDES 
TOWARD AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS 
Chapter III was concerned with tbe construction of the various 
research instruments used in the study of teacbers 1 " attitudes, The pur-
pose of this chapter is to report the results obtained when the back-:-
ground information sheet and rating scale were used W'it:h a sample of 
teachers. 
l. PROCEDURES USED IN THE Sl'UDY 
The sample. Nine hundred and ninety-five returns were obtained 
from teachers ~~t~nding Summer School at Boston University during the 
1957-1958 session, and from teachers in the Boston area. In the classes 
studen1s.s were asked to fil.l out rating scales and questi~nnaires only if 
they had cla"ssroom teaching experience. .Duplication was avoided by 
asking students not to fill out questionnaires and rating. scales if they 
had done-·.so-·previoutfl"j'. The returns from teachers in Boston area 
schools were obtained" by contacting the school principals for the neces-
sary permission and then having the teachers return the information 
sheets and rating scales in, sealed envelopes so that their replies were 
completely anonymous. In no case were tbe teachers asked to place their 
names on any of the material. 
Sample statistics. Each of the returned rating scales was scored 
by obtaining the arithmetic mean of the scale values of the items en• 
dorsed. 'the tnid-measure and the standard deviation were estimated by 
using the Otis Norinal Percentile Chart and computed by using the assumed 
mean technique. ~be twp sets of statistics ohtained were remarkably 
alike. The normalized Otis median and standard deviation were 1. 9 and 
. 80, mspec ti:vely. while the computed mean w.as 1. 90 and the computed 
standard deviation was .8035. 
Analysis of data. ln order ·to determine the significance of the 
various background factors in determining attitude., the following pro- · 
cedure ti'as used: The rating scales were placed in liank order according 
to score... The rating scales were then df'Vided into six piles. by using 
the standard deviation to divide the attitude continuum. When this di ... 
vision was tried out with actual data, it was found that many of the 
cells in the contingency table contained no data. Ft:>r this reason, the 
final analyais was carried out by using only tht:ee attitude categories. 
These were 4 to 2.39, 2,40. to 1.59 1 and 1.60 to -3.2. Chi•square tables 
were $et up by tabulating the appropriate responses under the three at-
titude di~i&ions. 
It: should be noted that in the · followiiig analyses we are dealing 
with attitude on a purely verbal level. The '11arious scores obtained are 
taken to be an indication of the verbalized attitude that each teacher 
is willing to express, 
Chi-square technique. The. chi-square technique is to be used to 
compare observed frequencies with expected frequencies based on a null 
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hypothesis in the folloYiing comp.a:risons between ratings of teachers 1 at-
titudes and certain background factors, 
various types of contingency tabl-es are to be used, depending on 
the .kind of background factor classification, 
Tests of significance -will be :made on the , 05 le.vel of confi-
dence, Those comparisons that are s;lgni'ficant on the .01 level of con-
fidence will be indicated. 
If the reader wishes more information on this statistical tech"" 
' 1 
nique, the -writer suggests Henry Garrett's Elementary Statistics as a 
good introduction to the subject. Two other books~ which treat the sub-
ject ll!Ore thoroughly:. are Edwards, Statistical Methods 12_t the Behav-
2 - 3 ioral Sciences• and McN.:nnarr :Psychological Statistics, 
II. REPORT OJ' STATISTICAL. ANALYSIS 
,-
_. 
The numbers in the following tables represent chi-squares for 
individual cells of the contingency tables. 'the total chi-"square for 
each comparison between teache:rs 1 attitudes and a background factor is 
obtained by totaling all of the individual cell chi-squares, A plus 
sign (+) after the individual cell chi-squares indicates that there were 
more ca!tes in that particular cell than one might expect from the the-
laenry E. Garrett~ Elementary Statistics (New York: Longmans) 
Green and Company, 1955') 1 pp. 122-32. 
2Allen L. Edwards~ Statistical Methods for the Behavioral 
. .-~Sciences (New York• Rinehart and Company. Inc., ·t956), pp. 366-98. 
3Quinn McNemar, Psychological Stat.istics (New York! John Wiley 
and Sons, Inc., 1955), pp. 212~40. 
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oretical frequency. If the individual cell chi-square ia followed by 
a negative sign (-)~ there were fewer individuals in that particular 
cell than one might expect from the theoretical frequency. A more 
c.omplete explanation of the statistical technique used is found in 
Appendix 0. The original contingency tables containing the numerical 
data are found in Appendix P. 
The background factors. Following is a list of the background 
factors. that are to be conipat;"ed statistically with the indices of 
attitude obtained from the rating scale. 
L Subject matter area 
2. Number of year.s of teaching experience 
3. Sex 
4. Age 
5. College instructors' use of materials 
6. Fellow teachers' use of materials 
7. Equipment breakdown 
8. Condition of audio-visual materials 
9. Presence o.£ a building coordili.atlor 
10. Training in production of audio-visual materials 
11. Ease of ordering materials 
12. Course work in audio-visual education 
13. Satisfaction with previous use of materials 
14. Supervisor's help with audio-visual use 
15. Presence of an audio-visual director 
16. Part-ti:m.e versus full-time audio-visual director 
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17. Funds allocated for audio-visual education 
18. Number o £ years of formal education 
19. Availability of equipment 
20. Availability of materials 
21. Mechanical ability of the teacher 
22. Physical organization of the classroom 
23. Grade level 
24. Frequency of use. 
Subject matter ~· A three .. by-six table was set up in order 
to determine the significance of the subject matter area in determining 
the a.ttitude of teachers toward the use of audio-visual materials. 
When the returns were analyzed, it was found that the areas of English, 
Social Studies, Science and Mathematics, Business, Music, and Foreign 
Languages could be differentiated. The total chi-square for this com-
parison is 9.75. This is not significant since; with ten degrees of 
freedom, a chi-square of 18.31 must be obtained in order to establish 
significance on the .05 leveL The cell frequencies that contribute 
mos.t to the total are those in Foreign Languages, where there were 
fewer cases than the theoretical frequency would indicate in the high 
attitude category, and more cases in the low attitude category than 
would be indicated. This might be interpreted to mean that Foreign 
Language teachers tend to have lower attitudes toward the use of audio-
visual materials, while teachers in the other subject areas have about 
the distribution, according to attitude, that one might expect. In 
summary1 then, subject matter area is not a significant factor in 
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TABLE X 
CHI -SQUARE TABLE INDICATING RELATIONSHIP 
BE'.I.'W!EN SUBJECT MATTER AREA AND ATTITUDE 
TOWARD AUDIO..,VISUAL MATERtALS 
Subject Matter Area 
English 
Social Studies 
Science and Mathematics 
Business 
Music 
Fore.ign Language 
High Q.J=oup 
1.14 + 
.14 -
,00 
.60 
.55 + 
l .. ·as ~ 
Medium Group 
.75 -
.. u + 
.12 + 
.01 + 
.• 30 + 
.06 -
Low Group 
.00 
.oo 
.14 -
.33 + 
1.49 -
2.13 + 
Years of teaching experience, Each of the teachers who filled 
out the background information sheet was asked to indicate the number of 
years of teaching experience that he held. In setting up the chi-square 
table; ·the number of years of experience was divided into ten-year 
periods. ln order to b.e s,ignificant, the resulting three-by-four table 
with six ·degrees of freedoi!l would require a chi-square of 12.59 on the 
.05 level~ or 16:81 on the .01 level. The obtained chi-square o£ 12.37 
is not lilignificant on the .05 le-vel. This would inc:licate that the num'"' · 
ber of years that a teacher has been teaching is not a· factor in deter-
mining his attitude toward the use of audio~visual mated.ab. Nine hun.., 
dred and twenty-seven teachers contributed data on this particular por-
tion of the background information she~t. 
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TABLE' XI 
Cltl -SQUARE TAB~ ON NUMBER OF YEARS Ol? TEACHING EXPERIENCE 
AND ATTITUDE TOWARD AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS 
Years High Group Medium Group l.aw Group 
1 to 10 ,06 + 1.09 - 1.09 + 
11 to 20 .71 + .00 ,62 ~ 
21 to 30 .13 - 1.23 + .99 -
31 and up 3.07 - 3.18 + .20 -
The cell frequencies that contributed most heavily to the total 
chi-square are those in the high and medium. groups in the thirty-one-
al}d-.up age. group. There were fewer actual frequencies in the high 
group than theoretical frequencies~ and more actua.l frequencies in the 
middle group than theoretical frequencies. This might indicatea tend-
ency for those teachers with t.his large amount of teaching experience to 
be rather moderate in their at.titude toward the use of these materials. 
The fact that the chi-square for this age group in the low attitude 
category is · quite low would seem to .indicate t.hat, as a group, the 
teachers in this group do not have a negative attitude toward the use of 
these materials. In summary, the number of years of teaching experience 
is not a significant factor in the analysis of teachers' attitudes to-
ward the use of audio-visual materials. 
Sex and attitude. Nine hundred and fifty-four of the returned 
attitude rating scales and background infonnation sheets conta{ned in-
formation on the sex of the respondents·. A two•by-three contingency 
table was set up to determine if the sex of the teacher was a factor in 
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the development of attitude toward th~ use of these materials. 
Sex 
Male 
Female 
TABLE XII 
CHI-SQUARE TABLE ON SEX AND .ATTITUDE 
toWARD AUDIO- VISUAL MATERIALS 
High Group 
1,74 -
• 74 + 
Medium Group 
.76 '-
.32 + 
Low Group 
5.81 + 
2,45 -
In order to be significant with two degrees of freedom, the ob-
t.ained chi-squares must be greater than 5.99 on the .05 level~ or 
greater than 9 .. 26 on the . 01 level. The obtained chi-square of 11.82 
is significant beyond th~ . 01 level. An. analysis of the contingency 
table i:ndicates that there are many more males in the low attitude cate-
gory than one might expect. This is indicated by the high chi-square in 
the above table. On the other end of the· attitude continuum; we find 
that there are fewer males in the high attitude group than one might ex• 
pect. The conclusion that one might draw from this is. that there is a 
significant difference between men and women in their attitudes toward 
the use of audio-visual materials. Since there are fewer women in the 
1~ attitude group than the frequency would lead one to expect, it may 
also be postulated that WQmen have 'better attitudes toward the us.e of 
these materials than do men. 
A8,! .!!!& attitude. In order to obtairt data on the effe.ct of the 
teache:rsi ages on the development of attitudf! toward audio-visual mate-
rial, those filling out the background information sheet. were asked to 
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ind~aate their age. Nine hundred and twenty-nine of the teachers sup-
plied this information. The following table indicates the cell chi-
squares fot this comparison, 
TABLE. XIII. 
GEl-SQUARE !ABLE ON AGE AND ATTITUDE 
TOWARD J\UDIO- VISUAl. MATERIALS 
Age High Group Medium Group Low Group 
20 to 29 .38 + .48 
-
.12 + 
30 to 39 .59 
-
.05 + .24 + 
40 to 49 .66 + 1.,88 - 1.04+ 
so and Up .44 - 5.11 + 4.49 
-
In order to be significant with six d$gr.ees of freedom, the ob-
tained chi,..squares must. be greater than 12.59 on the .05 .level, or 
greater than 16.81 on the ,01. l.evel. 'In .summary, the.cell chi-squares 
in Table XIII give a chi-square of 15~48 for this comparison of age and 
attitude. This is significant on the • 05 level. An analysis of the 
actual veJ:sus theoretical cell fre.quencies indicates that there were 
fewer in the 40 to 49 .age classification in the. medium attitu,de group 
than one might expect, and more individuals in the low· attitude group 
than the theoretical or expected frequency for the cell would indicate. 
This was reversed in the age 50-and-up group, where there were more in .. 
dividuals in the medium attitude group and fewer in the low atti'tude 
group. In summary, there is a significant degree of relationship be-
tween age and attitude. The younger teachers seem to have the distribu-
tion of attitude among the three levels that one might expect. The 
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older teachers tend to be more m6dera.te in their attitude toward the use 
of these materials. Teachers in the 40-to-49-year age grpup tend to 
have more individuals in the low group and fewer in the ~dium attitude 
group than would be expected from the theoretical frequenpies in these 
co.nt:engency cells . 
College instructors • use of audio-visual materialsj ~teachers' 
attitudes. The teache:t;"s 'Were asked to indicate how often. their college 
teachers used audio-visual materials in their teaching.. 'fhe frequency 
of use 'l!tas indicated by means of an often, occasionally, i!eldom, or 
neve:r scale. In order to be significant with a four-by,.,three contin-
gency table, chi-squares mtlflit be greater than 12.59 on t~ .05 level, 
or greater than 16.81 on the .01 level. The obtained. chit-square of 
30.22 is significant beyond the . 01 level. This would intiicate that 
there is a very high. degree of rels.tionship between the t~e of teaching 
t:ha.t one experiences. in his teacher-training i!xperience a1;1d hi.s attitude 
I 
! 
toward the use of audio.""'visual materials. 
TABLE XIV 
I 
CRI .. SQUARE TABLE lN'DlCATlNG .DEGREE OF REtA'IIONS'U 
BETWEEN TEACHER-TRAINING EXPEB.D!NCE 
AND ATTITuDJi: TOWARD AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS 
Frequency of Use 
Often 
Occasionally 
Seldom 
Never 
High G-roup 
9.90 + 
1.70 -
.08 -
.01 -
Me.diWD Group 
.05 -
2.56 + 
2.40 -
.06 -
Low Group 
8.22 -
.33 -
4.80 + 
... 11 + 
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Nine hundred and sixty .... fO'-l,r teachers indicat~d the relative fre:-
que:nc.y of. their collegt! teachers t use of audio-visual lDAt~rials. An 
i 
atialysis of the. cell frequencies indicates that the highest individual 
c~ll c.hi .. squares were those in the high and low attitude ~oups in the 
! 
! 
high frequency of use category. An analysis of the contil;tgency table 
! 
I 
indicates that there were mor.e teachers in the. high attit~e group than 
one might expect and fewer teachers in the lC>w attitude gt.oup than wou.ld 
be indicated by the theoreti.cal frequency for this particilar cell. 
I 
. I 
This would seem to indicate that those teachel:'s ·who were ~xposed to 
I 
audio-visud teaching in their teache.r-training experienc~ tended to 
I 
. ! have a higher attitude toward the use of these materials. 1 'rhis would 
I 
i further substantiate the saying that teachers tend to teach as they have 
been taught. 
i 
Fello'll teachers I ~ of audio-visual materials and! attitudes. 
-i 
What effe.ct does the frequEmcy of use of audio-visual mat~rials by one f s 
i 
fellO'll teachers have on a teacher's attitude towa:J;"d the u~e of these 
i 
i 
uterialsi Nine hun.dred and eighty-five teachers provide~ information 
. ! 
on the frequency of audio-visual usage by fellow teachers r 
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TABLE XV 
CHI..,SQUARE TABLE INDICATING 'FREQm!NCY OF AUDIO-VISUAL USAGE 
BY FELWW TEACHifRS AND ATTITUDE l'OWAliD AUDIO-VISUAl. MATERIALS 
Frequency of Use 
Often 
Oceaslona.lly 
Seldom 
Never 
l;ligh Group 
.OS + 
.14 + 
1.14-
1.25 -
Medi;urn Group 
5;97 + 
6 .1.8 -
z~so -
.11 + 
tow Group 
15.50 -
7.15 + 
9.08 + 
.51 + 
The total chi-square for this comparison is 49,58. In order to 
be significant on the .01 level, the chi-square must be greater than. 
16.81 1 with the six degrees of freedom indicated by a three-by-four con.-
tingency table. There is a highly significant. relationship between the 
frequenCy Ot USe Of these materialS by fellOW te.acherS and. a teacher IS 
attitude toward aud.io-visual materials. In an analysis of the actual 
versus the expected frect,uencies in those cells with the highest chi-
squares, it is found that when fellow teachers use these :materials often 
there are fewer individuals in the low attitude gtoup than would be ex-
pected. When fellow teachere use the materials occasionally or seldom., 
thet:e are more teachers in the low .attitude group than would be ex-
pected. In sUllliiiary,. there h a highly .significant ~elationship between 
the frequency of use of audio-visual materials by fellow teachers and a 
t~cher's attitude toward these materials. 
Equipment breakdown. Itt order to detennine if the frequency of 
equipment breakdown was affecting teachers' attitudes toward the use of 
these lDB.terials, a colllparison was made between attitude and: frequency of 
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equipment fa.ilure. Nine hundreQ. AJ:l.d twenty-five teachel.'s responded to 
this portion. of the backgrounci inf()rmation .sheet, In order to be sig.,. 
nificant on the .05 level; a chi-square of 12.59 must be ob'tained with 
the si~ degrees of freedom indicated by a three-by~£our contingency 
table. A chi ... square of 11.00 -was obtZ!ined for this particular compari-
son. This is not significant on the .05 level, so that one must conclude 
that equipment failure iS' not a significant factor in the deve~opment of 
attitude toward the use of audio-vist.tal materials. 
TABLE XVI 
CHI~SQUARS TABLE INDICATING RiLATIONSHIP 
· :BE.'I'WEEN FaEQUE~CY OF BQUIPMENT BWKooWN 
AND 'rEACHERS 1 ATTITUDES TOWAlU> .A,UDIO~VlSUAL MATERiAtS 
:Frequency o~ ~~~akdown 
Often 
Occasionally 
Seldom 
Never 
High GroUp 
.66 .. 
2.01 ... 
2 .. 17 + 
.35 .. 
Medium G~6up 
.01 ... 
.03 .., 
.02 -
.33 + 
i.ow·G~oup 
.92 + 
2.72 + 
l. 75 -
.03 -
If audio-visual equipment breaks· down occasionally, there are 
fewer individuals' in the high attitude group and more individuals in the 
low attit\lde group.tban would be exp~cted. If the equipment breaks down 
seldomj th~re are tnOre individuals in the high attitude group and fewer 
in. t;he low att.itude group than are indicated by the e.xpected frequen-
cies. The differences between the expected and 6btained. frequencies are 
not high enough, however, to indicate that there is a significant degree 
of relationship between these two variables. 
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Condition .of audio•visual materials and atti.tude. Nine hundred 
and ninety-one teachers responded to this portion of t:he background in• 
formation sheet. Teachers were asked to indicate either a nyes11 or UnoH 
response to the queation on condition of audio-visual materials. The 
resulting two~by-t:br~e contingency table with two. degrees o£ freedom re-
, 
quires a chi-square of 9.21 for significance ort. the .0.1 le"11el of confi.-. 
dertce, 
Good. Condition. 
Yes 
No 
'I'A:BLE. XVII 
CHI-SQUARE 'I'ABLE lNDICATING RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN CONDITION OF MA~IUALS 
AND ATTITUDE l'OWARD AUDIO-VISUAL USE 
High Group Medium G·roup 
.09 + .26 + 
.80 - 1.25 .., 
Low Group 
.80 
-
7.66 + 
An analysis o£ the expected Vi!Jt'!IUS the obtained frequencies in-
dicates that there were iiiOre individuab in the low attitude group who 
felt that the materials that they had used were in poor condition than 
would be expected f.rotn the theoretical frequency. ThE! total chi-square 
of 10.06 is significant on the . 01 le'l'el of confidence. This would in-
dicate that there is a. highly significant rf!lationsh1p between thE! con-
di.tion of the audio-visual materials used by teachers and their attitude 
toward these materials . 
Presence :2.£ ~building coordinator and teachers 1 attitude. The 
function of the audio-visual building coordinator is to facilitate the 
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acquisition and use of these materials by the teachers in his building. 
It i.e postulated that the presence of a building coordinator should ha-ve 
a favorable effect on ttaa.chers' attitudes toward the use of these mate .. 
rials. Nine hundred and sixty-teachers replied to this portion of the 
background infot"mation S.heet. Teachers were asked to indicate either.a 
nyes" or "nou response to this question~ The resulting two .. by .. three 
contingency table requires a chi•square of 5.99 for significance on the 
. 05 level of confidence. 
TABLE XVIII 
CB!-SQUAR! TABLE ·lNPlCATING RBLA':rlO!iSBIP 
BETWEEN PRESENCE OJ!' A BUILDING COORDINATOR 
AND TEACHERS 1 ATTITUDES TOWARD AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS 
l{a:ve 
~uilding Coordiftator 
Yes 
No 
High Group 
.Q:J.. "' 
.01 + 
Medium Group 
.21 + 
.21 -
.27 .. 
.26 + 
The total chi-square of . 96 for this comp~rison is not signifi-
cant on the .05 level. In this comparison the null hypothesis of no 
relationship is not refuted. 'Xhe presence or absence of an audio-visual 
building coordinator has no effect an teachers • attitud.es toward the use 
of these mate.ruls. 
Training in production_and attitude. Teachers were asked if 
they had received any training in the production of audio-"17isual mate-
rials. Nine hundred and eighty-seven teachers replied to this'portion 
of the background information she.et. Teachers were asked to indicate 
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either a '1yes 11 or 11no" response to this question. The resulting two .. by-
three contingency table requiri!s a ch.i,..square of 5.99 for significance 
on the • 05 level"' and 9. 21 for significance on the . 01 level of con£1 .. 
dence. 
TABLE XIX 
CHI-SQUARE TABLE INDIC.t\'l'ING RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN TRAINING IN PRODUCTION ANI>. TEACHERS ' ATTITUDES 
TOirTARD AUDlQ-VISUAL MATERIALS 
Productinn Training High Group Medium Group Low Group 
Yes 
No 
.70 .... 
. 61 -
.67 + 
.59 -
3.42 -
2.95 + 
The total chi-square for this comparison is 8 .. 94. This is sig-
nificant on the .{)5 level of confidence and the null hypothesis of :no 
relationship is refuted, An analysis of the contingency table indicates 
that there were fewer teachers in the low attitude group who had re ... 
ceived training in production than the expected frequency would indi-
ca,te. On the other hand; there •ere more teachers in the low a,ttitude 
group who had not had training in produ:ction. than would be e~ected from 
the theoretical frequency for this particular cell. This would seem to 
indicate that those teachers who had received training in the production 
of audio-visual matet"ials bad better attitudes tcward the use of t:heae 
materials than did the teachera who did not have this trainiQ.g. 
~of ordering and attitude. Teachers were asked if they found 
that it lias easy to order audio .. visual ·materials. A simple 11yest1 or 
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11no 11 response was asked :fot' in order to indicate the relativ~ ease of 
ordering these lll8teriab. The 'resulting. two-by-three contingency table 
with tigo degrees of freedom requires a chi-squarE! of 5.99 for signifi-
canc:e on the .OS levE!l> and ~;21 on the .Ol level o.£ confidence. 
TABl..Z XX 
CRt-SQUARE TABLE tNniGATlNG aELATlONSHIP 
BETWEEN EASE OJ1 OIU>ERING AND TEACHERS ' A'!Tl'lUDES 
TOW:AlU> AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS 
Orde.ring !ase liigh Group Medium Group 
Yes 
No 
.70 + 
1.88 -
4.97 + 
13 .. 41 -
12.80 -
34.51 + 
The total chi-ttquare for this comparison is 68.27, This is sig-
.. 
nificant beyond the . 01 le'Vel of confidence. The null hypothesis for 
this comparison of no relationship is rej~acted with a high degree of 
confidence. An analysis Qf the expect.ed VE!rsus· the obtained cell fre• 
quencies indicates that there were fewer individuals in the low attitude 
group than would be expected fot:: those teachers who felt tha.t it was an 
easy matter to order audio-.visual materials. W~ti the teachers felt 
that it was not an easy matter to order these 'JDaterials, there were more 
individuals in the. low attitude group than the e1Cpected frequE!ncy wuld 
indicate. Nine hund~ed and fifty-four teachers replied to this portion 
of the background information sheet. In summary, there is a very high 
degree of relationship between the ease of ordering audio-visual mate-
rials and the attitude of teachers toward these materials. 
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Course work in audio~vi.sual. education and attitude. The teachet:s 
were asked to indicate whether or not they had taken a college course 
in audio~vbual education. Nine hundred and ninety-three teachers J;e-
sponded to this portion of the background information sheet. A nyesn or 
''no'' reply was asked fo1;, and. the resulting two~by-tlu;<~e contingency 
table with two degrees of fr~edom requires a chi-square of 5.99 on the 
,05 level, and 9.21 on the .01 level of confidence. 
T~x.! XXI 
Clli-SQUA.aE TABLE INDICATING lUi:LATIONSllll? 
:BETWEEN COURSE WOltK IN A'UDIO-VlSUAL EDUCATION 
AND TEACHERS 1 ATTITUDES TQWAlU) AUDIO-VISUAL M!TEIUALS 
Course Wo.rk High Group 
1.12 + 
.61 -
Low Group 
2.47 -
1.72 + 
The total chi-square for this compari$on is 6.43. This is sig-
nificant on the .05 level of confidence. An analysis of the contingency 
table indicates that there are 1110re individ'uab in the high attitude 
group and fewer teachers .in the low a.ttitude group when there has been · 
a course in. audio-visual education in the teachers• training. When 
there has 'been no course work in this area, there are fewer teachers in 
the high attitude group and more teachers. in the l.ow attitude group than 
would be expected. This would indicate· that teac'bet:s who have taken a 
course in audio-visual education tend to ba'V'e bette+ attitudes towat;d 
the use of these materi.als than dQ teachers who have not had this ex-
perience. 
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Satisfaction with~ of audio-visual materials and attitude. 
';reachers were aalted to indicate whether or not they were satisfied with 
their own use of audio-visual materials.. It was postulated that if 
teachers are satisfied with tbe.ir use of these materials, their atti-
tudes toward the materiab would be very favorable, lHne hundred and 
seventy-one teachers replied to this portion of the background informa• 
tion $heet. The two-by-three conting~ncy table with two degrees of 
£reedont requires a. chi-sq.uare of .5.99 on the .{).5 level; and 9.21 on the 
.01 level of confidence. The total chi-square for thia comparison WB.$ 
42 .48. This is significant beyond the .01 level o£ eonfidep.c.e. 
TABLE XX.II 
CHI-SQUARE TABLE INDicATING lELAT!ONSHIP 
"BETWEEN TEACHERS 1 SATISFAcTION WITH OWN USE 
AND T!!ACaERS t ATTITUPES TOW.Alm AUDIO .. VISUAl. MATERIALS 
satis.fied with Use 
Yes 
No 
High Group 
.52 + 
.64 -
Medium Group 
5.22 + 
6.6.5 -
Low Group 
12.95 -
16 . .50 + 
An analysis of the expected versus the obtained frequencies in 
the contingency table indicates that if teachers are satisfied with 
their use of audio-vbual materials 1 thete are fewer individuals in the 
low attitude group than would be expected. It should also be noted 
that if the teaehe:r;s are not s.atbfied with theit; use o£ audio-visual 
materials~ there are more teachers in the: low attitude group than 1rould 
be expected from the theoretical frequency for this particular cell of 
the contingency table. In ~;ummary, if teachers are satisfied with their 
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own use of audio-visual materials; they tend to have a good attitude 
toward the use of these materials. 
Supervisor's help and ti!achers' att;itudE!s .. Teachers were asked 
to indicate. whethex- or not their :$Upervisors provided help and.encour-
agement in. their use of audio-visual lJ)a.terfals. A two-by-three eon-
tingency table was set up to accommodate the data. With two degrees of 
freedom. a chi·squal:'e of 5.99 on the· ,05 level,. and 9.21 on the .01 level 
of confidence, is required. Eight hundred and fifty-three teachers 
\ 
answered this question on the background information $beet. 
·'rA'BtE XXIII 
CHI-SQUARE TABLE INDICATING RELATIONSHIP 
"BETWEEN S'OPERVIJORS I ENCOlJUGEMENT 
.ANn TEAC:HERS I AT'XITUDES . TOW.A'RO AUDIO-VISUAl.. MA'.I'ERl.ALS 
Superviso:t:s ' Help 
Yes 
No 
·aigh Group 
1.58 + 
.3.40 ;. 
Medium Group 
5.27 + 
11.37' -
.Low Group. 
.26.28 -
56.82 + 
Tbe---total chbsctuare for this eonting~cy table of 104.72 is sig-
nificant beyond the ,01 level of confidence. An analysis of the two 
cella with the highest chi-squares indicates that there wer.e fewer 
teachers in the low attitude group when the teacher.s. indic.ated that 
theb tiUperviso:rs offered. help and encouragement in their use o.f audio-
visual materials. When the supervisor did not offer such encouragement~ 
it is noted that there are 1110re teacher.s in the low attitude group than 
would be expected from t:he theoretical frequency for this particular 
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cell. From the preceding data, it is evident that the help and encour-
agem.ent of a teacher's supervbor are highly significant in the develop-
ment of attitude towat"d the use of audio-visual ai,ds. 
Presence of an audio---visual director. the teachers who partici-
pated in the study were asked to indicate whether or not their school 
s)tat~ h~ an audio-visual director, Nine hundred and forty-five 
teachers :replied to this queation on the Qac.kground information sheet. 
Of the teachers replying; five hundred and forty-nine taught in school 
systems with dire.ctors, and three h\lndred and nin.ety-six taught in 
e1ystems wlth no director for audio.,visual education. The two-by-three 
contingency table for thi,s compari.son, with two degrees of freedom, re-
quires a chi-square of 5.99 for significance on the .. 05 level, and 9.21 
on the .. 01 level of confi.d.ence. 
TABJ.'E Xl!V 
CHI-SQUARE tABLE INDICATING RElATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN PRESENCE OF AN AUDIO-VISUAL DIRECTOR 
AND TEACHERS' ATTITUDES TOWARD AUDlO-VISUAt MATERIALS 
Audio-visual Director 
Yes 
No 
High Group 
.03 .. 
,04 -I" 
Medtum Group 
. 08 + 
.1,1 -
Low Group 
.03 ... 
,04 + 
The obtained total ehi-squa:re of .3.3 .is not significant. The 
null hypothesis of no relationship is not rejected. ln stlllllll4ry, the 
presence of an a..udio-Vi$\,1.$.1 director in a school systeJD has no effect on 
teacher attitud.es towarQ. the UJI! of these ~t-erials. 
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Presence of .~ part-time versus .! full-time aud:l.o,.visual director 
and teachers' a.ttitudes. It was felt that there might be a difference 
in teachers' attitudes when there was only a part-time a'Qd;l.o-visual di .. 
rector in the school system. In order to check on the hypQtbesis 1 the 
teachers were ·asked. to indicate whether the audio,..visual director spent 
all of bis time or just part of hb time on. audio-visual duti~s. Five 
hundred and. forty-five teachers replied to this portion of the infor.ma-
tion sheet. This is contrasted with five hundred and forty-nine who 
sta,ted that they worked in school systeuus with a,udio-visus.l directors, 
Four teachers did not indicate whether their aud.io•visual director was 
part~tiille. or full•time.. The two-by-three contingency tabl.e with two 
degrees of freedom, requires a c;~hi-squa.re of 5.99 f(,)r significance on 
the .05 leve.l of confidence. 
TABLE XXV 
CHI-SQUARE TABLE INDICATING ULA.TIONSHIP 
BETWEEN PART-TIME VQ.SUS FULI.-TIM.E AUDIO-VISUAL DIRECTORS 
AND TEACHE'Q.S' ATT1Ttll>R8 TOWARD AUDIO-VISUAL MATlllUALS 
Time S.pept Uiah Group Medium Group Low Group 
Pa:rt~t:ime 
Full .. time 
1.55 -
.51+ 
.12 ... 
~12 + 
2.69 + 
.87 -
The total chi..,~quare of 5.86 is not significant on the .05 level 
/ 
o£ confidence. The chi-square obtained· is quita close to the necessary 
figute for significance on the .05 level. An analysis of the contiln-
gency table cell frequencies indicates that there i.e a tendency for 
more individuals to be in the low attitude cell when there is only a 
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part-tim.e audio-visual director in. the school syst~m. The second high-
est chi-square for the individual cells in the contingency table is 
I 
brought about by the. fact that there were'· .fewer in.dividuals in the high 
attitude group than. one might expect when:the audio-visual director 
spen.t only part-time on his duties. In. stimmary ,. there is a tendency for 
teachers to have a better attitude toward 'the use of audio-visual mate-
rials wh$n the audio-visual director spends full-tillle on his audio-
visual duties. The magnitude of the chi-sqttare obtained for this com-
parison. was not, however, sufficiently large to indicate a significant 
relationship. 
funds allocated for audio--visual aids .~ teachers • attitudes. 
Teachers were asked to indicate whe.ther or not their schools had funds 
allocated for audio-visual education. Eight hundred and seventy-three 
teachers replied to this portion of the baskground information sheet. 
Of those replying, five hundred. and thirty-!five noted that funds were 
allocated, and three hundred an.d thirty-eight stated tha.t their school 
did .not have such funds allocated for this ~urpose. The data were set 
up in a two-by-three contingen.cy table. With the two degrees of freedom 
neces.sary for this type of contingency table, a chi-square of 5.99 is 
necessary for a test of significance. on the .05 level of confidenc.e; 
The followins table indicates the magnitude :of the individual cell chi-
squares. 
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TABLE .XXv:I 
CHI-SQUARE TABLE INDlCATING RELATlONSHIP 
BETWEEN ~UNDS FOR AUDIO-VISUAL EDUCATION 
AND TEACHERS 1 ATTITUDES TOWARlJ !AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS 
Funds Allocated 
Yes 
No 
High Group 
.88 -
1.40 + 
Medium Group 
,05 + 
.08 -
Low Group 
.44 + 
. 70 ·-
The total chi-square for this comparison is 3.55. l'his is not 
significant. The null hypothesis of no relationship between the avail-
! 
ability of funds artd teachers • attitud~s toward audio-visual materials 
is not rejected. Not enough information was obtained on the a1110unt of 
ooney allocated for audio-visua.l education to be of value for purposes 
of analysis. 
Number of years .2! education and attitude. Teachers were a.sked 
to indicate the BlllOunt of fopnal tJ:"aining they had obtained beyond the 
high school level. The data obtained. li'ere divided into two.,year periods, 
with the exception of years seveth eight, nine; and ten. These were 
combined into one category. The first ·two~· years would correspond to 
two years of normal, school training. The second two years correspond to 
a four-year college educational experience. The third two-year period 
corresponds to a master 1 s degree educa~ional leveL The last category 
of four years corresponds to doctoral level work. The resulting four-
by-three table with six degrees of fre~dom requires a chi-square of 
12.59 on the .OS level, and 16.81 on tl),e .01 level of confidence. 
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TABLE XXVII 
CHI-.SQtJARE TABLE. IlliDICATING ~LA.TIONSHIP 
BETWEEN YEARS OF FORMAL EOUCATION 
AND TEACHERS l ATTITUDES TOWARD AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS 
Number of Years High Group Medil.lm, Group Low Group 
1 to 2 .13 + 1.34 + 3,14 -
3 to 4 1.~5 + .03 + 2.49 -
5 to 6 .07 - .62 - 4.58 + 
7 to 10 .22 
-
.10 + .01 + 
The total chi-square of 14.68 is significant on the .05 level of 
confidence. An analysis of the individual cell frequencies indicates 
that there were fewer individual$ in the low attitude group when the 
teJLChers had one or twq years of training beyond the high school. Whell 
·the teachers had three or four years of education beyond the high 
school, there were more individl.Ulls in. the high attitude group than 
would be expected, and fewet:' ill.dividuab in the low attitude group than 
would be expected from the theoretical frequencies for these cells, In 
the group with five to six years of educational training, this situa~ 
tion is rever.sed and there are more teache;rs in the low attitude group 
than would be expected from the theoretical f1:"equency for this cell of 
the contingency table. There was very little difference between the ex-
pected and obtained cell frequencies among. teachers with .seven to ten 
years of educational training. As a result, the chi-squares for these 
cells are quite small. In s~ry, there is a significant relationship 
between the number of years of educational training and teachers• atti-
tudes toward audi.o-visual materials. Up to four years of formal train-
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ing beyond. the high school; there is a tendency for fewer teachers to 
be in. the low attitude group. At a level of five or six. years of train-
ing1 the trend is reversed so that there are mo.re teachers in the low 
attitude group than would be indicated by the theoretical cell frequency 
With seven or more years of formal training, the distribution of atti-
tude is about what one might. expect. 
Availability of eguipment .!.!!& teachers • attitudes. The teachers 
participating in the study were asked to indicate the number of pieces 
of audio-visual equipment they had available for thei1: use. Six:: types 
of equipment were listed, and the teachers were asked to check those 
available by drawing a circle around the letter in front of the name of 
each type of equipment. A three-.by-three contingency table was set up 
by dividing the equipt.nent into three categories: one to two pieces, 
three to fout: pieces, and five to six pieces. A three•by-three contin-
gency table with four degrees of freedom requires a chi-square. of !L49 
on the .05 level, or 13.28 on the .01 level of' confidence. Eight hun• 
d,red and eighty teachers contr'ibuted in.foJ:mation on this particular 
question. 
TABli& XXVIII 
CHI-.SQOARE TAB~E INDICA'r!NG RELATIONSHIP 
BENSEN EQUIPMENT AVAILABILITY 
AND TEAcHERS 1 ATTITUDES TOWARD AUDIO• VISUAL MATERIALS 
Piece$ of Equipment lligh Group. Medium Group 
1 to 2 .97 +' 2.25 -
3 to 4 3.86 + 16.26 ·-
5 to 6 3.15 - 11.86 + 
Low Group 
.41 + 
5.77 + 
3.82 -
The total chi-square of 48.35 is significant on the .01 level of 
confiden~e. An analysis of the contingency table cell frequencies indi-
cates that there is Iio consistent: pattern to the various deviations'be ... 
t~een obtained and expected cell frequencies. Where teachers have ac-
cess to only one or two pieces of equip~nt, there are more individual$ 
in the high and low attitude groups than. might be expected, and fewet; 
· individuals in the middle attitude group. Where teachers have access to 
three or four pieces of equipment, there are more individuals in the 
high and low attitude groups, and fewer i-ndividuals in the mediUin atti-
tude group than would be il)dicated by the expected cell frequencies. 
Where teachers have access to five or six items of audio-visual equip-
ment; there are fewer individuals in the high and low attitude groups 
and more individuals :i;n the medium attitude group than expected cell fre 
quencies would indicate, A tentative concl\u;ion might be tha.t ~hen 
teachers have a great deal of equipment, they are more moderate in their 
attitudes toward the use of audio-visual materials. When teachers do 
not have a great deal of equipment• they tend to be either highly favor-
able to these teaching materials, or, on the other hand, very negative. 
Availability of .materials ,!lli! teachers t attitudes. Nine hundred 
and t~enty-seven teachers contributed information on tbe availability of 
audio-visual materials. The teachers were given a list of different 
kinds of audio-visual materials and asked to. indicate those that wtrre 
available for their use. They were also given an opportunity to write 
in any materials not listed, A three-by-t~ree contingency table was 
constructed by dividing the amount of mate,;ial available into categories 
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of one to three, four .to six, and seven or ll!Ore piec.es of audio ... visual 
material. A chi-square table wi.th four degl.'ees of freedom requires 
total chi-squares of 9.49 on the .05 level$ or l3.28 on the .01 level of 
confidence., A total .. chi-square of 17.53 was obtained for this co:mpari-
son. This is significant beyond the ,.Ql :Level of confidence. The ml.l,l 
hypothesis is not acceptaple and a significant relationship between at-
titude and ma.terials availab.ility is indicated. 
TAB~ XXIX 
CHI-SQUABE TABLE INDICATING RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN MATERIAL AVAILABILITY 
ANl> TEACBERS ' ATTITUDES 'IOW.Alm AUDIO-VISU,U. MATERIAlS 
Material Available 
1 to 3 types 
4 to 6 types 
7 or more types 
High Group 
~37 + 
.20 + 
.79 -
Med:i:t::Jm Group 
1.74 + 
3.2~ -
1.08 + 
l.Qw Group 
5.99 -
3.87 + 
.20 -
An analysis of the ind.ividual cell frequencies indicates that In 
the category with one to three kinds of materia1s available there are 
more individuals in the high and. medium attitude gl;'oups, and fewer in-· 
dlviduals in the low attitude gl;'oup than the expected frequencies would 
predict. Where the teachers have access to four to siX kinds of .mate-
rial, there are more teachers in the high attitude group, fewer in the 
medium attitude group~ and more in the low attitude group t);lan would be 
expec.ted. When the teachers have access to seven or more kinds of mate-
rials, there are fewer teache~s in the high attitude group, more in. the 
medium attitude group, and about the expected number in the low attitude 
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group. There seems to be no consistent pattern to the distribution of 
teachers 1 attitudes and materials availability. 
Mechanical ability~ attitude. The teachers were asked to rate 
their mechanical ability on an excellent, good, fair, poor scale. It 
should be noted that the following analysis is based o.n the teachers 1 
own ratings of thei·r mechanical ability. No objective criterion was 
used. Nine hundred and eighty-four teachers provided data for this por-
' tion of the study. The three-by-four cont.ingency table has six degrees 
. . 
of freedom. A chi-square of 12,59 is necessary for significance on the 
.05 level, or 16.81 on the .01 level of confidence. 
TABLE JCn 
CHI-SQUARE TABLE INDICATING RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN TEACHERS 1 RATINGS OF MECHANICAL ABILITY 
AND TEACHERS 1 ATTITUDES TOWARl> AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS 
Rating 
Excellent 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
High Group 
.64 .. 
.18 + 
.05 + 
.28 -
Medium Group 
.07 + 
.24 + 
.. 21 -
.09 -
Low Group 
.23 + 
1.05 -
.11 + 
.81 + 
The total chi-square for this comparison· is 3. 96. This is not 
significant. There is no relationship between the teachers' ratings of 
their mechanical ability· and their attitudes toward audio-visual 
materials. 
Physical organization "J lli classroom and attitude. The teachers 
who participated in this study were asked to rate the physical organiza-
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tion of their classrooms for the use of audio ... visual materials and. 
equipment, They were asked to consider such factors as room darkening, 
electrical outlets~ screens. chalkboards, bulletin boards, etc:.; in the 
light of classroom use of audio-visual materials. Nine hundred and 
seventy-five teachers :replied to this item on the background information. 
sheet. An e)!:c:ellent, good, fair, poor rating scale was used. The re-
suiting three-by-four contingency table with six degrees of freedom re-
quired a chi-square of 12.59 on the .05 level, or 16.81 on the .• 01 level 
of confidence. 
TABLE .XXXI 
CHI-SQ:tJARl TABLE INDicATING RELATIONSHIP 
BETWE'EN PHYSICAL ORGANIZATIO~ OF CLAS.SROOM 
AND TEACHERS' ATTITUDES TOWARD AUDIO-VISUAL. MATERIALS 
~hysical Organization High Group Medium Group 
Excellent 1.44 + .oo 
Good. .02 + 3.47 + 
Fai.r 1.:34 
- .79 .. 
Poor .40 + 1.29 -
Low Group 
1.48 
-
5.94 
-
5,t04 + 
.58 + 
'rhe total chi-square o£ 21.79 is significant beyond the .01 level 
of confidence. An analysb of the cell frequencies indicates that when 
the physical facilities are excellent there are more teachers in the 
high attitude group and fewer in the low attitude group than would be 
expected. This also holds true for the physical organization rating of 
good, When the physical organization is rated fair, there are fewer 
teachers in the high attitude group and more teachers in the low atti-
tude group than would be expected from the theoretical frequencies for 
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these cells. When the rating is poor,· the high and low attitude groups 
have about tbe same obtained and expected cell frequencies~ while the 
medium. attitude gro"Up has a few less individuals than would be expected. 
In sUJmlllry j there is a definite. tendency for teachers to have. better at-
titudes toward the use of audio-visual materials when their classrooms 
at'e physically organized for the. proper utilization of these materials. 
Grade level and teachers t attitudes. Nine. hundred and seventy-
one teachers indicated the grade level on which they taught. Forty-four 
of the teachers taught on the kindergarten level, five hun.dred and three 
on the .elementary level, one hundred and eighty-three on the junior high 
school level, one hundred and seventy ... nine on t~ high school level, and 
sixty-two on the college leveL A five-by-three contingency table was 
constructed. A chi-square table of this type has eight degrees of free-
dom and a chi-square of 15,51 is required for significance on the .05 
level, or 20.09 on the .01 lev!!l of confidence. A total chi-square of 
40 .. 23 was obtained for the comparison between teachers' attitudes and 
grade level. 
TABLE XXXII 
CHI-SQUARE TABLE INt>ICATING REi.ATlONSHIP 
B.H;'l'WEQ GRADE LEVEL 
AND TEACHERS 1 ATTITUDES TOWARD AUDIO-VISUAL liATElUALS 
Grade Level High Grqup Medium. Group 
Kindergarten 3.50 + .00 
Elementary ,60 + 2.78 + 
Junior High .01 + 2.95 
-
High School 3.79 .94 
College ,35 - .04 .. 
Low Group 
3.38 ... 
8'.08 -
4.33 + 
8.81 + 
.67 + 
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Teachers on the kindergarten level were distributed so that there 
were lOOre teachers in the high attitude group and fewer teachers in the 
low attitud~ group than thf!roretical frequencies would indicate. 
Teachers on the elementary level lltere abo distributed so that there 
lfere more teachers in the high attitude group and 'fewer teachers in the 
lower attit:uda group than the expected distribution would indicate. On 
the junior high school level there were fewe..r in~Uviduals in the llledi:um 
.attitude group and more. teachers in the low attitude group. On the high 
school level there were more teachers in the low attitude group and 
fewer teachers in the higher attitude group. On the college level the 
distribution of expected versus obtained ce.ll frequencies are about the. 
same. It would seem that kindergarten and elementary level teachers 
have generally good attitudes. toward the use of audio-visual materials, 
while teachers on the junior high and high school levels tend to have 
poorer a.ttitudes toward the use of these materials. There is no signi'"' 
ficant difference in the various attitude categori.es among college 
teachet;s. The chi-square of 40,,23 obtained for this comparison is sig-
nificant on the .01 level of confidence. 
Frequency of ~ and .attitude.. The teachers participating in. 
this study wet;e asked to rate the frequency of their use of audio-visual 
materials. The rating was done on an. often. occasionally7 seldom, 
never scale, Eight hundred and sixty-four teachers provided. informa.tion 
for this comparison. 
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'tABLE. XXXIII 
CHI-SQUARE TABLE lNDICATING ~.LATIONSHLP 
BETWEEN 'FREQUENCY OF USE 
AND TEACHERS' A'l'TITUDES TOWARD AUDIO• VISUAL MA:l'EB.IALS 
Frequency High Group Medium Group Low Group 
Often 11.40 + 2.-63 + 29.20 -
Occasionally 4.11 
-
.39 + 1.65 + 
Seldom 6.39 - 18.65 
-
62,00 + 
Never .08 
-
2.20 ·- 4.51 + 
ln order to be significant on the .01 level of ;confidence. a chi-. 
square of 16.81 is necessary with the six degrees of f·teedom provided by 
a four-by-three contingency table. A total chi-square of 143.27 1o1as ob-
tain$.d for this comparison, This is significant beyond the .01 level of 
confidcmce, An analysis of the individual cell frequency differences 
indicates that when teachers use audio•vl&ual materials often there are 
more .individuals in the high attitude group and fewer indiv.iduals in the 
low attitude group than l.rou1d be expected. In the other eatagories of 
occasionally, seldom, and neve-r there are fewer individuals in. the high 
attitude group and more individuals in the low attitude group than 
wottld be expec.ted from the theox:etical cell frequencies. There is a 
very high and significant relationship between teachers' attitudes 
toward audio-visual materials and the frequency with 'Which they use them 
in the clas.sroom,. 
This chapter has presented the data pertaining to the vario\ls 
compari$ons between teachers' attitudes toward audio-v·isual materials 
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CHAPTERV 
SlJMMAR.Y AND CONCLUSIONS· 
The pre.ceding chapters ha,ve outlined the study problem1 reviewed 
the literature pertaining to attitude and audio-visual education, out-
lined the de~elopment of the research instrumentst and reported the re-
sults of the study, The present chapter will summarize the. results of 
research and present conclusions drawn from these data. 
I. SUMMARY 
Sixteen of the comparisons drawn between teache1rs' attitudes 
toward audio-visual materials and various background factors were signi-
ficant. Twe1ve of these comparisons were significant on the .01 level 
of confidence, and four on the .05 level of confidence. Eight of the 
comparisons were not significant. It should be emphasized that there is 
not necessarily a. cause-effect relationship between those factors that 
are. listed as being significantly related to teachers 1 attitudes. The 
fact that there is a relationship between the sex of the teacher and his 
or her attitude toward audio-visual materials and that this relationship 
is significant on the . 01 level. of confidence, does not mean that sex 
determines attitude. For some reason, at which we can only guess; women 
tend to have better attitudes toward the use of audio~,Tisual material$ 
than men. The following table l,ists the comparisons in"'lolved. in the 
study and notes the magnitude of the chi .. squares. 
TABLE XXXIV 
A COMPARISON OF TEACHERS 1 ATTITUDES 
TOWARD AUDI.O-VISUAL MATERIALS AND VARIOUS BACKGROUND FACTORS 
Factor 
1. Supervisors 1 assistance .••.....•. , 
2. Frequency of use and attitu.de •..... 
3. Ease of ordering. , ...•.••.•.. , ..•. 
4. Satisfaction with own use of aids. 
5. Amount of equipment available ....• 
6. Fellow teacher use of materials .•. 
7 . Grade level .•...... , ....... , .. , •• , • 
8. College instructors 1 use of aids ..• 
9. Amount of material available ..... . 
10. Physical organization of classroom 
11. Sex of teacher and attitude •.•..•. 
12. Condition of ma.terials ..........•. 
13 . Training in production .•..••.•.•.. 
14. Age and attitud~ ..•........•... , .. 
15. Yes.rs of formal education ••.•••... 
16, College course work in A-V aids. , . 
17. Years of teaching experience, •.... 
18. Equipment breakdown ............. .. 
19. School systemA-V director: part-
time· versus full-time ..••.• , ..•... 
20. subject matter area .•.•..•••.•.•.• 
21. Funds allocated for A-V education. 
22. Teachers 1 mechanical .!ibility •..•.. 
23. Building coordin.ator for A-V aids. 
24. A-V director in the school system. 
.01 = signific.!lnt on ,01 level . 
. 05 ~ significant on .05 level. 
NS = not significant. 
Chi-square 
104.72 
143 .. 27 
68.27 
42.50 
48.35 
49.58 
40.23 
30.22 
17S3 
21.79 
t1.82 
10.06 
8.94 
15.48 
14.68 
6.43 
12,37 
lLOO 
5.86 
9.75 
3.55 
3.96 
.96 
.33 
.01 
lk 
* 
* 
'* 
* 
'* 
* 
.05 
* 
* 
* 
* 
NS 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
The position of the asterisk following the chi-square value for 
each comparison indicates whether the chi~square value obtained is sig-
nificant at the .01 level, the .05 level, or not significant. Some of 
the chi~squares that are listed as b.eing n.ot significan.t are larger 
than chi-squares that are significant. The varying (legrees of freedom 
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associated with the different comparisons account for this situation. 
For example, the comparison between teachers' attitudes toward audio-
visual materials and the condition of the materials that were used was 
significant at the • 01 level with a chi-square value of 10 .. 06. The 
comparison between number of years of teaching experience and attitude 
was, however, not significant with a chi-square value o;E 12.37. The 
comparison between condition of materials and. attitude ~las a two-by-
three chi-square table with two degrees of freedom1 while the comparison 
between years of teaching experience and attitude was a three-by-four 
table with six degrees of freedom. Two degrees of freedom require 
a chi-squa.re value of 5.99 for significance at tbe .05 level, while six 
degrees. of freedom require a chi-square value of 12.59. 
II. CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions are. based on the data presented in 
Chapter IV. 
} Supervisors' encouragement.~ attitude. There :h a very high 
degree of relationship between a teacher's attitude toward audio-visual 
materials and whether or not he has the support ·of supervisors in the 
school system. There were fewer teachers in the low attitude group when 
the teachers noted that they bad enco.uragement from thetr supervisors. 
There were more individuals in the low attitude group when teachers did 
not ha~e this encouragement. 
Frequency of~ versus teachers' attitudes. There is a very 
high degree of relationship between the frequency with llrhich teachers 
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use audio-visual materials and their attitudes toward fchese materials . 
'I.'hose teachers who use the lllllterials '!nPst often .seem to have better at--
titudes toward their use. 
Ease of ordering and attitude. There is a definite tendency for 
teachers to have better attitudes toward audio-visual materials if they 
feel that it is an easy matter to order the materials. This is a highly 
significant factor in determining attitude. 
Satisfaction with use and attitude. Thos.e teachers who have been 
-··-~ 
.satis£iied with their use of audio-visual materials have. a better atti-
tude toward the materials than do teachers who have nat ·had this satis-
faction. There is a very high relationship between attitud.e toward 
aud.io-visual materials and satisfactory experience witbi their use. 
J Amount of equipment available. There is a significant relation-. 
ship between the availability of equipment and teachers 1 attitudes to-
ward audio~visual materials. There is not a consistent pattern to the 
distribution O·f attitude and availability of equipment. 
J Fellow teachers 1 use of audio-visual materials. 
--· .. 
There is a very 
high degree of relationship between the frequency <>f use o£ audio-visual 
materials hy fellow teachers and a teacher 121 attitude t·oward the use of 
these materials. If fellow teachers used these materials often, fewer 
teachers were i1:1 the low attitude group than would be expected. If 
fellow teachers used these materials only occasionally, there were more 
teachers in the loW' attitude group than would be expected. 
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College instructors' !!!£.of audio-visual materials. There is a 
highly significant rela.tionship bet'\11een the type of learning experience 
the teachers have had during their training and their attitudes toward 
audio-visual materials. If their college teachers used these materials 
often, the teachers tended to have a higher attitude toward their use. 
If college teachers used these materials only seldom, the teachers 
tended to have a poorer attitude toward the materiab • 
.Amount of material .available and attitude. There is a signifi-
cant relationship between the availability of audio-visual materials and 
teachers' attitude. toward these materials.. There seems to be no con ... 
sistent pattern to the distribution of attitude and. the availability of 
material. 
j 'Physical organization £! ~ classroonl and attitude.. There is a 
highly significant relationship between the physical organization o£ the 
classroom for the use of audio-visual materials and equi,pment and 
teachers' attitudes toward these materials. 
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Selt _of the teacher and attitude. 'rhe relationship between the 
teacher'.s .sex and attitude toward audio-visual materials is highly sig-
nificant. There is a definite tendency for wolnen to have better atti-
tudes toward the use o-f these materials than men. 
Condition of materials and .attitude. There is a high degree of 
relationship between the condition of the audio .. visual materials that a 
teacher uses and hiS attitude~ !£ the teachers noted that the materials 
they used were in poor condition, there were many more individuals in 
the low attitude group. than one would expect. 
I Training in production of, audio"'V'isual .materials and attitude. 
lf teachers have had training in the pro-<iuction of audic1-visual mate-
rials, they tend -to have better· attitudes toward the uset of these mate-
rials. There is a high degree of relationship between t:hese two factors 
j Age ~ attitude. toward .audio-visual materials. There is a sig-
nificant relationship between a teacber 1 s age and his at:titude toward 
audio-visual materials. Those tee.chers who are over fifty years of age 
tend to be JBOre tnQderate in their attitude towaJ:d these materials. 
Their attitudes toward audio .. visual materials are neithE~r highly favor-· 
able nor hi.gbly unfavorable. 
Number of years of formal education and attitude.. There is a sig 
nificant relationship between the number of years of fOl:mBl. educati.on 
held by a teacher and his atti.tude toward audio•visual tnaterials. As a 
group, teachers with one or two years of training beyonc:l high school and 
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those with three to four years of training have better attitudes toward 
these materials than do teachers with five or six years of formal 
training. 
j College course ~ in audio-visual aida and .atti~. Teachers 
who have taken a course in audio-visual education tend to have better 
attitudes toward the use of audio ... visual materials than do teachers who 
have not had such a course. 
j Number of years of teaching experience and attitude. The amount 
of teaching experience held by a teacher 'Has not a significant factor 
in relation to the development of attitude toward audio•visua.l materials 
It is,. then, not necessarily those teachers. with long ye.ars of teaching 
experience who have poor attitudes toward the use of audio-visual 
materials. 
Equipment breakdown and attitude. There was not a significant 
relationship between teachers' attitudes toward audio-visual materials 
and the frequency of equipment breakdown. 
Part-:-time versus. full-time audio-visual directors.. There is a 
slight tendency for teachers to have a patter attitude i.£ the director 
spends full time on his Job. This is not significant at the .05 level. 
Subject matter~ and attitude.. The subject matter area in 
which a teacher works is not significantly related to teachers' atti-
tude.s toward audio-visual materials . 
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Allocation o£ funds for audio-visual education an<! teachers' !!.t-
titudes toward audio-vis.ual materials. There is no relationship between 
teachers ' attitudes toward audio-visual materials and thE~ availability 
of funds for audio-visual aids within the·scbool system. 
Teachers~ self-rating of mechan.ical ability and attitude. Ther.e 
is not a significant relationship between. teachers 1 ratings of their 
mechanical ability and their attituda toward audio ... visual materials. 
Presence of~ building coordinator and teachers• attitudes toward 
audio-visual materials. The.re is no relationship between the presence 
of a building coordinator for audio-visual .education and teachers 1 atti-
tudes toward the use of these materials. 
Audio-visual directors ~ attitude. The presence of an .audio ... 
visual director in a school system does not haw a signiUcant effect on 
teachers• attitudes toward audio-visual materials. 
lii • SUGGESTIONS 
The following suggestions are made in the light of data obtained 
through the study of teachers' attitudes toward audio .. visual ·materials 
and certain background factors~ 
j l, The supervisor is a key person in the encouragement of audio-
visual usage by teachers. A special effort should be made to 
insure that supervisors are well trained in the proper use of 
audio-visual materials. 
I 
...)1. .• Workers in the field of audio-visual education need to become 
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more concerned with. the important part played by attitude in 
the encout'agement of a.udio-visual usage, 
3. The procedures in:vol ved in ordering audio-vis.ual materials 
sb.ouldbe kept as simple as possible. 
4. Each unsatisfactory eltperience with the use of audio-visual 
lll8.terials is apt to have an effect on teachers' attitudes 
toward the use of these mate't'ials. 
5. Greater effort must be made to insure that the audio-visual 
materials and equ:t.pment used by t•achers al:e in good condition. 
6. A special effort should be made to encourage the~ usero fu; 
audio-'Visual lXtaterials by te.ache"t's' on the junior high and high 
school levels. 
7. Since there is a strong tend~cy for te~chers to have a 
better attitude toward the use of audio-visual materials if 
their college teachers made use of these materials, the effec-
tive use of these materials by the faculties of schools of 
education should be encouraged. 
8. Adequate supplies of both materials and equlpment: aJ:e impor-
tant in encouragtng the use of audio-v1.sua1 mat.e1~ials. 
9. Men tea.chers need s.peci,al encouragement in the use of audio-
visual materi.als. 
~ 10. College course work in audio-visual education or the produc-
tion of audio-visual materials should be a part of the educa-
tional experience of each teacher i:n training, 
11. Since there seems to be no connection between the presence of 
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an audio-visual diJ::"ector in a school system and the attitudes 
of teachers toward audio-visual materials~ these individuals 
should make greater efforts to influence the attitudes. of 
teachers in their schools. 
12. Audio-visual building coordinators should become a more im-
portant factor in the development of teache-rs' attitudes 
toward the use of audio'""visual materials. 
13. Administrators and school architects should. be made aware of 
the necessity for proper classroom organization for the use 
of audio-visual materials. Such factors as proper darkening 
facilitie.s, electrical outlets 1 projection :screens, and 
storage areas should be as necessary as desks and chairs. 
IV. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTliER STUDY 
A study of this type usually points· out problems which, while 
outside the scope of the study~ are often important. The following sug-
ges tiona for further s.tudy are made to encourage others who may be in-
terested in working in this area, 
Attitudes toward specific types of materials .,2!', audio--visual 
equipment. Workers in the field of audio-viSual education would find 
q_uite valuable, information dealing with teacherst attitudes toward 
specific kinds of audi.,.o-visual material or equipment. What are 
teachers 1 attitudes toward the use of the bulletin boa·rd, motion picture 
projector, or tape recorder? 
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/ 
Teachers' mechanical ability and attitude. No objective measure 
of mechanical ability was used in attempting to determine the relation~ 
ship between teachers,; attitudes toward audio-visual materials and their 
mechanical ability. They weJ;"e asked to rate their own mechanical abil-
ity. The use of a stan4ardized scale of mechanical ability and the at-
titude rating scale develop.ed for this study. would give more objective 
information on this comparison .. 
Frequency of £!!_ and attitud.e. Teachers were asked to rate them-
selves on the frequency of their audio-visual usage. A more objective 
criterion of usage might b.e devised. Perhaps the recc1rds of orders for 
audio-visual materials within a school system could be used for this 
purpose. 
Cause-effect relationship. The type of statistical comparison 
used in this st_udy does not lend itself to cause-effect generalizations. 
A depth study to determine why the various factol'.'s are significant or 
not signif:lcant would be extremely interesting. Some type of interview 
technique would probably be of value for this kind of investigation. 
Use of rating scale in school systems. The attitude rating scale 
would be of value to administrators in assessing the status of teachers 1 
attitudes toward audio-visual materials. This kind of information 
would be valuable when a school system is considering the changing or 
expansion of its audio-visual department. 
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Dear Teacher: 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
332 BAY STATE ROAD 
BOSTON 15, MASSACHUSETTS 
APPENDIX A 
117 
What do you reel are the reasons why some teachers use- the various audio-
visual materials; filmstrips, recordings, bulletin boards, chalkboards~ 
models, etc., in their teaching, while others do not utilize these 
materials at all? 
Will you rill in the items listed on the enclosed sheet and return it 
to me in the envelope? The answers need not be signed, but I would 
like to know on what grade level and in what subject matter area you 
teach.· 
Thus the question is; what do you consider are the reasons why teachers 
do, or do not, use audio-visual materials in their classrooms? -In answering you may refer to audio-visual materials in general, or in 
terms or any speciric aid. In answering the question, think or your 
own grade level and subject matter area. 
Your suggestions will be greatly appreciated .• 
Yours very truly, 
~Fen~/!~y~ 
Audio-Visual Resources 
Library 
APPENDIX B 
Grade Level: Kindergarten, Elementary, Jr. High, Sr. High, College. 
Subject Matter .Area: 
Reasons For Using: 
Reasons For Not Using: 
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Boston 'University 
CHARLES RIVER CAMPUS • 332 BAY STATE ROAD • BOSTON 15, MASSACHUSETTS 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION APPENDIX C 
Dear Sir: 
If we had more information concerning the reasons why teachers use 
or do not use audio-visual materials in their classrooms,/we 
would be in a better position to convince them to use these materials 
more often and more effectively. You have doubtless, an opinion 
concerning the background factors which affect teacher use of these 
materials. 
Examples of such factors might be number of years of teaching 
experience, course work in audio-visual materials, sex, avail-
ability of materials and equipment, and so on. 
We are trying to collect such a list of factors. Will you help 
by adding to the list of possible background factors affecting· 
teacher attitude toward the use of these materials? Your sug-
gestions will be greatly appreciated. 
Yours very truly, 
Gaylen B. Kelley 
Audio-Visual Resources 
Library 
APPENDIX D 
Name Position ~----------------------~ ~----------------------------
POSSIBLE FACTORS .AFFECTING TEACHER'S ATriTODES 
. TOWARD THE USE OF AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIAlS 
---
AP~ENDIX E 
lmSPONDENTS TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE ON BACKGROUND FACTORS: 
AUDIO-\TISUAL DIRECTORS 
1. Cohen, Edwin G. Supervisor, National Educational Television Service, 
Indiana University. 
2, Dent, El,.lsworth C. Director of Distribution, Coronet. 
3 .• Desroches 1 Edward. Audio-Visual Director, SouthbriP,ge, 
Massachusetts. 
4. Dietmeier, Homer J, .Assistant Professor,. School of Public Relations 
and Communications, Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts. 
5. Durr, W. H. Supervisor, Bureau of Teaching Materialst State De-
partment of Education~ Richmond~ Virginia. 
6. Gerrish, S. W. Audio-Visual Director, Utica Public Sc.hools, 
Utica, New York. 
7. Giovannangeli, Arthur .J. Professor of Science and Visual Aids, 
Keene Teachers College, Keene, .Ne1o1 Hampshire. 
8. Hoban, Charles F. Research Invest:.igator; Institute for Cooperative 
Research, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 
Pennsyh·ania. 
9, Imbriglio,. Adam. Audio-Visual Coordinator, Tiverton, &bode Island. 
10. Kennedy, Wendell C. Assistant Director, Professional and Public 
Relations, Illinois Education Association, Springfield, 
Illinois. 
11. Lalime, Arthur W. Audio-Visual Director~ Manchester Public Schools, 
Manchester, Connecticut. 
12. Lancaster, J. H. Audio-Visual Coordinator, Ohio Wesleyan University 
Delaware, Ohio. 
13. Lewin, William. Editor, Photoplay Studies, Suumit, New Jersey. 
14. Lyon, Philip A. Audio-Visual Director.; Ne-wport. Rhode Island. 
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15. McGarry 1 Francis B. Dean of Instruction, State Teachers College, 
East Stxoudsburg, Pennsylvania. 
16. Miller, L.·D. Director, Film Li.brary, Purdue University 1 La.fayette, 
Indiana. 
17. Mullen; Rev. Francis li'. Professor of Educational Psychology, 
St. John's University, Brooklyn, New York. 
18. Olney, Austin L. lHrector, Audio-V'isual Center, University of New 
Hampshire; Durham, New Hampshire. 
19. Reeves, Thurston M. Assistant Supervisor, Audio-Visual Aids in 
General Education, Pennsylvania State. University. 
20. Rosen, Henry. Audio..,Visual Director, State Teachers College, 
Bridgewater, }iassachusetts. 
21. Stafford, Marian, Librarian, William Ring High School, Abington, 
Virginia, 
22. Villa, Alfred L. Director of Audio•Visual Educ.:.ation, Teachers 
College of Connecticut. 
23. Watt" Earl J. Coordinator of Special Services, Lowell T&chnological 
Institute, Lowell, Massachusetts. 
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)..IST OF .JUDGES WOO RATED STATEMENTS 
FOlt INCl.US lON ON 'l'HE AT'l:l':rUDE WING SCALE 
Ambrosino) }(ichael. Station WGBH-TV, C~mbridge, Massachusetts. 
Bachman, .John W. Union theological Seminary~ New YorkJ New York. 
Bentley 1 Raymond.. Northampton Schools, Northampton. Massa~husetts. 
Bernard, Edward S. New York City Schoolg, New Yorkj New York . 
.Bildersee, Max U. State Department of Education, Albanyj New York. 
Bishop, Rev. B.. J .. Cl:'eighton University, Omaha) Nebraska. 
Boardman, Thomasl University of Illinois, Champaign, Illinois .• 
Bradey1 .Jean. Station WGBli~TV'., Cambridge, .Massachuset·ts. 
Bragdon, S.tacey. Wellesley Public Schools, Wellesley, Massachusetts. 
Broderick, Gertrude. Office of Education> Washington~ D. C. 
Brunstetter, M. R. Columbia University~ New York1 New York. 
Buell, Ruth C. Senior High School, On~a:ida., New York • 
.Burgeson, Clarence. Uni ver15ity of Maine~ Orono~ Ma.ine. 
Camp; M. 1L State ",reachers College. Plattsburg, New York. 
Carney, Francie P. B. F. Brown School, Fitchburg, M~ssachusetts. 
Champ.a 1 V. A. State Teachers College, Millers~il,le, Pennsybtania. 
Cleaves, :Paul. Weymouth :Public H:!gh School, East Weymouth, Massachu,.., 
setts. 
Coope.:r, TheodoYe. Florida ~icultural and Mechanical College, 
Tallahassee, Florida. 
Crittenden, H,a:rold C. Armonk Schools) Armonk; New York. 
Currie~ Dorthey; :Public Schools~ Yonkers, New York. 
,·~ 
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Cypher, Irene. New York Univer~Jity, .New York, New York. 
})avis, J~mes lL Iowa Sta.te College" Ames, Iowa. 
Del Vecchio, Jphn p, Beardsley School; Bridgeport~ Connecticut. 
Dexter, Lincoln. Memorial School, Wilbraham, lolassachusetts. 
Dietmeier) Bomer. Schoo.l of 'Public Relations and Communications, 
Boston University, Bo&t:on, Massachus.etts •. 
Durkea, Leona,. N~ York Public Library; New York.J New York. 
~ly, Donald. ·Syracuse University~ Syracuse, New York. 
Erickson, Carlton, University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut~ 
Fleck, Henrietta. New York University, New York; New York. 
Flynn, Roy .. Florida State University, 'l'all.aha.ssee, Florida. 
Forbes~ G~rge. Farmingdale P'ubl.ic Schools, Farmingdale; New York, 
Fult:on, Alice. Pond School, .South Weymouth) Massachusetts. 
Gabel; o. J. Northern Illinob State Teachers College, Dei<alb, 
ll:U.nois. 
Gee::r, Harold. Salem Teachers Coll~ge • Salem., Massachusetts, 
GieJDOnt 1 J. P. Wilmington Public School$., Willltington1 Delaware. 
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CHARLES RIVER CAMPUS • 332 BAY STATE ROAD • BOSTON 15, MASSACHUSETTS 
SCHOOL oF EDUCATION APPENDIX G 
Dear Sirg 
In a recent issue of Audi~Visual Communication Review the authors stated 
that.J> flThe attitude.andtraining of our· teachers will be the key factor 
in t:OO success of any program for increasing the ef.fectiveness of graphic 
communication ill education. vr It is generally believed that attitlldes have 
an effect on behavior. The attitude toward audio-visual materials held 
by teachers is.l> :in all probabili.ty~ affecting the way in which they use 
these materials in the classroom. 
In order to ga:in more objective data concerning teachers t attitudes and 
their formation we are asking for your help in constructing an attitude 
rating scale.. You, as a leader in the field of audio-visual education, 
are being asked to rate the statements on the follow:ing pages as to t.he 
degree of negative or positive attitude expressed or implied in the state-
mento Your ratings will be combined with those of others in the fi.eld of 
audi~visual education to select statements for use on the final scale. 
A smnmary of findings will be sent to you upon completion of the study. 
Please read the directions for rating the statements very carefully. 
Yours truly2 
}j;g~:&. 
Audio~Visual Resources Library 
•· . 
..... 
APPENDIX H 
. . -· . .. 
INSTRUCTIONS 
for 
JUDGING RATING. SCALE ITEMS 
l2t 
1. T.oo following pages contain statements of teachers • attitudes toward the use 
of audio-visual materials~ The rating procedure that you are now be-ing 
asked to carry out will select a number of these itAms in order to make an 
attitude rating scale for rating teachers" attitudes towardaudi~Visual 
materials. The teachers will then be asked to check each statement that 
they feel expresses their own attitude tcward the use of audio-visual 
materials. 
2. You, as an expert in the field of audio-visual education, are being askeO: 
to rate these statements and place them on an attitude s9aie running from 
(-4), indicating an e~remely negative attitude, to ( 4) 9 indicating an 
extremely positive attitude toward tba use of these materials. A rating. of 
( 0) indicates indifference or neutrality. 
3. Rate each of the ·statements along the continuum so that the intervals 
between -4 and -3, -3 and -2, ·-2 and =19 etco .ll are 9 ~your opinio1a; e'l.ua,l. 
4. You are not being asked to state whether each item expresses your attitude 
toward aud~o-visual ma.terials. You are to decide what attitu.a:e""'Would be 
indicated if an individual stated that they agreed with the- statem~nt •. 
5. T.ake the following statement, for example.. The !Be· of. traiiling that !i · 
teacher receives . before teaching.· in-~. scho'OIS. oulcrbe entirel?cti'an~. 
What might be the attitude of an individual endorsing tms statememt? t 
might he feel about too prevailing 'teacher training methods? Where w.ould 
this statement be placed on the attitude scale? On the negative side, 
certainly, possibly a ..;3 or -4., 
6. You will find it easier to rate the statements if you look over a number 
of statei!lents before you qegin.. "'Do not try to ge_t the same Dumber of 
statements in each class;.~ they are not evenly distributed. ·· 
7. We are interested in finding out if you think the stateme~t is a valuable 
one for :inclusion. on the final instrument. Encircle (P); · (F),· or (G), 
depending on whether you feel that the statement is poor,_ fair, or good.,. 
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TABLE XXXV 
STATEMENT NUMBER KEY 
SlJOWING PAIRED STATEMENT$ ON APP~NDU. .1 
Pair Numbers Pair Numbers Pair Numbers 
L 21, 121 23. 125, 15 45. 109~ 47 
~-· 19, 106 24. 2. 80 46. 67, 27 ~- 94, 123 25. 18~ 35 47. 34, 49 4. lll~ 120 2,6. 25, 131 48. 40, 105 
5 .. ll8t 6 27. 127. 136 49. 85,. 76 
6. 57; 117 28. 101.1 44 so. 41, 104 
1. 119, 89 29. 122~ 73 51. 39, 74 
a •. 68; 10 30. 22; 24 52. 26> 113 
9, 55, 7 31. 81, 79 53. 20. 31 
10. 48; 99 3~. 90, 14 54. 108, 22 
n .. 133, 16 33.· so. 88 55. 56~ 23 
12~ 137, 11 34. 110, 70 56. 140, 3 
13. 331 8 35.· 42. 4 5]. 29, 66 
14. 46~ 92 36. 139~ 9 58. 78, 86 
15. 96~ 112 37. 58, l7 59. 37,. 82 
16 •. 59; 11.5 38. 87; 54 .60. 327 21 
.17 •. 102, 138 39. 134~ 100 61.· 135; 5 
18. 531 132 40. 75, 69 62. 116, 77 
19. 43, 98 41. 12~ 36 63. 130, 128 
2.0. 104, 28 42 .. 71, 129 64. 91, 72 
21. 124i 60 43. 63, 83 65· 51, 65 
2.2. 30, 114 44. 38. 45 66. 103~ 84 
67. 97. 126 
Notet Statellll!nts numbered 61, 9.3, 64. 52; 13,. 95 were written as 
neutral items. 
APPENDIX J 
STATEMENTS 
Audio=visual aids can sometimes be used to replace 
all ~eaching by the instructor, 
It requires too much e:rlra work to use audio-visual 
aids, 
Oae of the most valuable aids in ac~uaint:i.ng stud= 
ents with their environment is the field tripo 
., Audio-visual materials are chal:kanging to students, 
0 
Supervisors are a big help in promoting the use 
of audio-visuaJ,. mat.etiaJ.s, 
Considering the benefit that is received from the 
use of au~Y.i.sual mateJ:ials.'l .the cost is ju.s.tifiedo 
Audio~visual materials should never be used to 
introduce new units., 
The use of audio=visual materials helps to overcome 
the problem of insuff~cient classroom storage space. 
Children just don ~t remember material presented 
visuallyo 
, Audio-visual materials should never be used to 
merely take up class time,. 
These materials are of little value in correcting 
raulty conceptso 
The use of audio~visual materials takes up too 
much of the class time. 
The good and bad points about audio=visual materials 
balance one anothero 
, Audio-visual materials are one of the best new ideas 
in educatiol'lo 
Audio-visual materials are usually quite easy to 
obtain~ even on quite late noticeo 
The use of audio-visual materials will save the 
elementary school teacher much t:Une. V 
Audie=visual equipment is just too complicated to be 
bothered with .. 
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Please turn over. 
19o 
Rememberg You are not rating your own attitudeo 
Most of the ~audio.,.visual equipment in schools is 
old and ill poor repair. 
It might be difficult for the student to bandle-
3\bstract ideas if his experiences are l:imited to 
audio=visual materials. 
ZOo Students donfit lmdw how to learn fran motion 
pictures and filmstrips. 
21. ..&udiO...visual. materials are quite' easy f.o . obtain~· 
Not enough films are used in our schools. The 
children would like more of tbemo \../ 
23. Films are usually :in good repair when they 
are received.,. 
24. Children do n=cit-- want to see films in school since 
they see so many outside of schoqlo 
' 'r:_.~, \i·. 
25 •. ,It .is•too much bother to move the class from the 
home room to the audio-visual room when films 
and fiJmstrips are used. 
26o Students in the higher grades are able to handle 
more abstract materials and do not need audiO= 
visual teaching. 
27 o These materials seldom have much to offer in 
the classroom setting. 
28., The use of textbooks and the chalkboard is just as 
necessary in classes tha:t use ..films and .. filmstrip.s. 
29 9 It is difficult to incorporate these materials into 
the classroom situation. 
30. It is extremely difficult to locate appropriate 
audio-visual m,aterials. 
31. Pupils Jind .that it is easy to acquire information 
from films and fiJm.strips. 
There is too much "red tape" illvolved in getting 
audia=visual materials • ...\ v 0 ----- \-·\__R v·~>--"-~"''- / 
33. It is difficult to find storage space for audio= 
:Visual aids •. 
·.:. ·::. ~. 
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It is impossible for a person of little mechan-
ical ability to set up some of the equipment 
necessary for using audio-visual materialso. 
Most of the audio-visual equipment in schools is 
new and in good working ordeF~ 
These materials enable the teacher to cover a great 
deal of material in a short time., \1 
I prefer to use my t:ime in study rather than in 
previewing filmso . 
It is silly to expect teachers t~ have the time 
to make their own audip..:.visual materi.also 
Most courses of study have too much material to be 
covered to allow the ·use of audio-visual materialo 
The use of audiO=visual materials makes learning 
too eagyo 
It is impossible to teach without the use of audio-
visual materials o 
The use of audi<>=visual materials is 11 soft 
pedagogy ell 
The use of audio-visual materials helps to relate 
scpool work with real life situationso 
Not enough films are used in our schoolo 
children learn a great deal from themo 
The 
v 
Many audio-visual aids can be very easily made 
by teachers or students c. 
Effective bulletin boards take too much time to 
prod~ce and keep up to dateo 
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A.udio=visual materials present more of a cballange . 
to students than do more conventional teaching_ ~ r;) P F G 
procedureso _._ll-.EN.v-"~ cf_. -4-3-2~1 0 1 2 
. . -~~ ~ v . 
t-. Subject matter presented with audio-visual materials P F G 
is ... retainE2_d f9r a~,longer.:peli"iod of timeo ,/' -4 -3 -2 -l 0 1 2 
3 4 
3 4 
P F G Most audio-visual · equipzoont is simple to set up 
and use., 
-4 -3 -2 -1 0 i 2 3 4 
Audio-.visual materials add a needed variety to P F G 
teachingo 
J -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 
Please turn over .. 
Rememberg You are not rating your own attitude .. 
5lo The classroom is no place for experimentation with 
new ideas lilte audia=visual aids. · 
54 .. 
There is nothing wrong with the use of these 
materials,~! but just how valuable are they? 
It is too dif'ficu1t to obtain audio-visual materials 
after we once .find those that we would like to use. 
Teachers sometimes feel tbat it' takes too much 
training to use audia=visual materials .. 
55& Audio-visual materials are very ,Yaluq.ple for • 
introducing units of studyo 
56., Films are seldom in good repair .. 
Many times a large topic may be covered in a short 
time by the use of audio-visual waterials. 
Teachers w auld like to know more about the operation 
of audio~visual equipment .. 
Audia=visual materials can be presented to the 
entire class at one time .. 
60., Most teachers have little troub~ in operating the 
various types of audio-visual equipment .. 
61.. I; __ :p.ave nothing against the use of these materials; 
but' I wonder j~st _how useful they re9-lly are? 
. . . . . . 
62 .. I hate to work with machines .. 
Many teachers would like ·to be shOWiil.. how to use 
audia=visual aidso 
While same materials are quite good, some are also 
inadequate .. 
Audio~ visual ma. terials are no longer in the exper-
imental stage,7 they are of proven value • 
.Auci:L~visual materials fit very neatly int.o the 
classroom situat~on. 
67., Audio-visual materials can be useful on occasion. 
68o · Teachers use audio-visual materials as a filler so 
that they do not bav.e t'o teaqh., 
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o It is usually possib:{.e to obtain equipment ~he'n it 
is needed.,. 1 .• 
. . ~~<_JL, 
~Those teachers who use andio-visual.materials enjoy 
their worko 
., These new ideas have no place in teaching., 
o( The use of audio..;,visual materials addb greatly to 
the older teaching ~E?thods., ~ <>--' 
FiJms and fiJmstrips iare usually quite accurate 
as far as content ~s 1 concerned,. 
i 
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.,/The use of audio-vis~l materials enables the teacher P F G 
to get through crowded courses of study o ~--r ~4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 
., Equipment is never available when it is needed~ 
• ·Audio-vis'u.al equipment is unusually reliableo 
I 
Catalog descriptions ·.
1
1b.f films are· usually quite 
accurateo . I . 
, I could never teach w.
1
1ithout using audio-visual 
materialso , 
• Audio-visual materials are never used to ~erely 
entertain studentso 
;/Audio-visual materials :Qelp to lighten the work 
load of the teacher.. J~yo--y---·- ~· 
Teachers are just entertaining the class when ·they 
use audi~visual mat~rialso 
The use of audio-visual matenals gives the 
/teacher more time :fot.' study., ~~rS"_)-__. 
Learning how to use audie=visual materials is a 
complete waste of. time" 
The teclmical aspects of using audio-visual 
.materials present no problem to teachersb 
· It is disgusting to have liia.cllfues break down just 
when they are neededo 
.. _ ....... ____ 
P F G 
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Please turn over • 
Remember: You are not rating your own attitude.., 
86, These materials are useless, I never use them .. 
Teachers sometimes feel that they need more 
instruction in using audio-visual materials. 
These materials add little variety to the teaching 
processo- ~~\ 
89., Audio=visual materials are available when they are 
needed ... 
90., Audio= visual materials are not worth bothering 
witho 
91 .. The old fashioned teaching meth0ds are good enough 
,.,,,l~Rr me .. 
92.. Little time is required to produce e£fective 
bullet:in boards. 
93., My use of audio-visual materials has been limited 
though Iwould use more of them if I could be sure 
of their value., 
97o 
·.Audio;,.,visual materials help to present topics in a 
more interesting manner .. ~~ 
Audio=visual materials have not yet proven their 
value .. 
The use of audio~visual materials makSs for }high 
levels of student interest. ~,, \ 
·My instructors in college did not use audio-visual 
aids; why should I? 
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')C 
,_ :~ out-of-school experiencesa- -4--3 -2 -1 0 . 1 2 3 4 
r'\~i;. 
~ 99 .. The use of audio-visual materials t~n(ls to make the 
student forget material already leaTned. 
~00.. Prev.iew:ing films and fiJJnstrips is a valuable 
procedureo 
P F G 
-4 -3 -2 -i 0 1 2 3 4 
P F G 
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J.Ol. Too many films are used ill our schools .. The children P F G 
' get tired of ·seeing them. 
t02., Films and filmstrips often contain erroneous 
materials.. . ~ . ~~: 
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3~ The various speeds 3 sizes9 and other technical factors p F G 
are just too confusing to the teachero -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 
4o . The use of audio~visual materiais outmodes t.he 
older chaikbda.rd and textbook as teaching materials., 
5.,; Audio-visual materials present children with new 
and chal.J;enging ideas.. o}'JJ 
6., / The use of audio-visual materials will help to teach 
more abstract conceptso. ~).fu 
7., . The use of audio-visual aids is seldom necessary 
in classroom teacbingo 
8.,t/ I wish that I knew bow to operate more audio-
visual equipment., 
9., Students feel that they are having a vacation 
when audiO...visual aids are usedo 
0., -Teachers who use audio-visual materials just don gt 
like to teach., 
1.. . The>use of audio-visual materials tends to make 
the students less questioning or critical of the 
materials studied., ~') 
\ 
2o Students are apathetic when audio-visual materials 
are introduced into the classroom situation., 
3~ The use of audio-visual materials makes learning 
more efficient( on all grade levels. .. \ ~ 
4o There are so :ffi.a.ny materials available that all the· 
teacher needs to dQ is select those that best fit 
her purposeo 
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is justifiable~ cons'idering the benefit. received., 
9. It is impos~ible:- to obtain these materials when 
they are neededo 
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Rememberg You are not rating your own attitude., 
A-udi~visual materials help to stimulate questions 
and critical comments from the students~ 
Replacing the teacher is not a legitimate function 
of audio-Visual aids,. 
Too often does the teacher have to apologize for 
errors or incongruities in films and filmstrips .. 
Students become disinterested when audio-visual 
materials are used.,. v~"'' . . 
124o .Many teachers feel insecure in using a'\ldie= · 
. '~isual equipment., 
. l25e J It is too much bother to request the mpterial iar 
enough in advance to be sure of getting thel)l when 
you want themo ' 
126oj My teachers in college used many audio-vis'l¥,11 
materials~ I woUld like to use them alsoo 
127 o j Procedures for obtaining materials are muc4. too 
complicated., 
128.. It is quite easy to get audio.:..visual mater~als that 
.fit the grade level of ones studentse 
129., J Audio=visuai mater~als are a wonderful aid to 
classroom teaching., 
l30o It is difficult to obtain materials that are 
properly graded" 
131., Moving students from the home room to the audio-
visual room is easily done., 
... 132 .. Obtaining the audi~visual materials that I want 
is usually quite a simple procedure" ~ ;.. 
133., In elementary schools teachers have little time to 
spend on the use of audio-visual materials .. 
134o Previewing films and filmstrips is always a· chore., 
135.. Supt3rvisors are not :interested in prompting the> use 
of audiO=visual materials.. · · 
136o Teachers generally have little trouble in booking 
the aids that they need., 
137., Audio-visual materials are usefUl in correpting 
erroneous concepts., 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION SHEET 
he information on this sheet is to be used in connection with your answers on the following questionnaire. Do not sign 
our name. Your contribution will be completely anonymous and will be placed with information from other teachers to 
ive an over-all picture. Please answer all of the questions. Fill.!!::_<;:: draw ~line around your answer. · 
Subject matter area in which you teach \ears of teaching experience Sex 
Did your college teachers use audio-visual materials in their teaching? --
a. Often b. Occasionally c. Seldom 
Do your fellow teachers use audio-visual materials in their teaching? 
a. Often b. Occasionally c. Seldom 
The equipment that I use breaks down. 
a. Often b. Occasionqlly c. Seldom 
Have the audio-visual aids that you have used been in good condition? 
Does your school building have a building coordinator for 9udio-visual education? 
Have you had any training in the production of audio-visual materials? 
Do you find it an easy matter to order audio-visual materials? 
Have you taken a college-credit course in audio-visual education? 
Have you been satisfied with your own use of audio-visual materials? 
d. Never 
d. Never 
d. Never 
Do your supervisors provide help and encouragement in your use of audio-visual materials? 
Does your schoo I system have an audio-visual director or supervisor? • • ••••• 
Part time or Full time 
Does your school have funds allocated for audio-visual education? 
How much? $ · 
-'--------
Age __ 
Yes 
. ·-·. Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Encircle the number representing the total number of years of your formal education beyond high school. 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Encircle the letter in front of each of the pieces of equipment that is available to you. 
a. Motion picture projector d. Tape recorder 
b. Filmstrip projector e. Opaque projector 
c. Record player f. Television set 
Encircle the letter in front of each type of audio-visual material that is available for your use. 
a. Films d. Models g. Flat pictures 
b. Filmstrips e. Maps h. Slides 
c. Recordings f. Charts i. Posters 
Please list any others ______________________________________________________________________ _ 
How would you rate your mechanical ability? 
a. Exce I lent b. Good c. Fair d. Poor 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
N? 
No 
No 
No 
How would you rate the physical organization of your classroom for the use of audio-visual materials and equipment? 
Think of such factors as room darkening, electrical outlets, screens, chalkboards, bulletin boards, etc. 
A SCALE FOR MEASURING ATTITUDES 
TOWARD AUDIO-VISUAL MATERJALS 
This is a study of the distributl.on of teachers1 attitudes toward the use of audio-vrsual 
materials" Please answer the following questions before going on to the list of statements. 
lo In what grade level do you teach? Please .underline • 
Kindergarten Elementary Jr. High High School College 
2. Do you use audio-visual materials in your teaching? Please underline. 
Often Occasionally Seldom Never 
DIRECTIONS~ Following is a list of statements about audio-visual materials. These 11materials 11 
refer to such items as filmsv tape recordingsv field trips, charts, etc. Check only 
those statements that you feel express your feelings or attitudes toward the use of these materials. 
Draw~ circle around the number ~front o.i_the statements that~ choose. Let your experience 
with these materials determine your choice of statements. 
I. Audio-visual materials are a wonderful aid to classroom teaching • .../ 
2. Children retain longer the material that has been presented visually. / 
3. The use of audio-visual materials makes for high levels of student interest. J 
4. Audio-visual materials are useful in correcting erroneous concepts. v 
5. Films and filmstrips are usually quite c;lccvrote as far as content is concerned. 
6. Obtaining the audio-visual materials that I want is usually quite a simple procedure. v 
7. Films are usually in good repair when they are received. ...../' 
8. Audio-visual materials can be useful on occasion. 
9. Audio=visual materials are avail~ble when they are needed. v 
!0~ The good and bad points about audio-visual materials balance one another. 
I. My use of audio-visual materials has b.een limited.thot:Jgh I would·use more of them if I could 
be sure of their value. 
2. I h9v~ nothing. 9gainst the (!se of these mqteriCfla; but I wonder just how useful they really are? 
3~ It might be difficw.lt for."the ·S'tJ;J.d~i?t ;tb handle apst17ac"t ideas if his experienqes are limited to 
audio-visual materictls~ · · · ·. ·· · 
4. My instructors in college did not use audio-visual materials; why should I? 
5. Previewing films and filmstrips is always a chore. 
6. It is too much bother to request the materials far enough In advance to be sure of getting them 
when you want themo v 
7. It is extremely difficult to locate appropriate audio-visual materials. -.../ . 
8. Students in the higher grades are able to hcmdle more abstract materials and do not need audio-
visual teaching. 
9. It takes too much time to use audio-visual materials in the classroom. \../ 
~0. These materials seldom have much to offer In the classroom setting. 
~1. Teachers are iust entertaining the class .;...,hen they use audio~vlsual materials. 
~2. Learning how to use audio-visual mqterials is a complete waste of time. v ? 
APPENl>IX 0 
SAMPLE CHI-SQUARE COMPUTATION 
The following table illustrates the c~lculation of the chi-square 
for the comparison between the sex of the teacher and his or her atti-
tude toward audio-visual materials. The numbers of men and women in 
each of the three attitude categories were counted and placed in tabu-
lar fonn. Line and row subtotals were then calculated. The next step 
was the calculation of the theoretical frequencies for each cell of the 
table. 
Sex 
Male 
Female 
Total 
TABLE XXXVI 
CALCULATION OF THE CHI-SQUARE VALUE 
FO'R THE COMPARISON BETWEEN SEX 
AND ATTITUDE TOWARD AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS 
High Group 
68 ( 79 .8) 
201 (189.2) 
.269 
Medium Group 
114 (123. 7) 
303 (293 .3) 
417 
Low Group 
101 ( 79.5) 
167 (188,5) 
268 
Total 
283 
671 
954 
The theoretical frequencies were calc.ulated by multiplying the 
line and row subtotals for each cell and dividing by the total number 
of cases. To calculate the theoretical number of males in the medium 
attitude category the row subtotal (417) was multiplied by the line sub-
total (283) and this figure was divided by the total number ()f cases 
(954) to give the theoretical value of (123.7) for this cell of the con-
140 
tingency table. The values for the remaining cells weJ:e calculated in 
the same way. 
The ao.tual chi-square values for each of the cells w~re computed 
by fin<:ling the qi.fference l;letweet). t~e obtained.and theoretical frequen.-
cies for each ce'll, squa:t'ing this number, and dividing by the theoreti-
cal frequency, These individual cell chi-squares were totaled to give 
the chi-square for the comp~ri.son between sell:: of the teacher and atti-
tude toward audio-visual ma,terials: 
·, 
(11.8)2 + 
79.8 
2 2 2 2 . '~ < 9.7) + (.21.5) + (11.8) + < 9~ n + i21.5r 
123.7 79.5 18~.2 293.3 188.5 
x2 = 1.74 + .76 + 5.81 + .74 + .32 + 2 .• 45 
x2 = 11.82 
The next step in the analysis was the computat:l;on of the number 
of degrees of freedom for the contingency table. This was done by com-
puting (p- l)(q- 1), where (p) is the number of row classifications 
and (q) is the number of line classifications. 
df = (p - l)(q- 1) 
df = (3 - 1)(2 - 1) 
df == (2) (1) 
df = 2 
To obtain the chi-square value for a test of the null hypothesis 
at the .05 or .01 level it is only necessary to enter a table of chi-
square values where df equals 2. When this was done it was found that 
a chi-square of 5. 99 was necessary for rejection of the null hypothesis 
at the .05 level while a value of 9.21 was necessary at the .01 level 
141 
of confidence. The obtained chi-square of 11.82 was significant beyond 
the .01 level so the null hypothesis was rejected. 
The next step was the interpretation of the comparison. This 
was done by locating those cells with the largest chi•aquare values and 
noting the direction of the difference between the obtained and theo-
retical frequencies. With the compa~ison between sex and attitude 
toward audio-visual materials the 1ow attitude ca.tegory for male and 
female contained the highest ch;t ... squares. There were more men in this 
category than would be expected from the theoretical frequency. In the 
chi-square tables included in the body of this study a (+) was placed 
after the chi-square val1,1e in thi.s cell,. There were fewer females in 
the low attitude category than would be expected from the theoretical 
frequency, so a (-) was placed after the ch:i,-square value for this par-
ticular cell in the contengency table. 
The procedures and calcutations indicated above were carried 
out for each of the comparisons between teachers' attitudes and the 
various background factors. 
14Z 
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'the following tables contain the dat.a which were used in com.-
puting the chi-squares for each of· the comparis.ons between teachers' 
attitudes toward audio-visual mate'rials and the various background 
fa.ctors. The numbers indicated under the various classifications rep-. 
resent the nU'Illber of teachers falling into ·each c1assification. 
TAB.LE XXXVII 
COMPARISON BETWEEN SUPERVISORS' ASSISTANCE AND ATTITUDE 
= - : ·==:=r==: .... =·~r::='r: -
Supervisors' High Group Medium Group Low Gr-oup Total Help 
Yes 198 ~23 62 583 
No 67 93 110 270 
Total 265 416 172 853 
TABLE XXXVIII 
COMPnU:&Qll BETWEE'N FREQUENCY OF USE AND ATTITUDE 
--
1l!"equency High G~:pup Medium Group Low Group Total 
Often 139 177 48 364 
Occasionally 95 184 129 408 
Seldom 10 8 58 76 
Never 4 3 9 16 
Total 248 372 244 864 
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TABLE :XXXIX 
COMPARISON BETWREN EASE OF ORDERING AND ATTITUDE 
Easy to Order High Group Medium G:roup LoW' Group Total 
Yes 208 340 148 696 
No 61 73 124 258 
Total 269 413 272 954 
TABLE XL 
COMPARISON BE.TWEEN SATISFACTION WITH OWN USE ,AND .ATTITUPE 
Sat is ;fac t:ion High Group Medium Group Low Group Total 
with Use 
Yes 164 274 106 544 
No 113 152 162 427 
Total 277 426 268 971 
TABLE XLI 
COMPARISON BEtwEEN AVAIL.t\BII,.ITY OF EQUIPMENT AND ATTITUDE 
Pieces High Group Medium Group Low Group Total Available 
1 ~ 2 32 23 30 85 
3 
- 4 102 58 105 265 
5 - 6 145 244 141 530 
Total 279 325 276 880 
TABLE XLII 
COMPARISON BETWEEN FELLOW TEACHERS' USE OF MATERIALS AND .ATTITUDE 
Frequency High Group Medium Group Low Group 
Often 134 241 86 
Occasionally 129 154 154 
Seldom 17 24 36 
Never 1 5 4 
Total 281 424 280 
TABLE XLIII 
COMPAAISON BETWEEN GRADE LEVEL ANll ATTITUDE 
Grade Level High Group Medium.Group Low Group 
Kindergarten 18 20 6 
Elementary 142 252 109 
Junior High 49 67 67 
High School 34 72. 73 
College 14 27 21 
Total 257 438 276 
TABLE XLIV 
COMPARISON BETWEEN 
COLLEGE INSTRUCTORS ' USE OF MATERIALS. AND ~TTITUDE 
Freguency 
Often 
Occasionally 
Seldom, 
Never 
Total 
High Group 
47 
100 
81 
46 
274 
Medium Group Low Group 
44 14 
195 106 
110 103 
69 49 
. 418 272 
Total 
461 
437 
77 
10 
985 
Total 
44 
503 
183 
179 
62 
971 
Total 
105 
401 
294 
164 
964 
145 
TABLE XLV 
COMPARISON BE'lWEEN AVAILABILITY OF MATElUALS AND A:£TITUDE 
An!ount of High Group Medium Group Low Group Material 
1 - 3 52 86 25 
4 - 6 124 161 121 
J,- up. 96 177 85 
Total 272 424 231 
TABLE XLVI 
COMPARISON BETWEEN 
PHYSICAL ORGANIZATION OF THE CLASSROOM AND ATTITUDE 
Physical 
Organization 
Excellent 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
Total 
_sex 
Male 
Female 
Total 
High Group Medium. Group Low Group 
31 38 19 
90 1;56 66 
97 154 133 
:;59 72 60 
277 420 278 
TABLE XLVII. 
COMPARISON BETWEEN SEX AND ATTITUDE 
High Group 
68 
201 
269 
Medium Group 
114 
3Q3 
417 
Low Group 
101 
167 
268 
Total 
163 
406 
358 
927 
Total 
88 
312 
384 
191 
975 
Total 
283 
671 
954 
146 
TABLE XLVIII 
COMPARISON BETWEEN CONDITION OF MATERIALS AND ATTITUDE 
Good Condition 
Yes 
No 
Total 
High Group 
262 
22 
284 
Medium Group 
395 
31 
426 
TABtE XLIX 
Low Group 
240 
41 
281 
COMPARISON BETWEEN TRAINING IN PRODUCTION AND ATTITUDE 
Training 
Yes 
No 
Total 
Age Range 
20 . - 29 
30 - 39 
40- 49 
50 ..., up 
Total 
High Group 
141 
141 
282 
Medium Group 
210 
216 
426 
tABLE L 
Low Group 
109 
170 
279 
COMPARISON BETWEEN AGE. AND ATTITUDE 
High Group Medium Group Low. Group 
101 140 102 
59 103 71 
57 66 60 
43 93 34 
260 402 267 
Total 
897 
94 
991 
Total 
460 
527 
987 
Total 
343 
233 
183 
170 
929 
147 
Years Beyemd 
High School 
l 
-
2 
3 ... 4 
5 - 6 
7 - 8 
Total 
College 
Course Work 
Yes 
No 
Total 
TABLE IH 
COMPARISON BETWEEN YEARS OF FORMAL EDUCATION 
BEYOND HIGH SCHOOL AND ATTITUDE 
High Group Medium Group Low Group 
21 36 12 
116 158 88 
105 170 144 
33 57 37 
275 421 2.81 
TABLE LII 
COMPARISON BETWEEN COLLEGE COURSE WORK 
IN AUDIO-VISUAL EDUCATION AND ATTITUDE 
High Group Medium Group Low Gr.oup 
111 158 82 
173 .269 200 
284 427 282. 
TABLE L!II 
Total 
69 
362 
419 
127 
977 
Total 
351 
642 
993 
COMPARISON BETWEEN YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE AND ATTITUDE 
Years of High Group Medium Group Low Group Total Experience 
1 - 10 161 225 173 559 
11 - 20 64 87 52 203 
21 - 30 25 48 22 95 
31 - up 12 40 18 70 
Total 262 400 265 927 
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TABLE Ltv 
COMPARISON BETWEEN EQUIPMENT BIU§.Al<DoWN AND ATTITUDE 
Frequency High Group Medi'Um Group Low Group Total 
Often 7 14 12. 33 
Occasionally 62 111 85 258 
Seldom 167 224 127 518 
Ne-,rer 30 55 31 116 
Total 2.66 404 255 925 
TABLE LV 
COMPARISON BETWEEN SCHOOL SYSTEM AUDIO-VISUAL DIRECTOR: 
PART-T'IblE VERSUS FULL-TIME AND ATTITUDE 
Time Spent H.igh Group Medium Group Low Group Total 
:Part Time 28 59 48 135 
Full Time 115 190 lOS 410 
Total 14.3 249 153 545 
T.ABLI!! LVI 
COMPARISON BETWEEN sUBJECT MATTER .AREA AND .ATTI,TUDE 
Area H.igh Group Medium Group Low Group Total 
English 32 36 36 104 
Social Studies 17 31 25 73 
Science and Math 32 53 41 126 
Business 12 24 23 59 
Music 7 10 4 21 
Foreign Language l 5 8 14 
Total 101 159 137 397 
TABLE LVU 
COMPARISON BETWEEN 
FUNDS ALLOCATED FOR AUDIO-VlSUAt EDUCATION AND ATTITUDE 
.Funds High Group Medium Group Low Group Allocated 
Yea 138 245 152 
No 106 149 83 
Total 244 394 235 
TABLE LVIII 
COMPARISON BETWEEN 
TEACHERS 1 RATING OF ME.CHA.NlCAL ABILITY .AND ATTITUDE 
Bating High Group· Me.dium Group Low Group 
E~cellent 22 41 28 
Good. 115 173 98 
Fair 120 1.71 119 
Poor 25 40 32 
Total 282 425 277 
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Total 
535 
338 
873 
Total 
91 
386 
410 
97 
984 
151 
TABLE LIX 
COMPARISON BETWEEN 
PRESENCE OF A BUILDING COORDINATOR AND ATTITUDE 
Building 
High Group Medium Group .Lo-w Group Total Coordinator 
Yes 128 203 1Z7 458 
No 141 209 152 502 
Total 269 412 279 960 
TABLE LX 
; COMPARISON B:ETW'EE'N 
SCHOOX.. SYSTEM AUDIO-VISUAl. l>lB.ltCTOR AND ATTITUDE 
Audio--Visual 
High Group Meditnn Group Low Group Total Director 
Yes 157 239 i53 549 
No 117 165 114 396 
Total .274 404 267 945 
